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American War of Independence
1. BOTTA (CHARLES). -HISTOIRE DE LA GUERRE D'INDEPENDANCE DES
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE. Paris, J.G. Dentu, 1812-1813. 4 vols. in-8°. 1 portrait, 12
maps. Contemporary half calf.
First French edition of this treatise considered as one of the most important of this time
dealing with American Revolution. It is Charles Botta's (1766-1837) famoust work. This
historian was a physician before having a political career in France. Because he was
influenced as an historian by his political experience, he has been compared with
Guichardin, the famous Italian historian and politician, contemporary of Machiavel. Fine
copy in a nice contemporary binding.

$ 2 950.00

2. BRISSOT DE WARVILLE (JACQUES-PIERRE) -POINT DE
BANQUEROUTE OU LETTRE A UN CREANCIER DE L'ÉTAT, SUR
L'IMPOSSIBILITE DE LA BANQUEROUTE NATIONALE, & SUR LES
MOYENS DE RAMENER LE CREDIT & LA PAIX. Londres. 1 vol. in-8°. Copy
in perfect condition, very well bound. Paperback on all margins, domino paper
cover.
Rare edition of this work written during the American War of Independence by
Brissot de Warville taking stock of the financial situation in France and proposing
solutions to get out the state out of the financial crisis that was raging during the
second half of the 18th century.
French journalist and politician, Jacques-Pierre Brissot de Warville (1754 - 1793)
was the leader of the Girondins during the Revolution. Admirer of the United
States, he left for the young independent state in 1788 in the company of the
financier E. Clavière and provided with a letter of introduction from General
Lafayette intended for George Washington. On his return, he published
“Nouveau Voyage dans les Etats-Unis de d'Amérique Septentrionale made in
1788, by J.P. Brissot (Warville), Citoyen Français”. (Paris, Buisson, 1791). That
same year 1788, the two men had founded « La Société des Amis Noirs » which
aimed to abolish the slave trade. It was therefore a question of studying in the
United States the means of emancipating this population that we wanted to make
free, but above all worthy of freedom. The two men are also co-authors of « De
la France et des États-Unis, Ou de l’importance de la Révolution de l’Amérique
pour le bonheur de la France » (1787). In particular, they expose the commercial advantages that France has enjoyed since
the American Revolution, and as such promote an amplification and intensification of Franco-American trade. Attacked by
the Girondins for his ideas, Brissot died guillotined in Paris in 1793. In this book, Brissot demonstrates his interest and skills
in economics and finance. Our edition is increased by three letters compared to the previous edition of 1782 (a single copy
found in the library) which contained only one, is composed of four letters on the national debt addressed to state creditors.
The first two letters present the reasons which make the bankruptcy of the French State impossible (in particular thanks to
the tax) and the consequences of the revocation of the two taxes on the national debt. The last two letters deal with the means
to support credit in the midst of this financial crisis which affects both Europe and France and the impact of the Russo-Turkish
war on the national debt due to the importance of trade with Turkey.
Beautiful copy with all margins preserved in its original domino paper box.

$ 530.00

3. [ [INDEPENDENCE AMERICAN WAR] BERTRAM [F.] ] -PRISE DE L'ARDENT VAISSEAU ANGLOIS DE 64
CANONS PAR LES FREGATES FRANÇAISES LA JUNON ET LA GENTILLE LE 17 AOUT 1779. Fait à Dunkerque par

F. Bertram. [1779]. 1 sheet (178 x 220 mm.), ink and watercolor drawing heightened with white gouache, double line framing
in ink, titling below in brown ink on 2 lines.

Beautiful ink and watercolor drawing depicting a naval battle during the American Revolutionary War in which two French
frigates seize a British vessel in the English Channel at the beginning of the conflict. Very realistic and detailed drawing signed
F. Bertram, undoubtedly a sailor who was an eyewitness of this battle.While the combined army of
France and Spain guarded the entrance to the English Channel (see nb 4: Le Breton's panorama), the French frigate Junon
sailed towards Plymouth. On August 17, 1779, she crossed paths with the English vessel HMS Ardent against which she
immediately engaged in combat: Captain Bernard de Marigny, commanding the Junon, observed that the ports of the English
vessel were only open on one side, attacked the other edge assuming it was unarmed. La Junon is then rallied by La Gentille,
and HMS Ardent does not resist for long.In the drawing, we can see very clearly the difference of power between the English
vessel and the two French frigates, whose number of guns and the height of the decks and masts are much lower. Captain de
Marigny's victory was therefore due to the speed of his decision to attack and his tactical skill. This French victory was part of
the maritime battles immortalized by the Marquis Auguste-Louis de Rossel de Cercy (1736 - 1804), famous for his works
devoted to the naval clashes of the War of Independence. Only the copy made in 1791 from the original painting remains of
this painting. The style and the quality of the paper of our drawing allow for a contemporary dating of the battle. The precision
with which the author has depicted the rigging of the three ships may suggest that it is the work of a top-man.

$ 1 420.00

4. [INDEPENDENCE AMERICAN WAR] LE BRETON, OFFICIER. -« LIGNE DE BATAILLE DE L’ARMEE
COMBINEE DE FRANCE ET D’ESPAGNE SOUS LE COMMANDEMENT DE MR LE CTE D’ORVILLIERS. CHASSENT
L’ARMÉE ANGLOISSE DANS LA MANCHE LE 26 AOUST 1779. » SLND [1779].

Panorama on paper laminated on canvas (605 x 2 000
mm.) consisting of 2 large juxtaposed sheets and a cutout
of paper bearing the title, drawing in ink and watercolor
(cracks, yellowing, old restorations). Remarkable
panoramic view, executed in ink and watercolor by the
naval officer Le Breton, representing the face to face
between the British and the Franco-Spanish fleet working
alongside the Americans in front of Plymouth, August 26,
1779. Exceptional original document remaineing
unknown to historians. France first engaged in the
American War of Independence by supplying equipment
and aid to the insurgents, then officially in 1778. The
French naval and land aid as well as the support of its allies
contributed significantly to the American victory, in
particular by its victories at sea and at the battle of
Yorktown. The war ends with the Treaty of Paris of 1783
which recognizes the independence of the United States
of America.Louis Guillouet, count of Orvilliers (17101792) was appointed lieutenant general of the naval armies on February 6, 1777. He was in charge of the command of the
naval army, made up of 32 ships and divided into 3 squadrons, which was based at the port of Brest to engage the Royal Navy
in the Atlantic Ocean. At the Battle of Ouessant in July 1778, he defeated Admiral Keppel's British fleet. In May 1779,
d'Orvilliers left the port of Brest with 30 ships, and went to La Coruña where the Spanish fleet had to rally to its flag. Three
months passed by and half of the French crews were decimated by scurvy, including the admiral's only son. With 65 vessels,
the assembled Franco-Spanish fleet went back to the English Channels with the intention of landing in England near the ports
of Portsmouth and Plymouth. However, the shortage of crews and headwinds did not allow this landing. The confrontation
of the fleets is, therefore, reduced to a few individual fights (including the capture of the "Ardent" by 2 French frigates on
August 17) and the face-to-face meeting of August 26, 1779, represented by our panorama, which results in the stalling of the
British fleet but does not allow for a landing.Executed on paper in ink and watercolor, our gigantic panel of two meters long
is the work of a French officer present on the scene: At the top left, we can read in part the inscription "fait par Le Breton,
officier sur le vaisseau le …" The title, executed on a laminated piece of paper placed at the top center of the scene, is Entitled
"Ligne de Bataille de l’armée combinée de France et d’Espagne sous le commandement de Mr le Cte d’Orvilliers. Chassent
l’armée Angloisse dans la Manche le 26 Aoust 1779". It is surmounted by the arms of France (polychrome coat of arms bearing
3 fleurs-de-lys, surrounded by foliage, wearing the royal crown and flanked by 6 flags, a naval anchor and a cannon).Panoramas
depicting naval battles are unusual. Engraved or drawn by hand, they rarely represent more than forty ships, with a width not
exceeding four feet in width. Officer Le Breton's ambition was to represent all of the two fleets here. Thus, nearly 150 vessels
of all sizes are represented. He also recorded most of the names of the ships of the coalition and indicated the number of
guns they carried. For most of these ships engaged in the American War of Independence, this depiction on is the only
iconography remaining. Thus, this unparalleled document for its details, size and the historical importance of its iconographic
content is of major interest for the maritime history of France, Spain, England and America whose fate is then linked to
maritime engagements.The panorama has unfortunately suffered the ravages of time, with parts becoming illegible and the
ligth-induced yellowing of paper. However, we were able to observe and decipher: On the central part and on the left is
represented the Franco-Spanish Fleet, with a hundred boats, including: The Light Squadron commanded by Latouche Tréville
(on the left) comprising: The St Michel with 64 cannons, L'Expania with 64 cannons, La Couronne with 80 cannons, Le
Mignon with 64 cannons, Le Triton with 64
cannons, La Magiciene with 44 cannons, La
Catarina with 18 cannons, Le Delocermel
with 36 cannons, Mutineer with 18 guns,
Senegal with 18 guns, the hospital ship the
Santa Vita, La Diane with 40 guns. Another
small squadron (in the middle, slightly to
the left): L'Emerada, Le Jupiter, La Santa
Rosa, Le London, Le Daswood, Le
Menage, L'Etourdy de 22 cannons, La
Concorde de 40 cannons, La Junon de 40
guns, La Tartante of 40 guns, L'Espiegle of
8 guns, La Curieuse of 42 guns, Le
Chabbeau of 40 guns, Le Pluvieu, Le
Saumon, L'Horizon of 40 guns, La Grana
of 18 guns.On a single line, below, are
represented 45 French ships recognizable
by their flags and flames but whose names
appear in negative or are illegible.

$ 11 200.00

Americana
5. ACOSTA (JOSE DE). -HISTORIA NATURALE, E MORALE DELLE INDIE; SCRITTA DAL R.P. GIOSEFFO DI
ACOSTA DELLA COMPAGNIA DE GIESU; NELLAQUALE SI TRATTANO LE COSE NOTABILI DEL CIELO, & DE GLI
ELEMENTI, METALLI, PIANTE, & ANIMALI DI QUELLE: I SUOIRITI, & CEREMONI: LEGGI, & GOVERNI, & GUERRE
DEGLI INDIANI. NOVAMENTE TRADOTTA DELLA LINGUA SPAGNOLA NELLA ITALIANA DA GIO. PAOLO
GALUCCI SALODIANO ACADEMICO VENETO. In Venetia [Venise], Presso Bernardo Basa, All'Insegna del Sole.

M D XCVI [1596]. 1
vol. in-4°. Antique full
vellum, ink title.
First Italian edition,
translated by Giovanni
Paolo
Galucci
Salodiano. Acosta was
one of the first
Europeans to provide a
detailed image of the
physical and human
geography of Latin
America; his studies of
the Indian civilizations
of the New World were
a major source of
information for several
centuries. He may,
indeed, be called the
first of the true
Americanists.
Fine
copy.

$ 2 950.00
6. BETHENCOURT (JEAN DE) / [BERGERON, PIERRE] -I.
HISTOIRE DE LA PREMIERE DESCOUVERTE ET CONQUESTE DES
CANARIES. FAITE DES L'AN 1402 PER MESSIRE JEAN DE
BETHENCOURT . . . PLUS UN TRAICTE DE LA NAVIGATION ET DES
VOYAGES DE DESCOUVERTE & CONQUESTE MODERNES, &
PRINCIPALEMENT DES FRANCOIS. PARIS, MICHEL SOLY, 1630. II.
TRAICTE DE LA NAVIGATION ET DES VOYAGES DE
DESCOUVERTE & CONQUESTE MODERNES, & PRINCIPALEMENT
DES FRANCOIS. AVEC UNE EXACTE ET PARTICULIERE
DESCRIPTION DE TOUTES LES ISLES CANARIES, LES PREUUES DU
TEMPS DE LA CONQUESTS D'ICELLES, & LA GENEALOGIE DES
BETHENCOURTS & BRAQUEMONS. LE TOUT RECEUILLY DE

Paris, Michel Soly, 1629. 2 parts in 1 vol. in-8°. Jean de
Bethencourt's portrait by Balthasar Moncornet. Original velum.
DIVERS

Fine copy of this scarce Americana, complete with the 2 parts and portrait,
only edition of the very first French publication dealing with the history of
maritime explorations. The texts of the first part were compiled by Pierre
Bergeron: it's a very complete history of world exploration at the age of
discovery, concentrated on French' voyages, including Jacques Cartier du
Mont, Lescarbot, Poutrincourt, Champlain... The work also includes the
discovery of Brazil, the voyages of Vespucci, and the French settlements in
Guanabara and Maranhão. The second part, written by Pierre Bontier and
Jean le Verrier, is an account of the conquest of the Canary Islands by Jean
de Bethencourt. With an amazing portrait.

$ 29 500.00

7. BOITE (GASTON). -[RÉCIT
D’UN ÉMIGRANT AU CHILI].
[CHILI - FRENCH IMIGRANT
MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL]. Ca.

1909. 1 vol. in-8°. 129 handwritten
pp. [19]. 3 trolley tickets, stamps,
official papers, etc. Contemporary
cloth binding.
Spirited narrative by Gaston Boite,
French emigrant to Chile in the
beginning of the 20th century. The
journey from France to South
America still was an adventure, for
the crossing and the installation and
this log gives a vivid picture of it. A
fascinating story by Gaston Boite, a
French emigrant who left La
Rochelle for Chile at the beginning
of the 20th century. The diary begins: "We were therefore determined to emigrate to America and that day were housed at
the Police, across the Pacific Stream Company office, me, my wife, and the two girls, Hélène and Berthe, in the company of
my step mother ; and on Saturday the 14th of September, in the morning, we were able to see majestically the "Orita" liner of
10.000 tons which was to take us. At the beginning of the century, traveling to Chile was still truly adventurous both in crossing
and settling in the country, and this newspaper gives a vision that is both lively, colorful and detailed. The first part is devoted
to the journey: Gaston Boite retraces the stops by focusing on different atmospheres, depicts the landscapes and living
conditions on board, reports the flow of passengers and goods, in a painting where the scenes are mixed more or less incredible
on board and in the ports, including scenes of sale on the sly, and more precise elements on the prices of the various goods
and the nationalities and social backgrounds of the passengers, all forming a precious testimony on these crossings at the
beginning of the century.

$ 710.00
8. BOSSU (JEAN-BERNARD). NOUVEAUX VOYAGES AUX INDES
OCCIDENTALES CONTENANT UNE
RELATION
DES
DIFFERENS
PEUPLES QUI HABITENT LES
ENVIRONS DU GRAND FLEUVE
SAINT-LOUIS,
APPELLE
VULGAIREMENT LE MISSISSIPI;
LEUR
RELIGION,
LEUR
GOUVERNEMENT, LEURS MŒURS,
LEURS
GUERRES
&
LEUR
COMMERCE. PAR M. BOSSU,
CAPITAINE DANS LES TROUPES DE
LA MARINE. SECONDE EDITION. A

Paris, chez Le Jay, Libraire, Quay
des Gêvres, au Grand Corneille. M.
DCC. LXVIII. 1768. 2 parts in 1 vol.
in-12°. 4 plates including engraved
frontispieces in each volume. Half
marbled sheep.
Second edition of primary interest for
Louisiana, Alabama, and Illinois.
Bossu, a captain in the French Navy,
was the first to write about Louisiana in
detail and based on personal experience. The work is actually a collection of 21 letters he wrote during his first two voyages
to the country, in 1751-57 and 1757-62. Sabin 6465: “I find no record of the first edition”. Bossu arrived in New Orleans a
few years after its founding, and only eighty years after La Salle came down the Mississippi. This collection of letters, revealing
many vivid personal and secondhand recollections, gives a fascinating portrait of life and travels in that vast area. Fine copy.

$ 2 600.00

9. COLUMBUS (FERNANDO). -LA VIE DE CRISTOFLE COLOMB, ET LA DECOUVERTE QU’IL A FAITE DES INDES
OCCIDENTALES, VULGAIREMENT APPELLEES LE NOUVEAU MONDE. TRADUITE EN FRANÇOIS. [PAR CHARLES
COTOLENDY]. Paris: Claude Barbin et Christophe Ballard, 1681. 2 parts in 1 vol. in-12°. 18th cent. sheep.
First French edition, translated from the original Italian (1571, Venise), of the first
biography of Christopher Columbus, by one of his contemporaries who knew him best,
his portside son, Ferdinand. Henry Vignaud, severe critic of the origins of the so-called
Columbus Legend, judged it to be "the most important of our sources of information on
the life of the discoverer of America," and Washington Irving honored it as "the cornerstone of the history of the American continent." A more recent historian, Benjamin Keen,
translator and editor of Ferdinand's Historie - published as The Life of Admiral
Christopher Columbus by His Son Ferdinand, New Brunswick, N. J. (Rutgers University
Press), 1959 - calls it "a work of great authority," and continues: "Ferdinand's Historie is
more than a rich and faithful source of information about Columbus. It is also a moving
personal document that vividly re-creates the moral and intellectual atmosphere of
Columbus's world and the swirling passions of which he was the center. . . .”."For the rest,
Ferdinand's book has the irresistible virtues of a splendid adventure story. It is in large part
a straightforward narrative of action . . . the breathless moment of discovery, shipwreck,
storm, battle with mutineers or Indians, or a marooning." Ferdinand accompanied his
father, Admiral of the Ocean Sea, on his fourth voyage to America in 1502-1504, the most
difficult and disastrous adventure of them all. He wrote, therefore, from participation, from
verbal narrative from his father's lips concerning the other voyages, and from unique access
to his father's papers. That the first edition of the Historie was not published till more than
thirty years after its author's death, and in Italian rather than the Spanish in which it was
written, is accounted for in this passage from Admiral Samuel Eliot Morison's life of
Columbus (1942). "How early Ferdinand began the biography we do not know, but it was
not finished until shortly before his death. The manuscript, which has since disappeared, was taken by D. Luis Colon, the
Admiral's grandson, to Italy in 1568, before any Spanish edition had been printed; and the sole surviving text is an Italian
translation by Alfonso Ulloa printed at Venice in 1571." Don Luis, son of Diego, was the "playboy grandson of the Discoverer"
(Keen), who was interested in livelier matters than family papers. He sold the manuscript of Ferdinand's Historie to a wealthy
Genoese physician, Baliano de Formari, who underwrote the translation and publication, and to whom the work is dedicated.
(Parenthetically, in the past century doubt of Ferdinand's authorship was cast by the able Americanist, Henry Harrisse, on the
basis of evidence which seemed impressive at the time. Discovery of subsequent evidence strongly tends to refute Harrisse's
conclusion and demonstrates the pitfalls of bibliographical conjecture, even when made by experts.) When Ferdinand
Columbus (born in 1488) was a young boy he became a page to the Spanish heir apparent, Prince Juan, and later to the
Prince's mother, Queen Isabella. At thirteen, in 1602, he went to America with his father, and again, in 1609, with his elder
brother, Diego, who was Governor of Hispaniola (Espafiola). Thereafter, he traveled widely in Europe, served the Spanish
government with his knowledge of the colonies and of geography, and acted as Diego's legal adviser in the latter's disputes with
the Crown over the rights of the heirs of the Discoverer. It is likely that his Historic based in part upon documents gathered
to present his case, grew naturally out of this litigation. Ferdinand's share of his father's estate included the income from the
labor of 400 slaves in Hispaniola, which, along with several royal sinecures, made him a wealthy man. Much of his money he
spent for books and manuscripts and collecting became his most important pursuit. His library of more than 15.000 volumes
was bequeathed to the cathedral chapter of Seville. Because of centuries of neglect the collection has shrunk to about 2.000
volumes, but the Bibliotheca Colombina, as it is known, nevertheless remains one of the great treasure-houses of books.

$ 3 300.00

10. [FROM FERNAND COLOMB’ LIBRARY : "COLOMBINA BIBLIOTECA"] - [GAUTIER DE METZ (F. 13TH
CENTURY)]. -[IMAGE DU MONDE. NOUVELLEMENT IMPRIMEE A PARIS PAR ALAIN LOTRIAN]. SENSUYT
LYMAIGE DU MONDE CONTENANT EN SOY TOUT LE MONDE MIS EN III PARTIES, CESTASSAVOIR , ASIE,
AFFRIQUE ET EUROPE. AVEC LES PAYS, PROVINCES ET CITEZ ET LES MERVEILLEUSES ET DIVERSES CREATURES
QUI SONT DEDANS... Paris, [Lotrian], [circa 1520-1530. 1 vol in-8°. 2 wood cuts. 19th cent morroco.

Scarce copy of this popular geographical work consisting of a medieval
collection of geography, astronomy and other physical sciences, a text
that has circulated in the form of verse and prose since the 13th century.
The work is attributed to Gautier de Metz, French poet and priest who
produced it around 1246, based on the Medieval Latin text "Imago
mundi" by Honorius Inclusus. Gautier's poem is one of the many
"encyclopedic" medieval works that describe creation, geography and
astronomy with factual and imaginary passages. Monsters, treasures and
distant lands are evoked in this pseudo-scientific poem, which has been
translated into several languages during the Middle Ages, and beautifully
illustrated in numerous manuscripts. The poem "Mappemonde",
attributed to Gautier de Metz, was probably transformed into prose by
Maistre Gossouin in 1265. This edition reproduces that of 1485 due
Cailant, but with some additions at the end. A similar copy is present in
the collections of the NY public library. Provenance: from the library of
Ferdinand Columbus (ex-libris, "Colombina Biblioteca"), then from
Baron Pichon ("bought in 1885") with his ex-libris in red leather on the
front, then Charles Fairfax Murray (with shelf "288" on the back of the
cover). According to Murray, this is the only known copy of this edition.
Ferdinand Columbus (1488-1539), son of the discoverer of the New
World, accompanied his father during his fourth voyage to America
between 1502-1504. After his death, he returned to Spain, then traveled
all over Europe and set up a library of more than 15.000 books. He seems
to have had a particular interest for the editions of the “Image du Monde”.
This book, and others such as Imago Mundi by Pierre d'Ailly, inspired
his father's first discovery plans. Ferdinand's library was entrusted to the
library of St. Paul's Cathedral in Seville. During the 16th and 17th centuries the library, like other Renaissance libraries, was
neglected. Thus, when the library was inventoried in 1684, its contents had decreased to 5000 volumes. The books of the
Ferdinand Columbus Library are extremely rare on the market. According to our research, no other volume of the Colombina
Biblioteca" has been sold in auction for the last fifty years.

$ 118 000.00

11. D’HARCOURT (R. & M.). -LA MUSIQUE DES INCAS, ET SES SURVIVANCES. Paris, Librairie orientaliste Paul

Gueuthner, 1925. 1 vol. in-4° + 1 atlas in-4° of 39 plates. Publisher binding.
First edition of this remarkable work devoted to music and musical
instruments of the Incas. This work, due to the couple of musicologist M,
and Mrs. d'Harcourt, marks a date in the history of Americanism. The
complete bibliography that completes the book makes it possible to realize
that this is the first overall work on South American Indian music, the first
synthesis on an indigenous art that until then had not retained the attention
of ethnologists. The study of Incaic music forms the center of the present
work, their research extending to a much larger field including Mexico,
Central America and all South American regions on which documents
remain. The first part, which deals with the instruments used both in the
pre-Columbian period and since the discovery, is an ethnographic study
that encompasses the entire New World. It is composed of a series of real
monographs including a technical and very detailed description of each
instrument, the study of its distribution in the whole of America. Thus,
bells and noisemakers, drums and xylophones, trumpet, syrinx, vertical
flute and flageolet, whistles and ocarinas and stringed instruments were
successively reviewed. The second part of the book is entirely devoted to
the festivals and dances of ancient Peru and Mexico. The third chapter
deals with Indian music and especially Peruvian music from a technical
point of view. There are 204 melodies recorded, mostly noted on the spot
or collected from people native of South America. The authors thus
manage to distinguish what is truly Indian from what has undergone
European influence, the pre-Columbian music of mixed music. There is
another chapter on Incasic poetry, and another on singers and
instrumentalists. The set includes a superb album of 39 collotype plates, many in color. Fine copy, very fresh.

$ 530.00

12. DRASLE DE GRAND PIERRE. -RELATION DE DIVERS VOYAGES FAITS DANS L'AFRIQUE, DANS
L'AMERIQUE ET AUX INDES OCCIDENTALES. LA DESCRIPTION DU ROYAUME DE JUDA ET QUELQUES
PARTICULARITEZ TOUCHANT LA VIE DU ROY REGNANT. LA RELATION
D'UNE ISLE NOUVELLEMENT HABITEE DANS LE DETROIT DE MALACCA EN
ASIE, ET L'HISTOIRE DE DEUX PRINCES DE GOLCONDE, PAR SIEUR
DRASLE... Paris, Jombert, 1718. 1 vol. in-12°. Contemp. calf.
Rare first edition (the following are from 1726 and 1728) of this precious relation of
a journey made between 1700 and 1718. These trips, that author gives us the account,
are constant comings and goings between continents : taken prisoner by the English,
he is forced to visit parts of Black Africa. Released, he returns to America and seeks
to participate in military events. His stories are anecdotes often full of interest and
sometimes funny (see: p. 7, about Buenos-Aires: "Women are beautiful, lively, witty,
and gallant, and quite well prevented from Francis, to whom they willingly make
advances, as if they wished to console them for the incivility of their fathers or their
husbands, who are always a little dominated by Spanish antipathy, but we must render
justice to those who live. Buenos Aires, I did not find them jealous like the others,
and they even used French enough with regard to their wives, to whom we went to
visit with a lot of freedom, and without them finding it bad. It seems that some air of
Paris has passed into this country, and that it has expelled the Spanish jealousy ... ")
and strewn with descriptions of cities and tropical kingdoms. List of countries crossed:
South America. Brazil. Argentina. Mexico. Africa. Guinea. Benign. Martinique. Asia.
Indonesia. White Stone Island. India. Fine copy, in its original binding.

$ 4 960.00

13. GAMOND (THOME DE) & BELLY (FELIX). -CARTE D’ETUDE POUR LE TRACE ET LE PROFIL DU CANAL DE
NICARAGUA. PRECEDE DE DOCUMENTS PUBLIES SUR CETTE QUESTION PAR FELIX BELLY. Paris, Chez Dalmont

et Dunod, 1858. 1 vol in-folio, publisher cardboard binding. 1 large colored folding map.

Important work for the history of the construction of a canal in Central America, describing the canal project in Nicaragua of
Louis Joseph Aimé dit Thomé de Gamond (1807-1876), illustrated with a large original map. The construction of a shipping
lane crossing the isthmus of Central America and thus connecting the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean is almost as old as the
European presence in the Americas. Although the Panama Canal was completed in 1914 and a Nicaraguan canal was never
built, it may be surprising to learn that for most of the second half of the nineteenth century, Nicaragua was preferred to
Panama for the construction of an interoceanic road. Despite many proposals explored from the sixteenth century, it was not
until the late 1850s that the French duo Félix Belly (1816-1886), impresario and journalist, and Thomé de Gamond, eccentric
engineer but brilliant especially precursor of the Channel Tunnel, gets a technically credible proposal for canal construction.
Even if their ambitious project was not realized, for lack of personal failures and lack of success, it was a strong inspiration for
future generations at the origin of the Panama Canal. Despite this, the idea of a Nicaraguan canal has been recently revived.
Indeed, in 2013, a Chinese consortium was officially authorized by the Nicaraguan government to build a canal crossing the
country to rival that of Panama, too crowded. Although the plans seem credible on paper and the project is technically feasible,
it will not succeed. Indeed, the Chinese billionaire Wang Jing, principal investor, having fainted and the local populations
having strongly protested against the project, this one was stopped. The present work includes an impressive large folding
map, color chromolithography 710 x 960 mm.

$ 1 890.00

14. GARDANNE (J.J. DE) -DES MALADIES DES CREOLES EN EUROPE AVEC LA
MANIERE DE LES TRAITER ET DES OBSERVATIONS SUR CELLES DES GENS DE
MER ET SUR QUELQUES AUTRES PLUS FREQUEMMENT OBSERVEES DANS LES
CLIMATS CHAUDS. Paris. Valade. 1784. 1 vol in-8°. Half sheep.

Rare first edition of this innovative medical treatise by Doctor Jacques-Joseph de
Gardanne, a work written during the American War of Independence. The health of crews
at sea was a major concern of admiralty authorities in the 18th century. The long sea
voyages at the time made it possible to understand a number of things about deficiency
diseases and contagious diseases, but they also allowed the discovery of tropical pathologies
unknown until then.
J.J. De Gardanne (1726-1786) is a doctor specializing in venereal diseases and public
hygiene. He was doctor regent of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris and Montpellier and,
later on, became director of the venereal service at the Charité hospital. He was also the
founder of the “Gazette de la Santé” as well as a royal censor.
In the first part of his book: "On the nature and temperament of the Creoles", he explains
why, according to him, the Creoles are affected by different diseases from Europeans. On
the one hand, he evokes "temperament", a theory derived from Hippocratic medicine
according to which the health of an individual depends on a balance of moods, and that
each individual has his own balance or temperament. On the other hand, he questions the
climate at the origin of tropical diseases: "It is assumed that the Creoles must have the
extremely irritable nervous type, and that their temperament is composed of blood and
bilious. This presumption turns into certainty by reflecting on the effect of the heat around
them. In general, the warmer the atmosphere, the more tension the fiber, the liver volume
and the bile of activity. "Then, in the second part of the book, he discusses" The effect of the
passage through Europe on the Creoles and the means to prevent and remedy it ". Beautiful copy.

$ 1 420.00

15. JONGHE (EDOUARD DE). -LE CALENDRIER MEXICAIN. ESSAI DE SYNTHESE ET DE COORDINATION. Paris,

Au siège de la Société des Américanistes, 1906. 1 vol in-8 °. Half black cloth.
Remarkable essay on the Mexican calendar by Edouard de Jonghe (1878-1950). Belgian doctor in philosophy and letters, he
published his work in the “Journal de la Société des Américanistes de Paris”, of which he was a member. His work is as much
about astronomical study, through the explanation of the functioning of the Mexican calendar, as from the ethnological study,
interested in the customs that are linked to it. He focuses his work on the "Relationship between the Tonalamatl and the solar
year", the "succession of ritual feasts" and "Synchronology". In this work, Edouard de Jonghe discusses the two periods of
Mexican computation: "Tonalamatl", period of 260 days and divided into 20 thirteen, and "Tonalpoualli", period of 365 days
and divided into 18 twenty. Fine copy.

$ 410.00

16. LA CONDAMINE (CHARLES-MARIE DE). -RELATION ABREGEE D'UN VOYAGE FAIT DANS L'INTERIEUR DE
L'AMERIQUE MERIDIONALE. DEPUIS LA COTE DE LA MER DU SUD, JUSQU'AUX COTES DU BRESIL & DE LA
GUIANE, EN DESCENDANT LA RIVIERE DES AMAZONES ; LUE A L'ASSEMBLEE PUBLIQUE DE L'ACADEMIE DES
SCIENCES, LE 28 AVRIL 1745. Paris, chez la Veuve Pissot, 1745. 1 vol. in-8°. Contemp. calf. 1 fold. map.
Original edition of his conference at the Académie of Sciences. La Condamine was the geographer of the French Scientific
Expedition to South America, sent by the king to measure the arc of the meridian at the Equator in order to be able to
determine more accurately the dimensions of the planet. Having completed their measurements, each member of the
expedition went their own way. La Condamine chose to return by the way of the Amazon, and then produced the first scientific
exploration of this great river. His narrative is full of interesting and curious observations. The folding map is the first detailed
map of the Amazon published. Fine copy.

$ 1 420.00

17. LA CONDAMINE (CHARLES MARIE DE). -JOURNAL DU VOYAGE FAIT PAR ORDRE DU ROI A L'ÉQUATEUR,
SERVANT D'INTRODUCTION HISTORIQUE A LA MESURE DES TROIS PREMIERS DEGRES DU MERIDIEN; II.
MESURE DES TROIS PREMIERS DEGRES DU MERIDIEN DANS L’HEMISPHERE AUSTRAL. + NOUVEAU PROJET
D’UNE MESURE INVARIABLE, PROPRE A DEVENIR UNIVERSELLE. EXTRAIT D’UN MEMOIRE LU A L’ASSEMBLEE
PUBLIQUE DE L’ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, LE 24 AVRIL 1748. (S;L.N.D.); III. SUPPLEMENT AU JOURNAL
HISTORIQUE DU VOYAGE A L'EQUATEUR, ET AU LIVRE DE LA MESURE DES TROIS PREMIERS DEGRES DU
MERIDIEN : SERVANT DE REPONSE A QUELQUES OBJECTIONS. PAR M. DE LA CONDAMINE. Paris, Imprimerie

Royale, Durand, et Pissot, 1751, 1752, 1754. 3 works in 3 vol. in- 4°. Engraved title-vignette in vol. 2, large engraved
folding map, 8 plates (7 folding), head- and tail-pieces, one folding table. Contemp. calf.

Scarce set in uniform binding period, of these three texts, in first edition, related to an extraordinary scientific journey in
South America sent to solve the controversy over the shape of the earth by the calculation of Meridians. After a short military
career, Charles-Marie de La Condamine (1701-1774) turned to science, studying mathematics, physics, chemistry and
mechanics, and so on. He was received at the French Academy of Sciences in 1730. In 1735, the Academy of Sciences sent
two expeditions to determine by the meridian measurement the exact form of the earth. The first expedition, composed of
Maupertuis, Clairaut and the Monnier went to Lapland to take different measurements at the level of the Arctic Circle.La
Condamine joined the second, composed of Bouguer, Godin. This expedition join Peru and Quito for its position very close
to Ecuador. On their arrival, the team split to enrich there observations. La Condamine took the road to Quito before going
up the Amazon, becoming the first scientist to explore this part of South America. During this trip, La Condamine retrieved
the data that enabled him to draw up the map of Quito and collected more than 200 objects of natural history which he offered
to Buffon on his return, including the rubber on which he published a memoir for the first time to know its properties (1751).
He also reported the first description of cinchona from which quinine is extracted. On September 6, 1743, the expedition
reached Para Fort in Brazil. La Condamine then reached Cayenne where he made some astronomical observations before
sailing to France. Back to Paris, he published in 1745 an "abridged relation" of his trip, two years after the publication of
Bouguer's. Both were contradictory, Bouguer supporting the thesis of Descartes and Cassinis (prolate ellipsis) while La

Condamine defended that of Newton and Huygens (oblate ellipsoid), and the controversy was lively. His work and the
comparison of the measurements reported by the various expeditions by the Members of the Academy, allowed Newton's
theory to be proved, namely that the earth is not spherical but crushed at the poles. La Condamine then published the present
volumes, including The "Supplement to the Journal", his response to the objections that Bouguer addressed to him through
his "Justifications" published in 1752. In his "New Project of an invariable Measure, apt to become universal" , bound at the
end of Volume II, La Condamine proposes a universal measure of the length which would be equivalent to the length of a
pendulum beating once a second at the equator. The "Journal" itself ends with a History of the Pyramids of Quito. It is
illustrated with the folding map of the Province of Quito, as well as that of the roads, with four engraved plates. Very fresh
copy.

$ 8 850.00

18. LA FAYETTE (GILBERT DU MOTIER, MARQUIS DE). [MANUSCRIPT LETTER SIGNED AND ADDRESSED TO]
MONSIEUR GAULTHIER, CAPITAINE DE CAVALERIE EN
NON ACTIVITE, A PARIS. A bord du Cadmus, le 9 aout

1824. 1 double ff. in-4 ° (225 x 182 mm.) handwritten in brown
ink and signed. (folds, stains, tears with missing fill at the location
of the stamp, old paper reinforcements, list of names in pencil,
copy of the recipient's handwritten genealogy).
Touching letter written by La Fayette during his trip across the
Atlantic, on the occasion of his fourth and last trip to America, in
1824-1825. Document of great historical interest for the
knowledge of the circumstances of his departure and the objective
of his triumphal journey, which historians agree to consider as
unprecedented in modern history, no other man after him having
had such success.
La Fayette (1757-1834) was 66 years old when he embarked on
his last trip to America. The peculiarity of this tour, during which
he will travel all the country, is that it was greeted with popular
enthusiasm and fervor which lasted from his arrival in New York
on August 16, 1824 to his departure on September 9, 1825.
However, such success has nothing to gain when this project
matures. La Fayette's decision to return to his adopted homeland
stems from a political and personal context which pushes him to leave France, in order to find his old comrades in arms and
friends, but above all to revive the liberal cause in France by a journey which takes on a political and symbolic dimension.
America then finds itself in an international and domestic context which prompts it to issue an invitation to the old veteran of
the Revolutionary War. By publicly inviting the iconic opponent to the Restoration regime, American diplomacy is aware of
the political and international significance that such an act can have. Nevertheless, an official invitation is sent to the General,
after debates in the American Congress. The goal is to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the nation and to revive among the
Americans "the spirit of 1776". It was thus at
the invitation of President James Monroe
(1758-1831) and a congressional resolution
that the hero of Yorktown embarked on his
last ocean crossing. In a letter of February 7,
1824, Monroe wrote to him "My dear
general, I wrote to you, about two weeks
ago, a letter in which I expressed to you the
desire to send you, to the port of France that
you would indicate, a frigate, to bring you
here, in case you are free now, to visit the
United States ». La Fayette cannot refuse
such an invitation. However, he declined,
for political reasons, the use of a military
ship and preferred to travel on a merchant
ship.
This is how the American merchant ship
"Cadmus" is designated to wait for her
illustrious passenger at the port of Le Havre
where she discreetly parks. The rumor of

this trip then spread among his friends and La Fayette received their offers to accompany and serve him, including that of
Captain Captain Pierre Arséne Gaulthier (1780-1832), the recipient of this letter. This document gives us an element that we
have not found in any work of historian: the very bad state of health of La Fayette at the time of his departure: "I was sick in
Paris, Sir, when your letter was returned to my home, and as soon as I could get into the car, I went to join the American liner
that was waiting for me ... ". However, La Fayette's preparations are made in a tense context: Since 1822, Lafayette, the main
leader in France of liberal ideas, has participated in various organizations aimed at overthrowing Louis XVIII and narrowly
escaped arrest. During the months preceding his departure, he was the subject of reinforced police surveillance. However, just
days before leaving for America, the police have only vague information about Lafayette's desire to leave. For example, we
read in a report: "We are talking about a long journey that they [Lafayette and his son] must make, but without designating the
place where they must go. The time of their departure is not yet fixed. " In addition, members of the French branch of the
Cincinnati society, of which La Fayette is one of the founding members, previously authorized to wear the insignia of the
order, are no longer entitled to do so, since the order of April 16, 1824, which envelops the Cincinnati in the general
prohibition of all foreign orders. The Cincinnati are now obliged to request the renewal of their authorization to wear the
insignia of the order. In the context of La Fayette's close departure for the French government, it is thus wanting to control the
members of the order and somehow suspect them of being rebels and no longer mere heroes.
Knowing that his correspondence was under surveillance, La Fayette probably deliberately omitted to respond to Captain
Gaulthier's mail before his departure from Le Havre. In the same idea, knowing that his mail of August 9 could be intercepted,
La Fayette specifies the object of his trip: "... this is a question in this simple visit, neither of war, nor of army, and I limit myself
to offer you my sincere thanks and wishes… ”. Obviously, speaking of a "simple visit", he fails to reveal the eminently political
objectives of his trip. Also, certainly for the sake of discretion, La Fayette declines all the proposals to accompany him and
chosen as sole traveling companions, his son Georges Washington de La Fayette (1779-1849) and his private secretary,
Auguste Levasseur (author of a journal of the travel, Paris, 1829). La Fayette leaves Paris on July 10 and arrives in Le Havre
on July 12, where his presence gives rise to demonstrations closely monitored by the authorities. He then boarded the Cadmus,
which has been waiting discreetly for several weeks. The crossing went perfectly and when August 9, La Fayette wrote this
letter, he was already in sight of the American
coast. On the 16th, he landed in New York,
which immediately gave him a taste of the
triumphant stay he began: Far beyond
anything that La Fayette had imagined, the
American population would then give him the
warmest welcome. strong that it is never
granted to a foreign citizen. In the United
States, more than 600 places are now called
"La Fayette". One mountain, seven counties
and forty localities bear his name in particular!
This last trip will also have strengthened his
image in the eyes of the French people, his
role in the success of the American
Revolution remaining the fundamental
element of his posterity.

$ 7 700.00

19. LEON PINELO (ANTONIO DE). -EPITOME DE LA BIBLIOTECA ORIENTAL I OCCIDENTAL, NAUTICA I
GEOGRAFICA. Madrid, Juan Gonzalez, 1629. 1 vol. small in-4°. Engraved title. Ancient vellum.
First edition of this very rare bibliography : the first to mention books on America. Its author, Antonio Leon Pinelo (15891660), probably born in Valladolid, immigrated with his parents to the West Indies in 1604. He lived in Argentina and Peru,
where he followed the teaching of Jesuits in Lima and graduated from law. This allowed him to occupy many official posts in
South America, and in particular that of mayor of Oruro. When he returned to Spain in 1612, he soon became a member of
the Indian Council as a lawyer and columnist. He is considered one of the Council's most important chroniclers. This
institution was in charge of administering the colonies of the Crown : the East Indies (Philippines) and Western (America),
from the 16th to the 17th century. Officially founded in 1524 by Charles V, the Council decides on judicial, governmental,
military and religious issues. Around 1615, Pinelo began to catalog these decrees and orders issued by either the Government
in Spain or by the Viceroys of the American possessions, and proposed in 1623 a first publication referencing the different
articles of laws relating to the administration of the colonies. This is the first of a list of important American works considered

by the author as Biblical Paradise (see El Paraiso en el Nuevo
Mundo, 1656); including "Tratado de confirmaciones reales, que
requieren para las las Indias Occidentales" (1630), a very serious
one: "moral questioning if the chocolate quebronta el ayuno
ecclesiastica" (1636), "Aparato politico de las Indias Occidentales"
(1653), "Acuerdos del Concejo de Indias" (1658), etc. The present
work : "Epitome of the Eastern and Western Biblioteca, nautica y
geografica" (Madrid, 1629), remains its major work, and an
unavoidable reference, the first bibliography to mention travel
relations and other works relating to America. Pinelo refers to the
titles of two libraries, of 1,200 and 2,250, brought together with
particular care ("con particular afecto y devocion"), as well as the
300 volumes which made up his personal library and which he left
to the Council of the Indies. He enriched this catalog with
references to major works and manuscripts which he could only
consult in the great libraries of his time (Duke of Sessa, Ramirez
de Prado, Valenzula Velasquez, Nieremberg, Saldierna,
Constable of Castile, Count Duke of Olivares, Palace of the
Escorial, Archives of Simancas, Chronicler of the Indies).
Following a tradition from the beginnings of the Spanish
bibliography, the titles of foreign works are translated into
Spanish, but Pinelo was inspired by models such as the Libreria
de Doni (1550), and French and English cataloging traditions, to
arrange his material. The first part (pp. 1 to 60) is devoted to
works relating to Asia (especially India) and Ethiopia, the second
(pp. 61 to 136) to works dealing with Central America or
Southern, as well as Pacific Islands. The last two parts (pp. 137 to
186) refer to many general navigation or geography books, as well
as maps. Each section is chronologically classified. At the end of the introductory pieces, the author lists forty-three IndoAmerican languages, then practiced in the colonies of South America. A second edition appeared in the first half of the 18th
century (see n° 18 in this list). On the title, engraved by J. de Courbes, are allegories of India, Spain (Iberica) of Geography
and Navigation.
Rare reference book for travel in the New World.

$ 11 200.00

20. LEON PINELO (ANTONIO DE). -EPITOME DE LA BIBLIOTHECA ORIENTAL, Y OCCIDENTAL, NAUTICA, Y
GEOGRAFCA DE DON ANTONIO DE LEON PINELO ... AEADIDO, Y ENMENDADO NUEVAMENTE, EN QUE SE
CONTIENEN LOS ESCRITORES DE LAS INDIAS ORIENTALES, Y OCCIDENTALES, Y REINOS CONVECINOS, CHINA,
TARTARIA, JAPON, PERSIA, ARMENIA, ETIOPIA, Y OTRAS PARTES. Madrid, Francisco Martinez Abad, 1737-1738.
3 parts bound in 1 vol. In-folio. Contemporary calf. Rare second edition of this scarce bibliography: the first that catalogs
account of travels in America. It is a cornerstone book, especially for the list it gives of manuscripts kept in Spain. Leon Pinelo
(1589-1660) was born in South America. When he arrived in Spain in 1612, he started working on establishing bibliographies
of travel and law books. This second edition of this "Epitome de la Biblioteca Oriental i Occidental" Fine copy of this reference
work for the travel in New World.

$ 5 310.00

21. -LETTERA RARISSIMA DI CRISTOFORO COLOMBO RIPRO- DOTTA E
ILLUSTRATA DAL CAVALIERE AB. MOELLI BIBLIOTEC. REGIO IN VENEZIA. MORELLI.

In Bassano, Nella stamperia Remondiniana, 1810. 1 vol in-8°. xvi, 66 pp. Comtemp.
Cardboard.
Reprint of the Italian version of the letter to Ferdinand and Isabella, written from Jamaica, July 7,
1503, ed. from the unique copy in the Marciana, Venice. Reprint of the Italian version of the letter
to Ferdinand and Isabella, written from Jamaica, July 7, 1503, ed. from the unique copy in the
Marciana, Venice.

$ 1 770.00

22. MONTEIL (FRANÇOIS-AYMAR, CHEVALIER DE). -[ARCHIVE COMPOSED OF 7 MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS]

Brest, St Domingue, et à bord de la "Renomée", 1776-1777.
7 manuscripts kept in a contemporary cardboard cover. Set of 7 handwritten documents from the personal archives of
François-Aymar, knight of Monteil (1725-1787), one of the most brilliant French naval officer of the American Revolutionary
War, and a founding member of the society of the Cincinnati. François de Monteil entered the Navy Guards at Toulon on
August 15, 1741. He was famous at the beginning of his career, especially during battles against the English. In 1746, he was
appointed ship's officer and ship's lieutenant in 1756. He distinguished himself during the 7 years war, particularly at the battles
of Gondelour (April 29, 1758), Negapatam (August 30, 1758) and Pondicherry ( September 10, 1759). March 30, 1759: he is
made Knight of the Royal Order of St. Louis. In 1766, he participated in the raid against the English settlements of
Newfoundland. He then occupied various command posts on the ground (Inspector of Forests and Mature Workshops,
Commander of the Marine Guards, Major of Infantry in the Rochefort Regiment, Brigadier of the Naval Armies), and at sea:
he commanded the frigate the Zephyr for a mission to the Levant. On February 17, 1776, King Louis XVI wrote to him from
Versailles "Monsieur le Chevalier de Monteil, I have chosen you to order my frigate « La Renommée » that I am arming at
the Port of Brest, I give you this letter to tell you that my intention is that you follow this destination, and I pray to God that
he will give you the Chevalier de Monteil in his holy guard. "On the 20th of April, while commanding this frigate, he struck a
reef at the exit of Brest. He was acquitted by the Council of War on May 28. On July 1, 1777 he was appointed commander
of the company of the Guards of the Navy in Brest, from April 1, 1778 to December 31, 1779, he was appointed Command
of « le Conquérant » in the fleet of Orvilliers He participated in the battle of Ushant in July 1778, during which he was
wounded, and in the campaign of the Channel of the French-Spanish naval army from May to October 1779. He is made
Knight of the Order of St Lazare and Mount Carmel On May 4, 1779, he was promoted to Wing Commander. From January
1, 1780 to July 21, 1781, he commanded the vessel of 74 « le Palmier » in the Guichen squadron and took part in the three
battles of Dominica on April 17, May 15 and 19, 1780. May 9, 1781, with five ships and two frigates attack at the request of
the Spanish, the establishment of Pensacola (Florida) held by the English that forced to surrender. The king approved that he
accepts the portrait enriched of diamonds that made him send the King of Spain to thanks him. From July 21 to December
14, 1781, he commanded the ship of 80 Languedoc, the rear guard of the fleet of Grasse to the victory of the Chesapeake
(September 5, 1781). September 1, 1781: he is made Commander of the Royal Order of St Louis. On February 8, 1783, he
was promoted to Lieutenant General of the Navy and became a founding member of the Cincinnati Society of France on
January 7, 1784.

The present archives from this famous sailor includes: I. Autograph letter of the Chevalier de Monteil, aboard the «
Renommée » on April 14 [1776] (2 pp. In-fol.), Relating a training made off Brest with the « Perle » and the « Moucheron »,
and evoking the qualities of the « Renommée » comparable to the ancient « Sylphid », both for governing and for wearing sail.
The Chevalier is preoccupied by the improvement of the French ships as the war against the English is announced: "I would
not fail to make an estimate of the perfections that could be added to the frigates of this species whose use is dear to peace but
which can be of great use in war ... "II. Letter autograph, Brest June 23, 1776, addressed to his brother Charles François Just,
Marquis de Monteil (8 pp. In-4 °). Letter written before his departure for Santo Domingo. Monteil announces to his brother
his next departure for Santo Domingo. He regrets that the secret of this mission has been poorly guarded and is surprised to
have been appointed to command a frigate, while officers younger than him are leading vessels of 74 guns. His brother, who
must meet the minister, might intervene in his favor: "I will abstain from saying anything to M. de Sartine, from whom he could
infer that I am displeased; for your part, let him see how he treats me, and at least he must, in all fairness, send as soon as
possible one of the 10 or 12 frigates that are available here, get up, so that armament case I take my place, and that he must
honestly leave me as little as possible for orders, or M. Dennery, or those of M. de Traversais my junior, especially having no
division in my command, and finding myself very out of place on the most beautiful frigate but the least habitable and the
most inconvenient that corsair ever had » . He adds: "I confess that in that I am allowed to see here my packages, it is apparent
that I will not take food in Santo Domingo, so I'll leave as soon as possible. It is recommended to me to keep the sea, to relax
in the ports as little as possible. Never was recommendation more superfluous, when it must be supposed that I know that the
ports until the end of September in these climates, are the most unhealthy that can be imagined, and when fortunately the sea,
at this time, is still healthy enough "... He announces that he will remain aboard his ship, and that he will leave Brest for Cadiz
with three other frigates as soon as the winds are favorable. "You feel [...] how important it is to me to be informed of what
you could have said to the minister when you can see him and ask him that in view of the appearance of a great armament, he
will not let me in a colony at the orders of everybody, with my frigate, where I am deprived of all convenience. That it would
make me pay too much for a misfortune, where the council of war judged me innocent : that without this misfortune, arming
large ships, he could not have the idea of depriving me of it, to restrict me to a single frigate now the lot of our lieutenants "...
III. Manuscrit signed "Michel": description of the rigging of the « Renommée », Brest May 7, 1777 (1 p.in-4 °), with the
dimensions, in feet, of the various sails of the frigate (span, fall and border). IV. "Quote of the frigate of Roy the « Renommée
» at the return of the campaign of 12 months 25 days, finished April 29 [1777], that this frigate has just done under the
command of Mr le chevalier de Monteil, part of the squadron commissioned by Mr Cte Duchaffaut, and then to the coasts
of Santo Domingo "(2 pp. in-folio.): technical characteristics of the building, embarkation of ballast and ammunition from
Brest in June 1776 ... V. Letter written in his name, Mole Saint-Nicolas [Santo Domingo] January 7, 1777 (2 pp. in-4 °). There
is talk of Monteil disease, with "continuous fever," the protection of free cabotage along the coast of Santo Domingo, and the
American War of Independence : "The English American ships will appear little in the future in these parts, though what we
learned yesterday from a French boat captain from New York is true. He assures that the Royalist troops were at his departure
only five miles from Philadelphia, that the Congress was dislodged, that each fled and abandoned this city. The Hessians and
Scots, according to this captain, have contributed the most to the success of General Howe ». VI and VII. 2 Autographed
letters signed by F. Augustin Hofer, chaplain of the galleys, Brest 24 and 26 May 1777 (3 pp. In-4 °), asking for help about his
expenses after a beaching during his campaign with the Chevalier de Monteil.
Set of documents lifting the veil on crucial period of the life of this sailor, when a beaching nearly broke his career; documents
allowing an intimate approach to the concerns and actions of this famous sailor who was, by the posts he occupied on land
and at sea, both craftsman of the modernization of the French fleet and man of action in the heart of major fights of the
American war of independence.

$ 8 000.00

23. [PLAUTIUS (CASPAR)] -NOVA TYPIS TRANSACTA NAVIGATIO NOVI ORBIS INDIAE OCCIDENTALIS... NUNC
PRIMUM E VARIIS SCRIPTORIBUS IN UNUM COLLECTA... [Linz], 1621. 1 vol in-folio. 19 leaves of plates. Engraved
emblematic title, 19 folding, woodcut diagrams in text. Plate of Columbus with a map of the world, signed by Wolfgang Kilian.
Contemp. vellum.
First Edition, second issue of this famous relation of the Benedictine missionaries who accompanied Columbus on his second
voyage to the Americas. Although laced with miraculous accounts, beginning with the mass celebrated by St. Brendan on the
back of a whale (pl. 2), the narrative is full of authentic details of Caribbean customs, flora and fauna, and agricultural products.
A specimen of music is given on pp. 35-36. The author accuses the Protestant de Brys' accounts of being filled with lies, and
dwells on the barbaric cruelties of the natives in support of the notion that Satan ruled the native American religions. Only the
first engraving is signed, by Wolfgang Kilian (1581-1662), Augsburg master-engraver, but the others are comparable in style

and were probably also executed by him. Kilian's plate shows a full length portrait of Columbus under a globe or circular map,
with the inscription “Almirante de nauios par las Indias.”

$ 17 700.00

24. ROBIN (CHARLES-CESAR). -NOUVEAU VOYAGE DANS L'AMERIQUE SEPTENTRIONALE, EN
L'ANNEE 1781. ET CAMPAGNE DE L'ARMEE DE M. LE COMTE DE ROCHAMBEAU. Philadelphie et

Paris, Moutard, 1782. 1 vol. in-12°. Contemp. half calf.
Original Edition. Robin was, upon Franklin's recommendation, attached to the army of Rochambeau as chaplain. Bernard
Fay describes his book as 'rather ridiculous and dull'. This was substantially the opinion of his contemporaries. When the
book was first published Garat gave it a trenchant review in Le Mercure de France. He said that Robin was to seasick to note
the crossing. He (Robin) illustrated the hospitality of the Americans by remarking that the wife of the host frequently shared
her bed with gentleman quests. Vital statistics he gathered by studying tombstones. Fine copy.

$ 1 420.00

25. ROSSEL DE CERCY (AUGUSTE-LOUIS DE). / DEQUEVAUILLER (FRANÇOIS JACQUES). -COMBAT
NAVAL LIVRÉ LE 21 JUILLET 1781 PAR MR. DE LA PEROUSE CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAUX. DEDIE AU ROI. CE
COMBAT FUT LIVRE, A LA HAUTEUR DE LOUISBOURG, PAR DEUX FREGATES DU ROI, L'ASTREE, DE 26. CANONS,
COMMANDEE PAR MR. DE LA PEROUSE, CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAUX, ET L'HERMIONE, DE MEME FORCE, PAR MR.
LE CTE. DE LA TOUCHE EGALEMENT CAPITAINE, CONTRE SIX BATIMENS DE GUERRE ANGLOIS, DONT UN FUT
PRIS. LE COMMANDANT ANGLOIS, APRES AVOIR ETE DEMATE, ET AVOIR AMENE, SE SAUVA A LA FAVEUR DE LA
NUIT, ET LE CONVOI ENNEMI FUT MIS EN FUITE. GRAVE D'APRES LE TABLEAU ORIGINAL DE 5. PIEDS DE LONG,
SUR 3½ DE HAUTEUR, APPARTENANT AU ROI, ET FAISANT PARTIE DE LA COLLECTION DES 18 COMBATS DE
MER DE LA DERNIERE GUERRE, PEINT PAR L'ORDRE DE SA MAJESTE, PAR MR. LE MARQUIS DE ROSSEL, ANCIEN
CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAUX, CHEVALIER DE L'ORDRE ROYAL ET MILITAIRE DE S. LOUIS. Paris, Mérigot le jeune,

1790. Etching on laid paper, 1 large sheet ( 545 x 729 mm.). Important historical engraving depicting the naval battle of
Louisbourg on July 21, 1781, which opposed the French frigates L'Hermione (Ct Latouche Tréville) and the Astrée Ct Comte
de La Perouse) to a British convoy protected by 5 warships.
Engraving executed by François Jacques Dequevauviller (1745-1807) after the original painting of the Marquis Auguste-Louis
of Rossel de Cercy (1736 - 1804), famous for his works devoted to the naval confrontations of the war of independence. After
a service of 28 years, this naval officer left the French Navy in 1779 to begin a career as an artist. At the time, most of the
works depicting naval battles are fanciful because the painters are not sailors. De Cercy, by his experience, produces on the

other hand works of great realism. Recognizing his talent, the Department of the French Navy tasked him to paint the battles
of the American War of Independence. His depiction of the Battle of Louisbourg is part of his collection of 18 sea fights that
he made between 1788 and 1789.

The original work of the Battle of Louisbourg (oil on canvas, 113 x 136 cm) is kept at the “musée du petit Trianon” in
Versailles. On June 18th, 1790, the "Journal général de France" announce: "It has just appeared two prints of which one
represents the" Naval Combat delivered December 18, 1779, by the Count de la Motte Piquet ... " and the other "Naval Combat
Delivered July 21, 1781, by M. de la Pérouse ..." These two prints are dedicated to the King, who has honored them with his
subscription, and the royal family. They have been engraved by M. Dequevauviller, known for very good works of this kind,
and renowned for everything by a superior talent for rendering the skies. The waters, the vessels, their maneuver, and the
smoke which is particularly noticeable in the battle produce the greatest effect”.
The battle and its protagonists: Patrolling near Cape Breton Island, on the coasts of New England, two French ships confront
a British convoy on July 21, 1781. The French fleet consists of two frigates: Astrée (38 guns), commanded by Jean François
de Galaup, Count of La Pérouse (1741 - disappeared in 1788) and Hermione (34 guns), under the orders of Louis- René de
La Touche, Count of Tréville called "Latouche-Tréville" (1745-1804). The English form a convoy of: 6 warships: Charlestown
(28 guns), Allegiance (24 guns), Vernon (24 guns), Vulture (20 guns), Jack (14 guns), Thompson (18 guns); 9 merchant ships
and 4 refueling ships. The British convoy is routed by the French, and 2 warships are captured and 3 merchant ships. The
two French officers will be promoted following their bravery. Latouche-Treville will become admiral and La Perouse will take
command of the famous expedition around the world wanted by Louis XVI.
A famous ship: The present engraving offers one of the only known representations of the famous "Hermione», a 46 meters
long frigate was designed in by the architect Henri Chevillard and Built in eleven months at the arsenal of the port of Rochefort
in 1779. Under the command of Latouche-Tréville, she carried the Marquis de La Fayette to America where he announces
to George Washington the imminent arrival of French reinforcements to help American insurgents in their struggle for
independence. It was this trip that earned Hermione the name of "Frigate of Freedom". On March 16, 1781, she participated
in the Battle of Cape Henry in Chasepeake Bay and the decisive blockade that precipitated capitulation of Yorktown. On May
4, 1781, she received on board the members of the very young American congress. In 2014, a replica of the Hermione was
launched in Rochefort, after 17 years of construction. The following year, the new "Hermione" crosses the Atlantic for multiple
stops in the US: Yorktown, Alexandria, Annapolis, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, New Port, Green-Port, Boston ...
This engraving of the Battle of Louisbourg is rare on the market: according to our research, the last one for sale in the United
States goes back more than 100 years (Anderson Galleries, NY, November 1-2, 1916).

$ 11 200.00

26. [TUCKER (JOHN GOULSTON PRICE)]. [AMÉRIQUE DU SUD / URUGUAY]. -A NARRATIVE OF THE
OPERATIONS OF A SMALL BRITISH FORCE, UNDER THE COMMAND OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL
SIR SAMUEL AUCHMUTY, EMPLOYED IN THE REDUCTION OF MONTE VIDEO, ON THE RIVER
PLATE, A.D. 1807. BY A FIELD OFFICER ON THE STAFF. ILLUSTRATED WITH A PLAN OF THE OPERATIONS.

London, Printed for John Joseph Stockdale,1807. 1 vol. in-4°. 1 engr. map. Contemp cardboard binding.
Rare copy of the first and
only édition of this work
written by a field officer,
attributed to John Goulston
Price Tucker, of the capture
of Montevideo by Samuel
Auchmuty
in
1807.
Auchmuty (1758-1822) was
born in New York, from a
family of loyalists, was the
son of the Rector of Trinity
Church. This attack is part
of a series of British
incursions in South America
in early Nineteenth century.
Auchmuty's initial mission
was to retake Buenos Aires,
which had been briefly
under British control. Held
in check in his mission, he
decides to attack near
Montevideo, a city much
less fortified than Buenos Aires. The book contains the narrative of the operations and the text of Auchmuty general order
of declaring the victory. An appendix gives Auchmuty’s version of the events, with the names of the British employed in the
attack and those who were killed, the catches made at Montevideo and the related proceedings in Parliament. The engraved
plan placed as a frontispiece shows the geographical area, with the delimitation of the movements of British troops.

$ 1 890.00

27. WELLES (ORSON) -WAR OF THE WORLDS, A
MERCURY THEATRE OF THE AIR ADAPTATION. England,

1963. 1 vol. in-4° of : [2] ff. (cover on red paper, explanatory text
on white paper); [3] ff. bl. (on red paper); 47 ff. On pale blue and
yellow paper (including twice f. 46); [2] ff. bl. (on red paper). Later
Bradel Binding covered with embossed paper imitating black
morocco, with the addition of a printed cover and explanatory
leaflet.
Very rare limited edition of the famous radio play “War of the
Worlds”, adaptation by Orson Welles (1915 - 1985) of the
legendary science fiction novel by Herbert George Wells (1866 1946), leading lettered copy signed by 0. Wells of this first edition
of the script for this program aired the day before Halloween in
1938.
A masterpiece of science fiction, “War of the Worlds” is a novel
published in 1898 by one of the pioneers in this field, H. G. Wells.
It is one of the first works of the imagination that confronts
humanity with a hostile alien race, in addition to reflecting the angst
of the Victorian era and imperialism. The novel has been adapted
into radio serials (including this version of O. Welles which hit the
headlines), role-playing games, comics, four feature films and
several series. Besides these many adaptations, “War of the
Worlds” remains Wells’s masterpiece and his influence on
twentieth century science fiction is considerable.

During the evening of Monday, October 30, 1938, the eve of Halloween, the American radio station CBS broadcasts an
adaptation of “The War of the Worlds” by Orson Welles alongside Joseph Cotten (1905 - 1994). O. Welles is not only an
American artist, part actor, director, producer and screenwriter, but he is also a theater director, designer, writer and illusionist.
Due to its very realistic airing in which O. Welles masquerades as
a CBS presenter interrupting the program, this show frightened
much of the East Coast of the United States who would have
believed in the invasion of the country. by Martians. Not only CBS
standards, but also police stations were inundated with calls from
people claiming to have seen Martians. The panic was relayed for
a week in the press. In retrospect, the extent of the panic is
questioned by some historians. However, this unmatched radio
performance allowed O. Welles to become famous across the
country and opened the doors to Hollywood for him, marking the
start of his brilliant career.
This script, published in a very small number (126) to mark the
25th anniversary of the show, was not broadcast outside a very
small circle (“privately printed” p.46), which explains its rarity. : we
have not located any copy in public funds or on the market. Our
copy is one of the top 26 numbered with letters and has two 46
pages. The first is signed by O. Welles as well as the letter of this
edition and the second with the mention “proof” and the signatures
of O. Welles and Cotten. This American actor began his career
here and his strong relationship with O. Welles led him to star in
a large number of his films. The book and ironically ends with the
phrase: “Don’t believe everything you hear on the radio.”!
It is probable that this copy was later bound with the addition of a
cover reproducing the title page, printed on red Bristol board, as
well as an explanatory leaflet.
Very fresh copy bearing 3 times the signature of Orson Welles
(title page and on both pages 46).

Reserved.

Africa - Egypt - Middle East
28. BRETON DE LA MARTINIÈRE (JEAN BAPTISTE JOSEPH) L'EGYPTE ET LA SYRIE OU MOEURS, USAGES, COSTUMES ET
MONUMENS DES EGYPTIENS, DES ARABES ET DES SYRIENS. PAR M.
BRETON. PRECEDE D'UN PRECIS HISTORIQUE. ORNE DE 84
PLANCHES DONT UNE PARTIE A ETE EXECUTEE D'APRES LES
DESSINS ORIGINAUX ET INEDITS, ET L'AUTRE D'APRES L'OUVRAGE
DE LOUIS MAYER. ACCOMPAGNE DE NOTES ET ECLARCISSEMENS
FOURNIS PAR M. MARCEL, DIRECTEUR DE L'IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALE,
MEMBRE DE LA COMMISSION D'EGYPTE. Paris, Nepveu, 1814. 6 vol.
in-16°. 84 colored plates. Contemp. morocco.
First edition, beautifully bound and in period colors with heightened gold, of
this book dedicated to Egypt and the Middle East. Jean Baptiste-Joseph
Breton Martinière (1777-1852), performs here a particularly realistic and
documented work. A major actor in court reporting in France, co-founder and
manager of the Gazette des Tribunaux, he knows almost all the languages of
Europe (English, German, Spanish, Flemish, Dutch, Italian). He was thus the ideal man to carry out the work entrusted to
him by the publisher Nepveu, a bookseller passionate about travel. Breton has produced similar works on China and Russia.
For his book on Egypt and Syria, he appeals to Jean-Joseph Marcel, a student of Louis-Mathieu Langlès. Marcel, who had
participated in the publication of Langlès's "La recherche asiatique", and had accompanied Napoleon to Egypt in 1798. He
yielded to Breton not only information, but
also unpublished drawings he had himself
made during his journey and that Breton
adds those of Luigi Mayer published in
England. In his preface, Breton praises the
success of the French in Egypt "where the
French name has left such beautiful
memories." The text, far superior to that of
the English edition of Mayer, provides
information on the customs, religions and
antiquities of the region, and its tone is very
anti-English. The iconography consists of
84 plates with an important ethnographic
part: inhabitants of all social categories,
scenes of life, crafts, objects, furniture,
weapons, musical instruments and views of
monuments, cities and landscapes of the
Holy Land and from Egypt. The double
page plates are mostly reduced versions of
Mayer's Egypt. The set is in period colors,
especially fresh. Superb copy.

$ 5 310.00

29. [BROWN (ROBERT JAMES REID)]. -LIFE’S ECHOES BY ’TIS TRUE ! A POSSIBLE ELUCIDATION OF THE
MYSTERIOUSLY CRYPTIC TESSELLATIONS MADE MOSTLY BY BYRON, FITZGERALD AND OTHERS FROM OMAR
QAYYAM’S RUBAIYAT. Paris, Groves & Michaux (éditeur), Bishop & Garrett (imprimeur), 1926. 1 vol. small in-4°
of : [1] f. bl. ; [66] ff. (pages 1 to 62 and with two ff. 24: 24a and 24b); [69] ff. (pages 127 to 63 with two ff. 127 and twice f. 125
including the original); [1] f. bl. (reproductions of Persian miniatures, photographs, old sketches and various documents with
chromolitographed framing enhanced with gold). Oriental paper mounting printed one side and folded. Loose prospectus.
Signed by the author p. 24b and dedicated to his wife “the Princess of my Heart! and the Queen of my life!” whose name
appears in the table of buyers "Berthe G. Plas" p. 126. Contemporary midnight blue morocco, double gilt thread, smooth
spine, gilded head, double bookmark in silk and mother-of-pearl, cover, case.
Rare and mysterious richly illustrated version of the “Rubaiyat” published in 1926 by Robert JR Brown (1863 - 1930),
exceptional leading copy, one of 30 on imperial Japanese vellum, stuffed with original documents and dedicated to the wife
of the author.

The “Rubaiyat”, translated into French as “Quatrains”, is a
collection of poems written in Persian between the 11th and
12th centuries by the poet and scholar Omar Qayyam
(approximate dates 1048 - 1131) and was notably translated in
1878 by the British poet Edward FitzGerald (1809 - 1883), a
translation that inspired Brown for his curious work. This
colonel of the Indian army retired in Houilles in the early
1920s during which he wrote what will remain his major work:
“Life's Echoes by 'Tis True!” published in Paris in a limited
edition of 600 copies due to its slightly erotic content: “for the
private amusement of philosophical bibliophiles only” (p.
125). There is no work more particular than this in the field of
Rubaiyat studies, both because of its structure and its content.
Indeed, the work, printed in the oriental style, is confusing by
its composition: the title is in the middle of the volume and the
two parts on either side of the title (pp. 1-62 and pp. 63-127 ),
both read from right to left. Colonel Brown's reasons for this
strange pagination are linked to his concept of "revolution": he
wanted his book to be, like the universe, an endless cycle,
which he thinks he achieved by putting the two ends of the
book between! As to its content, the book begins with a preface
that Brown calls his "Tessalated Preface" (pp. 1-24b +),
followed by his version of the Rubaiyat (pp. 25–90). The leaves
on pages 91 and 92 feature 17th-century poems on drink, fate
and philosophy. Next is a useful alphabetical glossary of key
words and their symbolism, usually sexual (pp. 93-105 +),
followed by what Brown calls his "Vocabulary", and what others
would simply call the general index of the book (pp. 116-118.)
The following two sections are particularly helpful in understanding the book. The "Echoes" section (pp.118-119) is essentially
an index of illustrations with, where applicable, the corresponding first line of their “Byronics” (mostly poetic quotes relevant
to the illustrations and their associated Rubaiyat). The second section, "Quatrains" (pp.120-123 +), is a list of verses from
Brown's version of the Rubaiyat, along with their sources of inspiration, followed by a short list of the authors and various
quotes used in the preface and glossary. Each leaf features magnificent Persian polychrome reproductions sumptuously framed
by chromolithographs of the same inspiration, the originals having been specially executed by the famous Algerian caligrapher,
painter and miniaturist Mohammed Racim (1896 - 1975),
founder of the Algerian School of Miniature. Among these
illustrations, we find reproductions of drawings, photographs
or paintings depicting people, buildings (“The Taj Mahal at
Agra” p. 39) or objects (“Combs” p. 42), some of them erotic
such as the reproduction of a painting of a young woman with
bare breasts (p. 36). The author selects his illustrations with
care through his travels and encounters, as evidenced by the
reproduction of a drawing by Omar Qayyam on page 2
(probably his only known portrait) that Brown acquires not
without difficulty from the famous London bookseller, Maggs,
who agrees to sell him at a very reasonable price in the name
of their common passion for the Persian poet.
Another curiosity of this book: the author left blank spaces
next to pages 33, 35, 40, 49, 60, 65, 66 and 81. However, in
the years that followed, he sent some of these illustrations to a
few privileged subscribers. Our copy has three of them on
pages 60, 66 and 81 as well as two of the original illustrations
from the book. The first, reproduced at pp. 9-12, is a 91-verse
manuscript fragment of poems by Omar Qayyam (“‘Omar
’MS., Signed and dated 1704”). The second, certainly the most
sumptuous of the illustrations in this work, perfectly
combining the oriental and Indian style, is composed of a
miniature depicting an Indian woman in traditional clothes
placed in an illuminated Persian style frame, calligraphed and
signed by Racim (p. 125). The chromolithographed version
linked to the next page is a gauge of the quality of the work of
the printers Bishop & Garrett. For this copy specifically
designed for his wife and bearing the number 5 of the top 30

printed on Imperial Japanese vellum (the remaining prints are on very thin plain paper), Brown attaches three additional
illustrations: an ink wash drawing depicting a flower and bird, a photo of a sculpture of a woman and a bull as well as a portrait
of Sufi Sheik Abu Said Abu Khair with written on the back “Two lovers. Lightly drawn Indian miniature in pencil and colors.
India. About 1650”.
Touching copy of this veritable masterpiece by a bibliophile, superbly bound in midnight blue morocco, bearing Brown's
signature and this dedication to his wife: “la Princesse de mon Coeur! et la Reine de ma vie!” (translated : “the Princess of my
Heart! and the Queen of my life!”).

$ 4 130.00

30. MOUËTTE (GERMAIN). -RELATION DE LA CAPTIVITE DU SR. MOÜETTE DANS LES ROYAUMES DE FEZ ET
DU MAROC, OU IL A DEMEURE PENDANT ONZE ANS. OU L'ON VOIT LES PERSECUTIONS QUI Y SONT ARRIVEES
AUX CHRETIENS CAPTIFS, SOUS LES REGNES DE MOULEY ARCHY, ET DE MOULEY SEMEIN SON SUCCESSEUR
REGNANT AUJOURD'HUY, ET LES TRAVAUX ORDINAIRES AUXQUELS ON LES OCCUPE . AVEC UN TRAITE DU
COMMERCE, ET DE LA MANIERE QUE LES NEGOCIATIONS S'Y DOIVENT COMPORTER... Paris, Jean Cochart, 1683.
1 vol. in-12°. Full contemporary calf. First edition of this autobiographical work by Germain Moüette (1651-1691), famous for
his detailed description of his eleven years of captivity in Morocco following his capture by the corsairs of Salé at the age of
19.
Left for “the West Indies of America” in September 1670, Germain Moüette was captured and sold as a slave. He then has
several masters, with whom he exercises various trades. With one of them, Doctor Bougiman, he learned Arabic and Spanish.
After two years spent in Salé, he found himself in Fez, where he spent another two or three years, then he went to Meknes,
where he remained six or seven years, participating in the vast construction sites ordered by Moulay Ismaïl. He was redeemed
in 1680 with 45 other captives by the religious of the order of Notre-Dame-de-la-Merci. He then returned to Paris via Tetouan,
Malaga, Marseille, Toulon and Lyon.
The account of his adventures is a considerable source of first-hand information for historians on the lives of Christian slaves
captured by the Barbarians. It is also a very rich text on daily life in Morocco at the time, for which Doctor Bougiman provided
him with a great deal of information. It also includes a vast Franco-Arabic glossary of nearly 900 words and expressions which
occupies pages 330 to 362 of the work, followed by a list of "Names of Provinces and Towns belonging to both the King of
Morocco, 'to Christians, on its shores'.
Provenance: manuscript ex-libris "Quincy-St Maurice": Charles Sevin, Marquis de Quincy (1660-1728), French artillery
general, author of a Military History of the Reign of Louis the Great (1726), married Geneviève Pecquot of Saint-Maurice.
They had a daughter, Catherine Charlotte Sevin de Quincy (1699-1736). Beautiful copy.

$ 1 420.00

31. PICARD (L.). -MERS-EL-KÉBIR. 24 juin 1839.
Bright panoramic drawing, executed in pencil and watercolor, depicting the bay of Mers el Kebir at the very beginning of the
French presence in Algeria. This village in the Gulf of Oran, built on the ruins of an ancient city destroyed by the Vandals in
the 5th century, was taken over by the French in January 1838, shortly after the fall of Constantine. Pushed back during a first
attempt by land, the French troops entered through the bay of Stora, a former Phoenician trading post whose history dates
back to 1000 BC, which later became the fishing port of Skikda. The French set up their headquarters there to face armed
resistance from the surrounding tribes. The city was renamed "Fort de France" after the name of the ship which allowed the
French to land in the bay, then "Philippeville" in homage to King Louis-Philippe. When the city took its independence, in
1962, it was renamed "Skikda". Mers El Kebir also remains the site of one of the great tragedies in the history of the French
navy: On July 3, 1940, a week before the handing over of full powers to Marshal Pétain, the British fleet destroyed an Army
squadron of Vichy anchored in the military port of the city.
In this drawing, executed the following year, the artist is placed on the dock, at the end of the bay. In the foreground, we can
see fishermen affixed to their net. In front of the dock, several fishing boats are at anchor, two of which carry the typical Latin
sail rigs of North African boats. To the left are wooden barracks and multi-storey buildings with white, yellow and blue facades
hanging from the port to the top of the hill. The silhouette of the fortified part of the city then smooths out to the slender
tower of a lighthouse. Two large ships with three masts are anchored at the foot of the city.

$ 410.00

32. RENAUDOT (M.) -ALGER. TABLEAU DU ROYAUME, DE LA VILLE D'ALGER ET DE SES ENVIRONS. ETAT DE
SON COMMERCE, DE SES FORCES DE TERRE ET DE MER. DESCRIPTION DES MOEURS ET DES USAGES DU PAYS.
Alger. Paris, Mongie Aîné, 1830. 1 vol. in-8 °. 1 folding map; 5 full-page plates. Softcover, printed publisher's cover.

Second edition, revised and corrected, published the same year as the original which sold out, according to the publisher, after
4 days. This edition appeared in April 1830, two months before the Algier expedition which took place in June and July of
the same year and which was the first episode of the conquest of Algeria by France.
Written by Renaudot, a former guard officer of the Consul of France in Algiers, this book was designed to serve as a "Guide
fidèle aux Officiers de l’Armée d’Expédition" (translated: "Faithful Guide to Officers of the Expedition Army") and to provide

"aux Amateurs qui n’y iront pas, des Documents Historiques et Amusans sur le Pays et ses Habitants" (translated: "to Amateurs
who will not go there, Historical and Entertaining Documents on the Country and its Inhabitants ”). This work contains a
description of the habits and customs of the country, preceded by a historical introduction on the various Algiers expeditions
from Charles V to the present day.
The illustration consists of a fold-out frontispiece representing a view of Algiers lithographed by Bichebois elder, as well as 5
plates, 4 of which are costumes and a fold-out map of the surroundings of Algiers. Book enriched, at the head of the publisher's
catalog. Rare copy.

$ 530.00

33. TRAPANI (DOMINGO GIAN). -ALGER TEL QU'IL EST, OU TABLEAU STATISTIQUE, MORAL ET POLITIQUE
DE CETTE REGENCE. Paris, Fayolle, 1830. 1 vol. in-8 °. 1 folding frontispiece. Publisher's printed cover.

Rare copy of one of the first works entirely devoted to the city of Algier. Its author, Domingo Gian Trapani, is a Spanish
teacher and Spanish consul in Algiers. His work focuses on the history, morals and politics of the city. In his work, published
on the eve of the start of the conquest of Algeria by the French, the author aims to present his readers with an exact overview
of the current state of the Regency of Algiers, describe "les établissements de ce pays, ses forces et son commerce ; l’état de sa
population, les mœurs de ses habitants et leur industrie" (translated: “the establishments of this country, its forces and its
commerce; the state of its population, the customs of its inhabitants and their industry "). However, he paints a rather negative
portrait of the famous city of Bey. Indeed, Trapani relies heavily on the metaphors of health and cleanliness in its historical
and moral justification for colonialism, alleging that "la saleté de l'endroit était si grande qu'on pouvait à peine voir les traces
de son ancienne grandeur" (translated: "the filth of the place was so great that you could hardly see the traces of its former
greatness ”), thus falling to the French to introduce an empire of purification and healing to revive the ancient spirits of Algier.
In the same spirit, and certainly to impress his readers, the author has placed in frontispiece a folding board showing two men
brandishing their sabers on a third man on his knees. Copy kept in its original pinout.

$ 300.00

Asia
34. ACOSTA (EMMANUEL D'). -HISTOIRE DES CHOSES MEMORABLES, SUR
LE FAICT DE LA RELIGION CHRESTIENNE, DICTES & EXECUTEES ES PAYS &
ROYAUMES DES INDES ORIENTALES. PAR CEUX DE LA CO[M]PAGNIE DU
NOM DE IESUS, DEPUIS L’AN 1542. JUSQUES A PRESENT. AVEC CERTAINES
EPISTRES NOTABLES, & CONCERNANT ES L'ESTAT DES AFFAIRES DU PAYS
JAPON. TRADUIT DU LATIN DE JEAN PIERRE MAFFEO, EN FRANÇOIS: PAR
M. EDMOND AUGER DE LA COMPAGNIE DU NOM DE JESUS. Lyons, Benoist

Rigaud, 1571. 1 vol. in-8°. Contemp. vellum, ink title.
Original edition in French of utmost rarity of
“Historia da missões do Oriente » by the
Portuguese Jesuit Emmanuel d 'Acosta (15411604). The author collected the unpublished
letters relating the first contacts between
Western and Eastern civilizations (including
those of Father Francis Xavier, who
introduced Christianity to Japan in 1549)
These letters gaves him the matérial to
produce this first historical work on the subject. The original Portuguese text was never
published, but a Latin translation made in Rome by Father Jean-Pierre Maffei (15361603), under the title "Rervm a Societate Iesv in oriente gestarvm ad annvm vsqve at
Deipara Virgine MDLXVIII" was published at Dillingen by Sebald Mayer, the same
year as the present Lyon edition in French by Father Emond Auger (1530-1591,
confessor to King Henry III). D’Acosta's work is divided in four parts containing
about forty letters of Eastern missionaries written between 1548 and 1564, mostly
concerning Japan. It includes two letters from father François Xavier, one from
Malacca dated June 1549, the other from Kagoshima in November of the same year,
recounting the first contacts between the missionaries and the Japanese population.
Other letters discuss in detail the religion and government of Japan, as well as the
missionaries' way of instructing and converting the Japanese.

$ 13 000.00

35. BROUGHTON (THOMAS DUER). -LES MARATTES. Paris, Nepveu, 1817. 2 vols. in-16°. 10
engraved plates, 6 folding. Original card-board bindings.
First French edition. Broughton first arrived in India in 1795 as a cadet on the Bengal establishment.
Following the siege of Seringapatam in 1799, in which he was actively engaged, he was appointed
commandant of the cadet corps. At the time he wrote the present work he was military resident with the
Mahrattas. His book is dedicated to the Marquis of Wellesley, "the acute detector of Mahratta wiles, the
firm repeller of their insolent pretensions, and the formidable barrier to their ambitious projects; their
vigorous opponent in time of war, and their generous pacificator in the hour of victory. " Eight of the ten
finely watercolored plates are after original drawings by a native artist. Fine copy.

$ 1 420.00

36. CHAMBERS, [SIR WILLIAM] -TRAITE DES EDIFICES, MEUBLES, HABITS, MACHINES ET USTENSILES DES
CHINOIS, GRAVES SUR LES ORIGINAUX DESSINES A LA CHINE. COMPRIS UNE DESCRIPTION DE LEURS TEMPLES,
MAISONS, JARDINS, &C. Paris, Le Rouge, 1776. 1 vol in-4°. 20 plates. Orig. cardboard binding.
Second edition in French. The Scottish architect William Chambers, born in Sweden in 1723, traveled to India and China,
stayed in Rome for a few years, and attended Blondel in Paris. Based in England, he was the architect of Somerset House and
the Kew Gardens Pagoda. In this set of drawings made on site, Chambers aims to stop the "extravagant productions ... pure
fantasy" resulting from the European craze of the time for “chinoiserie”. The plates include: Canton Garden Pavilion, Cochin
China Pagoda, Chinese Temples, Canton Tower, Canton Garden Bridge, Chinese House, Furniture, Porcelain Vases, Copper

Vessels, Boats, Clothes ... A Chapter is devoted to the distribution of Chinese gardens. A first edition containing only 19 p. of
text was published in 1757, this one is thus the second edition but with approval and privilege dated respectively August and
November 1776.

$ 2 950.00

37. CLEYER (ANDREAS) -SPECIMEN MEDICINAE
SINICAE, SIVE OPUSCULA MEDICA AD MENTEM
SINENSIUM. Frankfurt, Johann Peter Zubrodt, 1682.
1 vol in-4°. 30 engraved plates, and numerous woodcut text.
Ancient vellum.
First edition of the first illustrated work on Chinese
medicine published in Europe. These Latin translations of
a late medieval version of the Mo cheh (Instructions
relating to the pulse) and other short texts were the work of
the Polish Jesuit Michael Boym (1612-1659). They were
published, with no mention of Boym, by Andreas Cleyer (
1634-1697), a physician with the Dutch East India
Company who served in Java in the 1660s and later in
Japan. The only earlier printed Western work on Chinese
medicine was a short unillustrated collection of Jesuit
translations of similar Chinese works entitled Secrets de la
medicine chinoise (Grenoble 1671). The texts translated
here, of which several are by Vam Xo Ho (or Wang Shuho), deal primarily with theories relating to the pulse, and
the closely related subject of acupuncture is discussed
extensively. One chapter gives remedies for various types
of disorders of the pulse, while the chapter on materia
medica lists and describes 289 plants, with phonetic
transcriptions of their Chinese names, and their Latin
names where the plants have been identified. The final
section contains 36 descriptions of various pathological

symptoms as manifested in the appearance of the tongue, illustrated by woodcuts of the tongue with captions describing
localized discoloration, etc. The curious engravings, copied from a Chinese source, probably Chang Chieh-Pin's Lei ching
(1624) include several anatomical engravings of organs as well as the first acupuncture charts published in the West;
unfortunately, these were dubbed 'anatomical' by Western writers, causing much confusion and misguided criticism. A portion
of Boym's translation of the section on the pulse was abridged and paraphrased in English in the second volume of John
Floyer's Physician's pulse-watch (1707-10). Floyer, presumably influenced by Chinese theory, was the first European physician
to advocate regular observations of the pulse.

$ 26 000.00

38. [DUTCH WEST INDIA COMPANY]. -ORDONNANCES, PRIVILEGES,
FRANCHISES, ET ASSISTANCES OCTROYEZ & CONCEDEZ. PAR LES TRESHAUTS & PUISSANS SEIGNEURS, LES ESTATS GENERAUX DES PROUINCES
UNIES DU PAYS-BAS. A LA COMPAGNIE DES INDES OCCIDENTALES, PAR
LEURS EDICTS DU 9. IUIN 1621. 10. IUIN 1622. & L’AMPLIATION DU 21. IUIN
1623. Paris, Jean Anthoine Joallin, 1623. 1 vol in-4°. 36 pp. Modern marbled
boards.
First edition in French of this charter of the Dutch West India Company: “trading and
colonizing company, chartered by the States-General of the Dutch republic in 1621 and
organized in 1623. By the terms of the charter no citizen of the Netherlands could trade
with any point on the African coast between the Tropic of Cancer and the Cape of Good
Hope or on the American coast between Newfoundland and the Straits of Magellan
without the company’s permission [see p.3]. The company was responsible to the StatesGeneral in larger matters, such as declaring war, but otherwise had almost complete
administrative and judicial power in its territory.

$ 1 420.00

39. DELESSERT (ADOLPHE). -SOUVENIRS D'UN VOYAGE DANS L'INDE EXECUTE DE 1834 A 1839. Paris, imp.

Bétrune et Plon pour Fortin, Masson et Cie & Langlois et Leclerq, 1843. 2 parts in 1 vol. in-8°. 35 lithographs (24
hand-coloured), 1 large folding outline hand coloured lithographed map. Original black quarter morocco.
Scarce only edition of the memories of Adolphe Delessert of his voyage to India. Dividing his work into two parts, Delessert
first describes the route taken by his scientific expedition, and then the more important natural history of India, including 27
(24 beautifully hand coloured) plates of animals, birds and insects, in which 11 are devoted to lepidoptera. Fine copy

$ 4 480.00

40. MAFFEI (GIOVANNI PIETRO). -RERUM A SOCIETATE JESU IN ORIENTE GESTARUM VOLUMEN, CONTINENS
HISTORIAM IUCUNDAM LECTU OMNIBUS CHRISTIANIS, PRAESERTIMŸS, QUIBUS VERA RELIGIO EST CORDI. IN
QUA VIDERE POSSUNT, QUOMODO NUNQUAM DEUS ECCLESIAM SUAM DEFERAT, & IN LOCUM DEFICIENTIUM
A VERA FIDE, INNUMEROS ALIOS IN ABDITISSIMIUS ETIAM REGIONIBUS SUBSTITUAT. Cologne, G. Calenius,

1574. 1 vol. in-8°. Woodcut vignette on title, several large historiated woodcut initials, 5-pages of woodcut Japanese characters.
Contemporary limp vellum.
Fourth expanded edition. One of the most important compilations of letters relating to the early Jesuit mission in the Far East
between 1548 and 1571, including 43 relating to Japan written by St. Francis Xavier (two, one of which dated November 1549
from Kagoshima on his arrival in Japan), Frois, Almeida, Vilela and others which provide invaluable details on Japanese
culture and customs. The “Specimen quoddam litterarum vocumque Japonicarum” is illustrated with woodcut Japanese
calligraphy.

$ 6 490.00

41. [JESUIT RELATIONSHIP IN THE EAST– COELHO
(GASPARO)] -LETTERA ANNALE PORTATA DI NOVO DAL GIAPONE DA
I SIGNORI AMBASCIATORI DELLE COSE IUI SUCCESSE L’ANNO
MDLXXXII. Venice, Gioliti, 1585. 1 vol in-8°. Re-used vellum.
First edition of a letter written by Gasparo Coelho, dated 13 February, 1582.
Coelho was Vice-provincial of the Jesuit mission in Japan, based in Nagasaki.
Streit describes another edition printed by the same publisher in the same year,
but with the following title: Lettera annale scritta di novo dal Giapone, delle cose
iui successe l’anno MDLXXXII. The present edition is not recorded in Streit.
This work was also published that same year in Rome (by Francesco Zannetti)
and Milan (Appresso Pacifco Pontio). A French edition, translated by Michel
Coyssard, was published in Paris in 1586, and a German translation was
published in Dilingen in 1586.

$ 2 950.00

42. RENOUARD DE SAINTE-CROIX (FELIX) -VOYAGE COMMERCIAL ET POLITIQUE AUX INDES
ORIENTALES, AUX ÎLES PHILIPPINES, A LA CHINE, AVEC DES NOTIONS SUR LA COCHINCHINE
ET LE TONQUIN, PENDANT LES ANNEES 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806 ET 1807, CONTENANT DES
OBSERVATIONS ET DES RENSEIGNEMENS, TANT SUR LES PRODUCTIONS TERRITORIALES ET
INDUSTRIELLES QUE SUR LE COMMERCE DE CES PAYS; DES TABLEAUX D’IMPORTATIONS ET
D’EXPORTATIONS DU COMMERCE D’EUROPE EN CHINE, DEPUIS 1804 JUSQU’EN 1807; DES
REMARQUES SUR LES MŒURS, LES COUTUMES, LE GOUVERNEMENT, LES LOIS, LES IDIOMES,
LES RELIGIONS ETC. ; UN APERÇU DES MOYENS A EMPLOYER POUR AFFRANCHIR CES
CONTREES DE LA PUISSANCE ANGLAISE. Paris, Clament, 1810. 3 vol. in-8°. 4 tables, 2 fold. Maps. Contemp.
half sheep.
Scarce original edition of this work retracing the journey made in India, Indonesia, China and the Philippines by Felix
Rénouard of Sainte-Croix (1767-1840). This French officer, commissioned by the Empire for the defense of the Philippines,
was imprisoned by the English upon his arrival in Pondicherry in 1802. Ater being released, he spent two years in India where
he visited the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, Bengal , Madras, Tranquebar and Chalambron. Then, he went to the
Philippines where he visited Manila, the gold mines of Mabulao, the provinces of Tondo, Cavite, Valangas, Bulacan, Batangas,
Tayabas, Pampangue, Zambales, Pangasinan, Ylocos and Cagayan. He continued his journey through the islands of
Babuyannes, the island of Camarines, the archipelago of Bissayes, the island of Mindanao, the Moluccas and Macao. In this
Portuguese colony in China, he met in 1807 Pierre-Jacques La Bissachere, a French missionary who spent more than ten
years in Tonkin Occidental, before fleeing persecution in 1798. The religious entrusted him with his notes on China. After a
stay in the United States, Renouard returned to France in 1809 and published this book which offers a brilliant analysis of
local trade, customs, laws and economic statistics concerning these countries, as well as suggestions to limit the British influence
in the region.Volume I is mainly devoted to India while Volume II deals with the Philippines. As for the third volume,
composed partly from the precious notes of Bissachère, it is devolved to China.2 folding maps and 4 tables illustrate the
author's intention. Fine copy.

$ 5 310.00

43. SEMMEDO (ALVARO) -HISTOIRE UNIVERSELLE DU GRAND ROYAUME DE LA CHINE. COMPOSEE EN
ITALIEN PAR LE P. ALUAREZ SEMEDO PORTUGAIS, DE LA COMPAGNIE DE JESUS; ET TRADUITE EN NOSTRE
LANGUE PAR LOUIS COULON P. DIVISEE EN DEUX PARTIES. Paris, Sebastien et Gabriel Cramoisy, 1645. 1 vol in4°. Full brown morocco.
Rare first French edition of this
important historical study devoted
to China. Alvaro Semedo was
employed as Portuguese Attorney
General for China, the first part of
this work, first published in
Madrid in 1642, contains many
valuable works. Much of the
content is drawn from first-hand
observations and is remarkably
free from Western bias that can be
found in later works. The second
part is based on Martino Martini's
De Bello Tartarico Historia
(1654) - the story of China's
conquest of Manchuria, a work
that was considered at the time to
be the best general description of
China. Original version published
under the title "Relação da
propagação da fé no reyno da
China e adjos adjacentes", Madrid,
1641 (Semedo manuscript of
1638). Manual de Faria e Sousa’s
version corrected and reprinted: Imperio de la China. Madrid, Iuan Sanchez, 1642. This is the version translated into French.
Very fresh copy.

$ 3 780.00

Europe
44. FORCE (JEAN AIMAR PIGANIOL DE LA). -NOUVEAU VOYAGE DE FRANCE, AVEC UN ITINERAIRE, ET DES
CARTES . QUI MARQUENT EXACTEMENT LES ROUTES QU ’IL FAUT SUIVRE POUR VOYAGER DANS TOUTES LES
PROVINCES DE CE ROYAUME. Paris, Guillaume Desprez, 1755. 2 vol. in-12°. 7 + 8 fold. maps. Contemp calf.
New edition in two volume of this reference book on the travel routes to the French provinces by Jean-Aimar Piganiol de La
Force (1669-1753). Born in Aurillac, councilor of the king, controller of the wars, Piganiol de la Force is the author of many
works of geography on France. He published in particular: "New description of the chasteaux and parks of Versailles", "New
description of France" or "Description of Paris and its surroundings". In the present work, hqe gives detailed description of all
the roads of France essential to know to travel, for the French and the foreigners. The routes are from Paris and are
accompanied by folding maps showing the route to follow. The book also contains some chronological tables as well as
historical and tourist information on these famous destinations. Fine fresh copy.

$ 590.00

45. LE ROUGE [FALLE (PHILIP)] -HISTOIRE DETAILLEE DES ISLES DE JERSEY ET GUERNESEY. Paris,

Delaguette, Duchesne, 1757. 1 vol. in- in 12°. Contemp. Calf (armorial binding).
First French edition, with 2 folding maps by Le Rouge (1712-1790), translated from the original English edition: "An Account
of the Isle of Jersey" (Falle, London, 1694). Cartographer, engraver, architect and geographer engineer, Georges-Louis Le
Rouge is the author of atlases, maps, battle plans and the relevance of strongholds. In his translation, Le Rouge remains faithful
to all that the author says of the Military Government, the Civil Jurisdiction, the Assembly of States as well as Rights and
Privileges. He also mentions that the map of the island by Dumaresq: "seems unquestionably the best so far" so much in this
one: "the cliffs or steep rocks are distinctly marked". Superb copy preserved in its original armored binding . (Provenance:
arms of Charles-Philippe Albert, Duke of Luynes and Chevreuse (1695-1758); Ex Libris from the library of Château de
Dampierre).

$ 2 120.00

Exploration - Pacific
46. BROSSES (CHARLES DE) -HISTOIRE DES NAVIGATIONS AUX TERRES AUSTRALES CONTENANT CE QUE
L'ON SÇAIT DES MOEURS ET DES PRODUCTIONS DES CONTREES DECOUVERTES JUSQU'A CE JOUR; & OU IL EST
TRAITE DE L'UTILITE D'Y FAIRE DE PLUS AMPLES DECOUVERTES & DES MOYENS D'Y FORMER UN
ÉTABLISSEMENT. Paris, Durand, 1756. 2 vol. in-4°. 7 fold. maps.
First Edition of this important work by Charles de Brosses (1709-1779),
considered as one of the major works dealing with the first voyages in the
Pacific, intended to stimulate French exploration and colonization of the
South Seas. This publication is the major work of Brosses, French magistrate,
historian, linguist and writer. In the eighteenth century, "Terres Australes"
does not refer only to the glacial continents of the Arctic and Antarctic, but
refers to a larger and more indefinite region of the southern hemisphere from
the Cape of Good- Hope to the Strait of Magellan via the Indian Ocean and
the South Pacific, three distinct regions that the author names respectively:
Australasia, Polynesia and Magellania (this last name based on the belief in
existence from a continent beyond the tip of South America). The book
contains the story of all journeys to the south, starting with the second Vespucci
expedition from 1502 to 1747, including trips to Magellan, Drake, Schouten,
Tasman ... The text was later used as base for Callander's highly influential
"Terra Australis Cognita" of 1766-1766 (in this form it had much to do with
British plans for colonial expansion through transportation). Brosses suggests
that France should colonize Australia (thus virtually predicting its ultimate
destiny!), Arguing that colonization should be done by France's "found, beggars
and criminals". The text is illustrated with 7 maps by Robert de Vaugondy,
which gives the geographical representation of the mid-eighteenth century
world. The first represent the whole of the southern hemisphere with
Australia in center. There are also detailed maps of "Southern Polynesia", the
Strait of Magellan and the Malvinas Islands, Australia, "Papuan Land" (New
Guinea), and the Caroline Islands. Fine fresh copy.

$ 10 000.00

47. LE GUAT (FRANÇOIS). -VOYAGE ET AVANTURES ... EN DEUX ISLES DESERTES DES INDES ORIENTALES...

London, David Mortier, 1708. 2 vols. in 12°. 1 frontisp., 25 plates (8
fold.), 5 fold. maps., 1 fold. pl. Contemp. sheep.
First edition of this journey to the oriental islands by François Le Guat. This
Huguenot, was, by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, forced to exile in
Holland in 1689. He turned out that the Dutch had allowed those who
followed the reformed religion, to establish on all their counters as well as on
any island administered by them, such Rodrigues Island, still uninhabited.
Henri Du Quesne (1642-1722) had planned to create a colony of French
refugees on the island of Mascarene (nowadays Reunion Island). The author
and ten volunteers embarked then for the island aboard a small frigate
“l'Hirondelle”. The trip was short and on April 30, 1691, eight Huguenots,
including Francois Leguat, left the ship Hirondelle to go down and walk on
the ground of Rodrigues, discovering an almost paradise island and still
uninhabited. They built huts there and waited for other sailors to come. But
then nobody came and the colonists resolved to leave the island aboard a
raft of by themselves and sailed to Mauritius where Commander Deodati had
them sequestrated unjustly three years on the islet Vacoas. Then, embarked
on a Dutch ship, they were taken to Batavia and tried for imaginary crimes.
They were finally acquitted and released: of the eight adventurers of
Rodrigues, only three (Leguat, La Case and Bennelle) returned to Europe.
Later, Leguat finally settled in London and told his story. A story as incredible
as improbable enriched with many illustrations of animal and plant species
encountered and maps of places. Nice copy.

$ 2 950.00

48. LEMASSON (H.) -LES ETABLISSEMENTS FRANÇAIS DE L'OCEANIE. Papeete, 1899. 1 vol in-12°. Publisher
wrappers.
Rare edition of these notes on French Polynesia by Henry Lemasson (1870-1956) published on the occasion of the colonial
exhibition of 1900. Considering that the distant possessions of Polynesia are still too unknown to visitors, the author provides
detailed instruction in geographic, historical and economic aspects. These include the Marquesas archipelago, the Tuamotu
archipelago and the Gambier achipel. Through these notices, Lemasson sheds light on the beauty of its sites and its
incomparable natural resources to promote its growth and development with the metropolis.

$ 470.00

49.

MARTIN (JOHN). AUGUSTE JEAN BAPTISTE DEFAUCONPRET,
TRANSLATOR. -HISTOIRE DES NATURELS DES ILES TONGA OU DES AMIS, SITUEES
DANS L’OCEAN PACIFQUE, DEPUIS LEUR DECOUVERTE PAR LE CAPITAINE COOK;
REDIGEE PAR JOHN MARTIN, SUR LES DETAILS FOURNIS PAR WILLIAM MARINER.

Paris, Gide Fils and Nicolle, November 1817. 2 vol. in-8°. Contemp. half calf.
First French edition of Martin's account of William Mariner's four years in Tonga between
1806 and 1810, which provided the first account of life in the islands , visited by Cook in 1773
and 1777. Published same year as the English, this version is rare ( not in Hill and
Kroepelien). Mariner was a young British sailor on board the “Port au Prince”, a whaler that
visited Hawaii in 1806, and then sailed with a number of Hawaiian crew. At Tonga the crew
mutinied, and most were massacred by the natives, but Mariner came under the protection
of the King and lived there for four years. Mariner's story inspired Byron for his poem “The
Island, or Christian and his Comrades”, a romantic narrative of the Bounty mutiny. The work
includes a grammar and a Tongan-English dictionary, with a further important appendix "on
the surgical skills of the Tonga people", with references to similar practices in Hawaii. This is
one of the earliest accounts of indigenous medical practices in the Pacific. John Martin,
Mariner's ghost-writer, was a physician and meteorologist of some note. This French
translation was by Auguste-Jean-Baptiste Defauconpret, who also prepared the first French
edition of the first voyage of Sir John Franklin (same publisher, 1824). Fine fresh copy.

$ 2 120.00
50. WILSON (HENRY), TRADUIT DE L'ANGLAIS DE
KEATE. -RELATION DES ÎLES PELEW, SITUEES
DANS LA PARTIE OCCIDENTALE DE L'OCEAN
PACIFIQUE ; COMPOSEE SUR LES JOURNAUX ET LES
COMMUNICATIONS DU CAPITAINE HENRI WILSON,
ET DE QUELQUES-UNS DE SES OFFICIERS, QUI EN
AOUT MIL SEPT CENT QUATRE-VINGT-TROIS, Y
ONT FAIT NAUFRAGE SUR L'ANTELOPE, PAQUEBOT
DE LA COMPAGNIE DES INDES ORIENTALES. Paris,

Maradan, 1793. 2 vols. in-8°. 1 frontipiece portrait, 16
engraved plates.
First French edition, published the same year than the
London OE, of this classical relation of the shipwreck of
Henri Wilson and his crew on Ouroulong, little island
nearby the Pelew Islands. They stayed a long time there,
long enough to bring back very precious ethnographical
informations, and a description of an "idyllic" society, a
people "from whom the most civilized European nations
should envy their virtue." (Boucher de la Richarderie). Fine
copy.

$ 2 600.00

Maritime and Military
51. BIGOT DE MOROGUES (SEBASTIEN-FRANÇOIS). -TACTIQUE NAVALE OU TRAITE DES EVOLUTIONS ET
DES SIGNAUX. A Paris, Chez H. L. Guérin & L. F. Delatour, 1763. 1 vol. in-4 °. 49 plates with a total of 133 figures. 2
engraved headbands. Contemp. Calf.
First edition of this important work which lists in detail all the night and day signals used in the navy. Before publishing it,
Bigot de Morogues used his manuscript for a few years to instruct the naval guards of Brest. Sébastien-François Bigot de
Morogues (1705-1781), son of a naval commissioner, entered the Royal Artillery Regiment in 1723. He then went to the navy
in 1736, served on the "Bourbon", and became captain in 1756. In 1759, he commands the "Magnifique", forming the rear
guard of the squadron of the marshal of Confians destined for a landing in Scotland, and supports alone, November 20, day
of the battle of Quiberon, the shock of three English ships. His solid knowledge of both the artillery and the navy has made
him think several times about the ministry of the navy; but this nomination never succeeds. Appointed Inspector of Marine
Artillery in 1771, he ended his life on his land. His abilities enabled him to compose practical works of clear design and
exposition, which for a long time were authoritative; he is also at the origin of the Academy of Marine formed definitively in
1752, and of which he was the first director. The work is divided in two parts: the first deals with naval evolutions and the
second general signals and orders (by day, by night, by fog) that a naval army must know and execute. Impressed by the
formalism of European naval tactics, the work is characteristic of the technical fights of the time. As a result of a desire for
prudence, we wanted to avoid random overflow maneuvers. Attempts to concentrate on the opposing fleet are becoming
increasingly rare, and rigidity of the line and discipline of fire is imposed. The battles can be summed up in endless evolutions
to take advantage of the wind, followed by a barren cannonade between two parallel lines. This formalism reigns especially in
France since the treaty of 1696 of Father Hoste, but also in Spain and, to a lesser extent, in England. It leads to a strategic
deviation, the "non-battle" which contributes to developing the passivity of the officers.
One of the rare copies printed on large paper, very fresh.

$ 4 480.00

52. CHAPMAN (FREDERIC-HENRI DE) / VIAL DU CLAIBOIS (HONORE, SEBASTIEN) [TRADUCTEUR] TRAITE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES VAISSEAUX, AVEC DES ECLAIRCISSEMENTS & DEMONSTRATIONS
TOUCHANT L’OUVRAGE INTITULE : ARCHITECTURA NAVALIS MERCATORIA, &C. TRADUIT DU SUEDOIS… PAR
M. VIAL DU CLAIRBOIS. A Brest, Chez R. Malassis ; A Paris, Chez Durand, Chez Jombert, 1781. 1 vol. in-4 °. 20
fold. Plates + 40 ff. manuscripts inserted at the beginning and at the end of the text, with diagrams, entitled "Carlsunds
Elucidation of Chapmas, Parabolic System". Contemp. sheep.

French edition translated from the Swedish, of one
of the most famous naval architecture treatises
produced in the 18th century. Copy with 80 pages of
notes and handwritten addendum diagrams in
English. In the 18th century, naval architecture is the
equivalent of what will be the 20th aerospace
industry. However, in 1750 it remains an empirical
art based on the knowledge and the eye of some
exceptional master carpenters: most military and
merchant ships are built without a specific plan,
based on simple sketches and arsenal models.
Duhamel Du Monceau's work "Elements
d’architecture navale" published in 1752, is a
revolution. It addresses shipbuilding for the first time
in a scientific way and accessible to all. From then,
the civil and military shipyards adopt a rational work
based on the physical and mathematical sciences and
perfectly established plans. This work by Sweden
Frederick Henry of Chapman, (1721-1808)
appeared for the first time in 1775. Translated into
several languages, he will not know an edition in
English until 1820 (Smith, Cambridge). This French
edition is due to Sébastien Vial de Clairbois, (17331816), naval engineer and a naval historian, who adds
his own notes. This treatise is the work of a sailor
who knew perfectly the construction of the vessels.
Frederic Chapman was born in Gothenburg, the
great Swedish port of the North Sea. At the age of
15, he left for Stockholm to learn the art of
shipbuilding. With a partner he opened a shipyard
in Gothenburg from 1744. This did not prevent him from traveling a lot and even being briefly arrested in 1741, when he
visited an English shipyard without authorization. In 1750 he took the mathematics classes of English Thomas Simpson (17101761). He will thus use Simpson's method (numerical calculation of an integral) to determine mathematically the different
characteristics of a ship (volumes, surfaces, center of gravity ...). In 1757, he took the charge of the Swedish royal shipyards
for King Gustav III (1771-1792). He was then relieving the Swedish fleet, which had fallen somewhat into decay. He built a
total of 24 ships. Appointed Vice Admiral in 1791, he ceased his activity in 1793, when he was 72 years old. The work is
divided into IX chapters dealing with every aspect of the construction: displacement, stability, center of gravity, resistance,
sails, proportions of buildings and rigging, and construction practice. It is illustrated with 8 out-of-text tables and 11 out-of-text
plates, including 3 folding cutaway schematics. Copy used by a British construction site: it is riddled with forty sheets of
manuscripts in ink of additions and notes, diagrams, tables of calculation as well as annotations in the margins, all written in
English . Provenance: James Ronalds, London (ex libris manuscript) and "Institution of Naval Architects, Scott Library
Collection, 1930 (printed label). Thus, while an English edition was available from 1820, some British architects continued to
use the present copy and supplemented it with large manuscript additions.

$ 2 600.00

53. CHOPART (M.) -ESSAIS SUR LES EVOLUTIONS NAVALES, SUIVIS DE QUELQUES
TABLES DESTINEES A FACILITER L'EXECUTION ET A EN APPRECIER LA DUREE. PAR
M. CHOPART, LIEUTENANT DE VAISSEAU, CHEVALIER DE LA LEGION D'HONNEUR,
ANCIEN ELEVE DE L'ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE. Paris, Imprimerie Royale, 1839. 1 vol.
in-4°. Contemp. half sheep.
Scarce original edition of this treaty by naval Lieutenant Chopart, which was animated by the
desire to disseminate to all officers of the Navy knowledge inherent in the maneuvers of the
Fleet, deficiencies considered disastrous by Chopart since it existed at the time only a manual
on board the ships, the "Tactic", intended for the captain alone. Provenance: Jacques Lapierre,
navy officer (handwritten dedication by the author).

$ 1 420.00

54. CLEIRAC (ESTIENNE) -US ET COUTUMES DE LA MER. DIVISES EN TROIS PARTIES. I. DE LA NAVIGATION.
II. DU COMMERCE NAVAL, & CONTRATS MARITIMES. III. DE LA JURIDICTION DE LA MARINE. LE TOUT REVU,
CORRIGE ET AUGMENTE PAR L’AUTHEUR EN CETTE DERNIERE EDITION. Rouen, Jean Viret, 1671. 1 vol. in-4°.
Contemp. velum.
Third edition (after 1647 and 1660), the most complete, of this work of Estienne Cleirac
(1583-166?), Jurisconsult, master of the requests then prosecutor of the king, native from
Bordeaux. His work deals with the old maritime laws, including the famous "laws of
Oléron" or "judgments of the sea" and it also contains some comments on whaling. It is
divided into three parts: I. "Of navigation", II. "Naval Trade & Maritime Contracts", III.
"Of the jurisdiction of the navy: with a Traicté of the terms of marine & regulations of the
navigation of the rivers & rivers". Two curious chapters are devoted to his Basque
compatriots ("Expedition or Voyage of the Basques in the Sea of Greenland", and "First
discovery of America by the Basques") where the author claims that the Basques
discovered Newfoundland and Canada one hundred years before Columbus. He adds:
"The pilot who brought the first news to Christopher Columbus and gave him the
cognition and the address of this new world, was one of our Basque terreneuvier"! The
book is extensively commented on in the Encyclopedia Britannica (11th ed.), In the Sea
Laws chapter: "The version of Cleirac, however, is probably due to the higher style in
which it was published and the importance of the other treatises on the maritime issues
he had proposed. For the first time, in a single volume, it seems to have obtained a
preference in England over Garcie's text, and an English translation of it has been
introduced in the "Black Book of the Admiralty". Fine copy, preserved in its original
vellum binding, of this rare treat: Only a few copies have gone on sale in the last 30 years.

$ 4 130.00

55. -[INK WASH DRAWING/ MARITIME SCENE CIRCA 1800]. SLND, circa 1800. 1 sheet (192 x 270 mm.),
drawing in black ink wash.

Superb ink wash drawing representing a scene of life in an arsenal around 1800. In France, maritime design is a tradition that
dates back to the end of the 17th century. The constitution of a leading military fleet under the impetus of Louis XIV and his
minister Colbert pushed sailors to become artists in order to represent these ships in a more realistic way than the nautical
scenes due to the more generalist artists of the time. In the 18th century, maritime designers such as Nicolas Ozanne (17281811) and his brother Pierre (1737-1813) pushed this art to its highest level. Their engraved drawings illustrate treatises on
navigation, shipbuilding and maritime history. This drawing, made in the years 1800-1820, is unsigned. However, it presents
the finesse and qualities of the works of the Ozannes and is certainly the drawing of one of their students or of a continuator
of their art who knows other masters from the 19th century
such as Jean Jérôme Baugean (1765-1830 ) or Léon MorelFatio (1810-1871).In the foreground of this drawing
executed in ink wash stands the imposing bow of an already
rigged ship, ready for launching. At the foot, on the inclined
plane, a carpenter carrying a plank gives us a good idea of
??the dimensions of the ship. In the background, a roundshaped barge, carrying a load mast and a capstan, is moored
in front of a second half-rigged ship, at the quay facing the
arsenal buildings with tiled roofs which could be those of the
port-arsenal from Toulon. Silhouettes cluster on its deck
and a rowboat moored at its stern seems to be maneuvering
it. In the background to the left, a third ship is shown with
full sails out, the bow pointed towards the entrance of the
port. In the background, the silhouette of high hills or
mountains emerges. The artist intentionally represented
every detail of the pieces of wood constituting the bow of the
first ship: every nails holding the planking to the frames are
even represented. This drawing was probably intended to
illustrate a treaty on shipbuilding. We found very similar
designs in Pierre-Alexandre Forfait's Treatise on Rigging
(1752 - 1807), published in 1788.

$ 1 420.00

56. DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU (HENRI-LOUIS). -ÉLEMENS DE L'ARCHITECTURE NAVALE, OU TRAITE
PRATIQUE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES VAISSEAUX, PAR DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, DE L'ACADEMIE ROYALE
DES SCIENCES, DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE DE LONDRES, HONORAIRE DE LA SOCIETE D'EDIMBOURG, & DE
L'ACADEMIE DE MARINE, INSPECTEUR GENERAL DE LA MARINE. A Paris, rue Dauphine, Chez Charles-Antoine

Jombert, Libraire du Roi pour l'Artillerie & le Genie, à l'Image Notre-Dame. M. DCC. LIII. 1752.
1 vol. in-4°. Engraved frontispiece, 24 plates. Contemporary full marbled calf. First edition of this standard work on naval
architecture. Duhamel du Monceau founded the school for students of naval engineering and architecture at the Louvre. This
work was intended for the training of the students at his school. He was appointed inspector-general of the French navy in
1739 and opened his school in 1741. This treatise was very successful and a second edition appears in 1758. Fine copy, with
many contemporary annotations in brown ink in the margins proving its use by a professional.

$ 3 300.00

57. DURANTI DE LIRONCOURT (G.-A. DE.). INSTRUCTION ELEMENTAIRE ET RAISONNEE SUR LA
CONSTRUCTION-PRATIQUE DES VAISSEAUX, EN FORME DE
DICTIONNAIRE. Paris, J.B.G. Musier fils, 1771. 1 vol. in-8°. 2
fold. tables. Contemporary full calf. First edition of this rare
shipbuilding manual by the chevalier Duranti de Lironcourt, copy
of the Comte de Pontevès Giens, famous French marine officer,
founder member of the Society of the Cincinnati.
Gustave-Adolphe, chevalier Duranti de Lironcourt (1743-1792),
lieutenant de Vaisseaux, and Commissaire of the king in the French
navy for the trade between France and Holland. Estimated by the
Office of the consulates which recognizes his " great zeal and spirit
," he received a gratuity of 3,000 pounds for his role in the American
war of independence . He became a knight of the military order of
St. Louis in 1775. His present work was mostly published for the
use of the Gardes de la Marine, essentially the students of a
distributed Royal Naval College. Produced in dictionary form,
without plates, with the intention of forcing the students to learn by
observation in the shipyards; "it is on the shipyard, and with the
book in hand, that a young man should follow the printed
description: if the text was accompanied by figures, the reader
would be tempted to stay in his room" (p.xxix).
Provenance : handwritten ex-libris "I belong to Monsieur le Comte
de Pontevès Giens". Henri Jean Baptiste de Pontevès-Gien, Count
of Pontevès-Gien (1738-1790) is a French naval officer who
distinguished himself during the American War of Independence.
Commanding the 32-gun frigate La Résolue in the naval division of
Vaudreuil, he took part in the capture of Saint-Louis from Senegal
(January 31, 1779), then removed and destroyed the English
establishments in Gambia, Sierra Leone and the Côte de Gold
(February 11-May 24, 1779). After taking Fort James, he plundered
all the English trading posts on both shores of the Gambia, seized
the fort of Tasso Island, destroyed the settlement of Los Island and
Bense Island. , the fort of Apollonia, that of Succondée, etc. In this campaign, he took 14 buildings, 96 pieces of cannon and
made many prisoners. He received a commission as a captain on March 13, 1779, and then joined the American theater of
operations as part of the fleet under the orders of the Comte de Guichen. He took part in the three battles of Dominica (April
17, May 15 and 19, 1780), against the British fleet of Admiral Rodney. He took part inboard the Resolute in the Battle of
Grenada in the Lesser Antilles on 6 July 1779, a battle between Admiral Byron's British fleet and Count d'Estaing's French
fleet. He was promoted major of the Royal Corps of Infantry of the Navy on November 6, 1780, major of the Navy and of
the naval armies on August 20, 1784. Founding member of
the Société des Cincinnati on January 7, 1784, he was
appointed deputy member of the Marine Academy in 1785
and promoted to Major General of the Navy and the naval
armies on May 1, 1786. Commanding from September 20,
1788 the ship L'Illustre (74) and the naval station of the
Windward Islands, Pontevès- Gien died of an epidemic
fever in Martinique, on board his vessel, on July 23, 1790,
in the harbor of Fort-Royal.
Fine copy preserved in its original binding, very fresh
interior.

$ 1 770.00

58. ESTRÉES (JEAN, COMTE D') -ORDRE ET SIGNAUX DE MR LE MARECHAL D'ESTRÉES, LE 10 JUIN 1686
[POUR LE VAISSEAU] L'ENTREPRENANT. S.L [à bord du vaisseau amiral le "Fier"], 10 Juin 1686. 1 vol. in-folio.
Manuscript in brown ink of [20] pp., signed " le mareschal d’ESTRÉES". Hold by a vellum string. Precious handwritten order
of battle signed by Admiral d'Estrée June 10, 1686 and intended for the ship l’ "Entreprenant", naval tactical document bearing
the mark of the great theorist Paul Hoste, chaplain of the Admiral. In the spring of 1686, France lives a short period of peace
that will be interrupted by the War of the League of Augsburg launched in September 1688. Folowing the orders of Louis
XIV, the French fleet has been modernized and powerfully armed to meet the strategic necessities of the time. The conflict

about of the Spanish succession pushes the King to maintain a large fleet near Cadiz. Under the command of Admiral d'Estrée
(1624-1707), it consists of 41 ships divided into 4 squadrons from Brest, Rochefort, Le Havre, Dunkirk and Toulon. This
document, signed by the Admiral and dated June 10, 1686, gives all the orders and signals for the 60-gun ship l"Entreprenant",
part of the second squadron. This ship is commanded by François-Annibal de Bethune (1642-1732), brilliant officer who will
reach the rank of admiral. French naval tactics are at the time in major evolution. His great theoretician, Paul Hoste (16521700), chaplain and adviser of the admiral, elaborates the bases that mark this science for a century with the publication of his
treatise "l’art des armées navales" (1697).
Mathematician who became chaplain to
Admiral d'Estrées (then Tourville), this
"embarked jesuit", in addition to his
responsibilities, studied the maneuvers,
codified them and became the admiral's main
adviser about tactic. The present document
bears the mark of modernity brought by
Hoste, giving precise and detailed orders of
anchorage, battle, signals of day, night, mist,
combat, recognition ... all elements which will
be developed in his work written around 1690.
Remarkable remnant of naval tactics, of any
scarcity on the market for that time, this type
of secret and confidential document to be
normally destroyed after use.

$ 1 770.00

59. GILIBERT DE MERLHIAC (JEAN JOSEPH). -DE LA LIBERTE DES MERS ET DU COMMERCE, OU TABLEAU
HISTORIQUE ET PHILOSOPHIQUE DU DROIT MARITIME. Paris, Rémont, 1818. 1 vol. in-8°. Contemporary morocco.
Rare first edition of this treatise by Gilibert de Merlhiac devoted to law,
commerce and maritime jurisprudence. The author of this treatise, JeanJoseph Gilibert De Merlhiac (1745-1819) is a French general whose career
spanned the period before the American War of Independence, to the
Revolution and to the Empire. He has no less than fifty-eight years of service
to his credit and has participated in a total of nine campaigns. He was made
Chevalier de Saint-Louis in 1780 and received the title of Chevalier de la
Legion d'Honneur in 1805. The question of the « liberté des mers »
(translated : “freedom of the seas”) has been an acute problem of the law
since ancient times and evolves along with the commercial struggles between
states, empires and leagues of traders, national sovereignty opposing the
hegemonic will of a particular social class, that of the merchant-adventurers
whose companies transcend the state like multinationals do it today. De
Merlhiac's ambition is to draw up the history of this very particular law and
to present a state of it at a time marked by the rivalry between the French and
the British on the seas. He announces in the preface "Je n'ai pas prétendu
composer un traité de jurisprudence, mais mon intention a été de plaider la
cause de l'humanité contre l'égoîsme et le monopole" (translated : "I did not
claim to compose a treatise on jurisprudence, but my intention was to plead
the cause of humanity against egoism and monopoly"). The book deals with
subjects such as the Franco-English War of 1778, the Treaty of 1763 as well
as that of 1783 which respectively ended the Seven Years' War and the
American War of Independence.
Beautiful autograph on the title sheet: “Hommage à son Excellence /
Monsieur Le Comte Molé / De la part de l'Auteur.“ "Count Louis-Mathieu
Molé (1781-1855) is a French statesman. He was Minister of Justice under
the Empire, of the Navy and the Colonies under the Restoration, of Foreign Affairs and President of the Council, from 1836
to 1839, under the July Monarchy. Beautiful copy.

$ 1 420.00

60. GRAINCOURT (ANTOINE NOEL BENOIT). -LES HOMMES
ILLUSTRES DE LA MARINE FRANÇOISE, LEURS ACTIONS
MEMORABLES ET LEURS PORTRAITS. Paris, Jorry Louis, 1780. 1
vol. in-4°. 17 colored engr. portraits. 19th c. half calf.
Rare contemporary colored copy, of this work due to the draftsman
painter Antoine Graincourt (1748-1823). Captivating suite of monographs
giving portrait and sometimes very detailed acts of arms of naval officers
and French corsairs who distinguished themselves between 1643 to 1762,
including: Jean Bart, Duquesne, Dupleix, Rochambaut, Duguay Trouin,
Forbin, Tourville... The 17 engravings, drawn by the author and engraved
by Hubert, are here all watercolored in very fresh contemporary colors.
The publication of the work pleased the King, and the following year,
Graincourt was commissioned to paint, for the dépot of the Navy at
Versailles, a series of forty life-size portraits, representing nineteen
Ministers, six admirals of France, and fourteen famous French sailors. But
his work was interrupted by the Revolution and only 33 portraits were
completed. Superb copy, to our research the only colored that apeared on
the market over the last thirty years.

$ 2 950.00

61. GRANDMAISON (PHILIPPE AUGUSTIN THOMAS DE). -LA PETITE GUERRE, OU TRAITE DU SERVICE DES
TROUPES LEGERES EN CAMPAGNE. PAR ..., CAPITAINE, AVEC COMMISSION DE LIEUTENANT COLONEL DE
CAVALERIE AU CORPS DES VOLONTAIRES DES TROUPES DE FLANDRE SL [Paris], SE, 1756. 1 vol. In-8°.
Contemporary full calf.
Original edition of one of the founding texts of the theory of the « petite guerre» (little war). It was in 1746 that Maréchal de
Saxe revealed his perfect mastery of indirect strategy, through the use of "petite guerre", continuous harassment, to defeat the
enemy at retail. In the middle of the 18th century, the practice of the "petite guerre" forced the general admiration in France,
to the point that the legendary leaders of free companies served as examples in the dictionaries of the time (La Chesnaye ,
Trévoux, the Encyclopédie), to illustrate their definitions of "petite guerre". This work of Grandmaison is the second
publication that deals with the subject, following the Treaty of the Knight of Lacroix (son of the famous supporter of the end
of reign of Louis XIV) published in 1752. Fine copy.

$ 1 480.00
62. HARRISON (JOHN). -THE PRINCIPLES OF MR. HARRISON'S
TIME-KEEPER; WITH PLATES OF THE SAME. PUBLISHED BY
ORDER OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF LONGITUDE. PRINCIPES DE
LA MONTRE DE MR HARRISON, AVEC LES PLANCHES
RELATIVES À LA MÊME MONTRE, IMPRIMÉS À LONDRES EN
1767 PAR ORDRE DE MRS. LES COMMISSAIRES DES
LONGITUDES. [SUIVI DE] EXTRAIT DE LA REPONSE DE MR JEAN
HARRISON AUX REMARQUES ET OBJECTIONS DE MONSIEUR
MASKELYNE, SERVANT DE SUITE AUX PRINCIPES DE LA
MONTRE DE M. HARRISON. London, printed by W. Richardson

and S. Clark, and sold by John Nourse, and Mess. Mount and
Page, 1767; A Avignon, chez la Veuve Girard & François Seguin,
se vend à Paris, chez Jombert, Desaint, Saillant, 1767 (Principes
de la Montre) ; 1768 (Extrait de la Réponse). 1 vol. in-4°. 2 texts
bound together, 7 folding plates with 15 figures. Copy with often missing
title page in English and second part missing in The Streeter’s copy
[bound with a third work illustrated with 1 plate]. Contemp. half calf.
Critical Bilingual edition of the "description of the famous solution to the
centuries-old world-wide problem of finding the longitude" (Grolier,
Horblit). In 1714, the Board of Longitude offered a reward of £20 000

to anyone who could find a reliable and accurate method for determining longitude at
sea. In 1730 the clockmaker John Harrison completed a manuscript describing some
of his chronometrial inventions, including a chronometer "accurate enough to measure
time at a steady rate after long periods, thus permitting the measurement of longitude
by comparaison of local solar time with an established standard time" (Norman). After
numerous attempts, Harrison succeeded in constructing a chronometer that was both
accurate and convenient in size. It was successfully tested on two voyages to the West
Indies in 1761 and 1764. After the successful trial of this first device in 1737, the Board
of Longitude had encouraged him with a grant of £500. Following the two successful
trials of his fourth and best instrument, Harrison asked for the prize, but the Board of
Longitude hedged, insisting on a demonstration and full written description of his
invention. The demonstration took place on 22 August 1765, in the presence of the
Royal astronomer Nevil Maskelyne. The results were written up and published in this
pamphlet by Maskelyne, along with Harrison’s own description of his timekeeper. Still
unsatisfied, the Board awarded Harrison only half the prize money. It was not until
1773, after direct intervention by King George III, that the 80-year old inventor was
paid the remainder of the prize money. His four earliest chronometers are preserved
at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich. Although it was soon supplanted by simpler
mechanisms, Harrison’s timekeeper "revolutionized the science of navigation, as it
gave navigators their first means of observing true geographical position at any given
moment during a voyage. There was no comparable advance in navigational aids until
the development of radar in the twentieth century" (Norman). The present edition is
anonymously translated by Pezenas, first French edition published with the English
text and followed by the critic by Pezenas of the Board and of his translation of
Harrison’s Remarks on a pamphlet lately published by Maskelync. In his reply
Harrison disputes Maskelyne’s report point by point and demonstrates the
unreliability of the method of finding the longitude by means of lunar tables. (Norman
998).
Copy with 2 additionnal later portraits of J. Harisson. The Illustations are composed
of 7 folding plates representing in 15 figures all of the parts of Mr Harrison's watch as
well + 4 tables in the text. [In addition is bound a publication on a new "Balancier de
Pendule a Secondes", by a Rouen watchmaker: the Sieur Grenier, a work illustrated with a folding plate].
Provenance: P.J. D’Aguessau, watchmaker in Mechelen "(Belgium) (Inscription in ink behind the English title).
A fine copy, with wide margins, of these two fundamental texts devoted to a major invention in the history of the Navy and
the science of navigation.

$ 11 200.00

63. HÉBERT (JEAN). -TRAITE DES LONGITUDES, OU LA NAVIGATION DANS SON JOUR, OU EST MONTRE LA
MANIERE DE CONNOITRE LES LONGITUDES, TANT SUR MER QUE SUR TERRE, D'UNE METHODE NOUVELLE &
FACILE A PRATIQUER. Paris, Jacques-Henry Pralard, 1718. 1 vol. in-12° of : [1] f. bl. ; 14 pp. (title, epistle, preface); 46
pp. ; [3] ff. (approval, royal privilege). Ex-libris on the back of the first cover: “Gaudenzio Prina”. Full contemporary marbled
calf, ribbed spine decorated and titled in gold, edges marbled with red, title and author's name in ink on the lower edge.
Unique edition of this rare scientific treatise on longitudes by Jean Hébert. The author,
described as a Bourgeois de Dieppe, announces that he has pierced the secret of one of the
great scientific problems in the history of science, the measurement of longitude: “La charité
m'oblige à communiquer à tout le monde [...] cette connaissance si utile" (p. 4) (translated:
“Charity obliges me to communicate to everyone [. ..] this knowledge so useful ". Two types
of theoretical solutions had already been presented to resolve this question: either by
studying the position of a celestial body, for example the Moon as had recommended the
astronomer, doctor and mathematician Jean-Baptiste Morin (1583 - 1656) in 1634; either
by the use of an on-board precision clock as recommended by the cartographer and
mathematician Gemma Frisius (1508 - 1555) in 1533. With his approach combining these
two methods, Hébert describes in his treatise his approach to calculate longitude, based on
astronomical observation and with the help of four instruments: a sundial, a pendulum; an
instrument for measuring the height of stars and a compass. Oddly enough, that a few years
before the publication date of the “Traité des Longitudes”, the Longitude Act (1714) was
published, a British law offering a reward of £ 20.000 to the person who discovered the
method of determining with the greatest precision longitude at sea: Did the author pretend
to become the lucky winner of this competition? It was finally John Harrison (see n°62)
who won the prize in 1730 for having determined with almost exactitude the longitude
thanks to his marine watch resistant to the roll of ships. Surprisingly, it will not be until the
middle of the century, allowing to increase the safety of the last great explorations around
the globe.
Ex-libris label on the back of the first cover: “Gaudenzio Prina”.
A fine copy, preserved in its original binding, of this treatise, of which only a few copies have been found listed in public funds.

$ 2 950.00

64. HOSTE (PERE PAUL). -L'ART DES ARMEES NAVALES, OU TRAITE DES EVOLUTIONS NAVALES QUI
CONTIENT DES REGLES UTILES AUX OFFICIERS GENERAUX & PARTICULIERS D'UNE ARMEE NAVALE ; AVEC DES
EXEMPLES TIREZ DE CE QUI S'EST PASSE DE PLUS CONSIDERABLE SUR LA MER DEPUIS CINQUANTE ANS .
ENRICHI DE FIGURES EN TAILLE DOUCE. [SUIVI DE] THEORIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES VAISSEAUX, QUI
CONTIENT PLUSIEURS TRAITEZ DE MATHEMATIQUE SUR DES MATIERES NOUVELLES & CURIEUSES. Lyon,

Bruysset, 1727 [Anisson, & Posuel, 1697]. 2 works bound in 1 vol. folio. Original full sheep.
Fine copy of those two works by Paul Hoste (1652-1700), comprising his great
treatise on naval tactics setting out the traditional code of practice of 'line of
battle' maintained by the sailing fleets. The aim was to establish a system of
maneuvering to gain an advantage over the opponent by other methods than
fighting. Theory is explained by citing examples of famous naval actions such
as Lepanto and the famous sea battles of the Second Dutch War (1672-4).
The maneuvers are demonstrated in 132 plates; the second-last engraving
shows ships in stormy weather and a final plate depicts over forty naval flags
for communicating appropriate signals. The Jesuit Paul Hoste (1652-1700) is
the first and principal writer on the subject of naval tactics, having made a
special study of mathematics applied to navigation. He was secretary to
Admiral de Tourville, the outstanding naval commander of Louis XIV, taking
part in several naval expeditions as a chaplain. An English version was
published as late as 1834, still considered by the british admiralty as a major
work on the subject after 136 years! II: Unique edition of the author's scientific
treatise on shipbuilding comprising a marine vocabulary at the end. Hoste
Tough mathématique at the Jésuite seminary in Toulon. The two works were
pubished together by Anissonet and Posuel in 1697 but all copies were not
sold and in 1727, Bruyset, another publisher from Lyon started to sale them
with a new title page but did not print a new title for the second part, then it
was often removed from the copies like in this is one. Bibliographers like
Polak did not notice that and referenced it by mistake as a second edition.

$ 10 000.00

65. [HULIN (GABRIEL)]. -LES NOBLES COUSTUMES OU GUIDON, STILE ET
UZANCES DES MARCHANDS QUI METTENT A LA MER . TRAICTANT DES
ASSEURANCES, POLICES, AVARIES, LAMENAGES, PILOTAGES, JET DE
MARCHANDISE A LA MER,... ; [SUIVI DU : TRAITE DE LA NATURE ET USAGE DES
MARCHES SEPARANTES LES PROVINCES DE POITOU, BRETAGNE ET ANJOU.
PAR M. GABRIEL HULIN,...] Rennes, Jean Gaisne, [s.d.] circa 1651. 1 vol. small
in-18 ° in 2 parts with continuous numbered pagination: 1 to 74 pp. (including title first
part) then 75 to 156 pp. (including title second part). Wood engraved on the titles
including the bookseller's mark and the figure of justice. Provenance: initials "P.L.T" at
the bottom of the last page. Full contemporary vellum.
Very rare copy of this collection published in Rennes, containing a guide of maritime law
without the author's name, followed by a “Traité de la nature et usage des marches
séparantes les provinces de Poitou, Bretagne, et Anjou” due to Gabriel Hulin , lawyer and
tax attorney from Rennes, dealing with conflicts of law relating to these “undivided”
territories.
Maritime law find its origins in the days of the Crusades and the development of the trade
with the East. Towards the end of the 12th century, Aliénor d'Aquitaine (1122 - 1204)
ordered the compilation of texts relating to her region which is particularly oriented
towards the sea: the “rôles d’Oléron”. This text remains the basis of many maritime
legislation. In the 14th century, the “Guidon de la mer”, written in Rouen, was added to
this. It is devoted specifically to the issue of maritime insurance. The discovery of America
at the end of the 15th century and the growing development of trade with this new

continent only increased the importance of maritime law. The present edition,
designed in a very small format allowing sailors and traders to always have it at hand,
includes in the first part this fundamental text under the title: “Les nobles coustumes
ou Guidon, stile et uzances des marchands qui mettent à la mer, contient les droits
de taxes, les assurances et les lois régissant le transport de marchandises sur les mers
et sur les rivières”. He explains to his owner the steps to follow to insure his
merchandise, his ship, his equipment and his crew. It also indicates the captain's
obligations and the penalties incurred in the event of “baraterie”: faults committed
voluntarily by the captain or the owner of a vessel. It also deals with the famous “lettres
de marque”, mission orders from privateers, by which a sovereign allows a captain
and his crew to search, attack, seize and destroy the ships or equipment of an opposing
nation. Finally, he indicates the rules of attribution and distribution applying to the
catches: “Si les maistres des navires combattent contre les mores, pirates, et
éscumeurs de mer, ou contre les ennemis de leur prince, pour se défendre et éviter
le péril, et en se défendant, ils conquièrent par force navires ou marchandises; ou s’ils
trouvent quelque marchandises flottant aux rivages de la mer, comme ambres, pierres
précieuses, pierres, baleines, marcouins ou autres poissons…”. The second book,
“Traité de la nature et usage des marches séparantes les provinces de Poitou,
Bretagne, et Anjou”, explains the jurisdiction applicable to “marches”. These
territories had the particularity of belonging to two or more provinces, for justice and
for the purposes of feudalism. They served as borders between Poitou and Anjou on
the one hand and Poitou and Brittany on the other. Helin distinguishes three kinds
of “marches”: “communes” or “preventive”, for which prevention takes place in terms
of the jurisdiction debate between the said provinces; the “advantagères” or
“fiancères”, because it is necessary that the lord or prince who is not advantaged trust
the payment of his rights to the vassals, after they have paid them to the prince or lord adviser; and the “counter-hosts”. Thus,
these territories are subject to administrative conflicts and form a true undivided zone endowed with very specific legal
conditions that the author explains in detail in his treaty.
Pretty Rennes edition due to the bookseller Jean Gaisne adorned with initials and engraved woods, including its mark bearing
the arms of Brittany on the titles and the figure of justice in-fine. We have found no copy of this undated edition in public
funds, but only one dated 1651 (Vatar and Gaisne, Rennes) with only the “Traité des marches”, with a different format and
pagination. The bookseller Gaisne undoubtedly wanted to bring these two texts together in this specific edition intended for
sailors and traveling traders. Touching copy of this very rare treaty bearing the marks of its use by its former owner who affixed
his initials at the bottom of the last page: "P.L.T".

$ 3 780.00

66. LE CORDIER (SAMSON). -INSTRUCTION DES PILOTES. Au Havre

de Grâce, P.J.D.G. Faure. 2 parts bounded in a in-12 ° of : 179 pp. (including
title part one, table to find the time of high seas, use of the table and note to the
reader); [3] pp. (table of contents) ; [1] f. bl. ; [2] ff. (title, part two and note to
the reader); 190 pp. ; [7] ff. (table of latitudes, table of contents); 20 geometric
figures engraved on wood, pretty headbands and lamp bases. Soft vintage
vellum.
Revised and expanded edition of this fundamental work for pilot training and
navigation. Its author, Father Samson Le Cordier (1660 - 1720), hydrographer
of the King, followed the maritime teaching given in Dieppe by Father Denys.
He then sailed in the service of the State and in 1681 as a pilot in the crew of
the “Écueil”, a fourth rank vessel. Wounded during a battle, he was forced to
leave the navy. Determined to use his experience for the instruction of young
sailors, he opened a hydrographic school at home in 1682. Around the same
time, he received the title of hydrographer-examiner of pilots and ship gauges.
In 1690, the King appointed him professor of hydrography at Dieppe, where he
succeeded Father Denys.
The art of piloting takes its essence in the insufficient familiarity of the captains
with the regions they had to frequent for trade, especially with the opening of
markets and international trade. A pilot with local knowledge of the maritime
areas was therefore necessary to drive the ships safely to the dock. This treatise
appeared for the first time in 1683 when Colbert had just redefined the main
principles of the rights of pilots and of the captain of a ship (ordinance of 1681).

Today, this profession remains at the heart of maritime trade. Le Cordier’ two-part work is intended to educate pilots by
teaching them the basics of navigation. The first part, written in the form of questions and answers, contains an “abrégé de la
Sphere, les principes nécessaires pour trouver l'heure de la pleine Mer dans les Ports, le jour & le quantieme du mois auquel
doivent arriver les Fêtes mobiles & immobiles, les différentes. [...] Avec une Instruction générale sur le Pilotage, en faveur de
ceux qui veulent se rendre experts dans cette science, & se mettre aussi au fait des manoeuvres d'un Vaisseau.” This part deals
with piloting practices; the solar and lunar cycle; how to find the time on the open sea in different ports; « fériales » letters and
their use to know the day of entry of the months and the day of the week on which a holiday occurs; the height of the pole,
the longitude and the latitude, the estimate length of the way, the nautical charts as well as the maneuvers of the vessels
according to the situations of the ports. This work is intended to be used in the field as evidenced by: “la table pour trouver
aisément et sans aucun calcul l’heure de la pleine mer en toutes sortes
de ports les jours de lune étant connus” (translated: “the table for
finding easily and without any calculation the time of the open sea in
all kinds of ports the days of moonlight being known”), placed at the
beginning of the book to “faire plai[s]ir [...] de ceux qui en auront
besoin” (translated: “please [...] those who need it”). Extract D.
Comment trouvez-vous la Latitude d’un lieu? R. C’e[s]t par la
hauteur des A[s]tres [s]ur l’Hori[s]on, ou leur di[s]tance du Zenith
avec leur Déclinai[s]on, ou leur di[s]tance du Pole.
The second part, written in the form of problems and explained
examples, “contient tout ce qui est nécessaire pour observer
exactement la latitude, ou la hauteur du Pole dans tous les lieux du
monde, tant aux Etoiles qu'au Soleil; Avec les Tables de leur
Déclinaison & Ascension droite, & de la Latitude & Longitude d'un
grand nombre de Lieux”. This part explains, among other things,
how to use and make an “arbalestrille” (instrument used in navigation
for the measurement of angles) and is embellished with many tables
along with their explanations: Table des Réfractions et de la hauteur
de l’oeil au dessus de la surface de la Mer; Tables Solaires; Table de
la déclinaison du Soleil; Table de la latitude et de la longitude des
principaux lieux où l’on peut naviguer; etc.
The illustration consists of 20 geometric woodcut figures such as
constellations and astronomical diagrams.
Touching copy bearing the marks of its use: Its owner, Pierre
Patroulé, has written his name in length on the front cover and on the
guards. He further annotated the text of the work (pp. 138, part 1 and
128-131 part 2) and used the guards for calculation notes, including
a calculation rule.

$ 530.00

67. [MANUSCRIPT / PIRACY / MEDITERRANEEN] LOUIS XV / ROUILLE (ANTOINE-LOUIS). -POUR
SERVIR D'INSTRUCTIONS AU SR DU REVEST, CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAU. Versailles, le 24 avril 1752. 1 vol. folio hold
with a silk ribbon. [13] pp. handwritten in brown ink and [1] f. Bl., wax seal and signature of King Louis XV and by the
Minister of the Navy.
Order of mission fixing the framework of the expedition of a French squadron to the Pasha of Tripoli in order to stop the
attacks of the local pirates, document signed by the hand of the king Louis the XVth ( 1710-1774) and Antoine-Louis Rouillé
(1689-1754), Minister of the Navy, [The Junon was a 44-gun ship built in Le Havre in 1747]. The "Barbary corsairs" of the
Mediterranean represented a real scourge for maritime traffic until the 19th century, capturing thousands of ships, attacking
coastal towns and supplying slave traffic with captured crews. Some of the captains of the galleys of these corsairs were what
were called at the time "renegades» : Europeans converted to Islam to escape slavery, like John Ward and Zymen Danseker
or French captain Sicard, named in this memoir. Although the attacks of the Barbary pirates peaked in the early midseventeenth century, they remained in the middle of the 18th century a constant threat to maritime traffic. Thus, the French,
Spanish and Italian fleets still regularly carry out retaliation or diplomacy missions to local rulers of Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli,
sponsors or accomplices of privateers of the North African coasts. In this memoire, King Louis XV sets the framework for a
mission sent to the Pasha of Tripoli in April 1752 to stop attacks and looting of French ships. Following the bombing of
Tripoli by the French in July 1728 against the city of Tripoli, the Treaty of 9 June 1729 is supposed to protect French ships
from the acts of piracy of Tripolitans. However, for the past three years, the corsairs of Tripoli have engaged in aggression

and looting against French ships and crews: "All
the French captains who had the misfortune to
meet at sea corsairs of Tripoli were exposed to
be removed all their effects and provisions
which were in the propriety of these corsairs,
and to be abused, some even received the
bastarding at the risk of their life, and it was not
possible to give up the navigation to the violence
of the Tripolitans any longer ". Despite various
diplomatic actions, these acts of piracy have not
ceased. King Louis XV therefore decided to
send a squadron in front of Tripoli to get Pacha
the restoration of the treaty, financial
compensation and the punishment of corsairs
having been identified. Before the arrival of this
fleet, the captain of Revest is sent to deliver to
the Pacha the King's courier detailing the
damage caused by the corsairs and the
requirements of the French sovereign. The King
requires the Pasha to punish those suffering the
same treatment they have done to the French,
to have all the French captains compensated for the looting done to them, and to effectively prevent their safety for the future,
by adding to the treaty of 1729 an article that barely pronounced death against the "Rais" who will dare to plunder or insult a
French ship in any way whatsoever ". The king also demands "the heads of the principal culprits, namely of a French renegade
named Sicard, who is the author of thieves of the Tripolitans" and he adds to his letter to the Pacha the list of "Rais" to be
punished. In addition, he sets the amount of the required indemnity at between 5 and 6.000 sequins. The captain de Revest
is ultimately responsible for making known to the Pasha that "his majesty suspects him of bad faith or collusion with his «
corsairerie », if he hesitated to chastise them ...". And so that his demands are satisfied, the king specifies that "the captain de
Revest will not hide from the Pasha that he must be immediately followed by several vessels of strength designed to support
the just pretensions of his majesty ..."
Remarkable original document signed by the king's hand, precious historical source for the knowledge of the history of piracy
in the Mediterranean.

$ 5 190.00

68. [MANUSCRIPT / WATERCOLORS]. -RECUEIL DES BATIMENTS DANS LESQUELS A NAVIGUE JEAN
JAUBERT DE MARSEILLE DE 1776 JUSQU’A [1815]. [Londres, 1814-1817]. 1 vol. in-folio. 73 pp. manuscript, 45
watercolors + 1 ink lavis. Original Velum binding.
A precious personal "logbook" of a Marseilles sailor covering a period of forty years, recounting his successive embarkations
in the trade and in the "Royale", from 1776 until his capture on November 3, 1805; his detention on the pontoons and at the
Dartmoor Prison until May 27, 1814; and his last embarkations from June 1814 to November 5, 1817. Document of
considerable value for the knowledge of the maritime environment of the end of the 18th century, the heavy traffic in the
Mediterranean and beyond, with first-hand accounts of the battles of Aboukir and Trafalgar and the lives of French sailors
trapped on British pontoons. The manuscript includes: Part One: From the first embarkation to Trafalgar (1776-1805); Part
two: Captivity on the pontoons and at Dartmoor (1805-1814); Third part: freedom refound. Latest boarding. (May 1814November 1817).

Part 1: from the first embarkation to Trafalgar (1776-1805): it includes 31
embarkations, with a text indicating, for each ship, the detailed account of the
navigation and a watercolor representing it. These navigations "to trade", all in
the Mediterranean, except two in the Antilles, become from the 18th
embarkation (1792) squadron sailing in the service of the King, the Republic,
then the Emperor, whose first, after a fight against the English, ends with
desertion and imprisonment. The reading of this picturesque and poignant
document leaves the impression of a whole life devoted to action: Scarcely
arrived and despite all the vicissitudes, Jaubert immediately seeks another ship,
as if the ground burns his feet; attitude that is not unlike that of the illustrious
Duguay Trouin. The adventures experienced by Jaubert are innumerable: he
finds himself a stowaway on an Italian brigantine; led the Pasha of
Constantinople to Crete, the Grand Vizier of Crete to Constantinople, and
Greek women from island to island; brings from Algiers to Marseille 280
French slaves captured in Corfu; Loads of Calamata figs, oranges, butter, cheese
and wax cattle (Skyros?); transports coffee and sugar from Guadeloupe to
Marseilles; sells currants and tobacco from Trieste to Genoa; takes barley in
Bizerte to negotiate in Malta; pursue privateers and pirates "Mahomains"; wheat
in Bône for the bey of Algiers; scarcely escapes an epidemic of plague;
smuggles Livorno to Barcelona; is on the verge of falling, as he says "in slavery"
near Hydra; face many storms; is attacked by English ships, etc.This first part,
hectic, ends in 1803, after the 38th navigation, by incarceration "handcuffs and
chain neck" Fort Saint-Nicolas of Marseille, then Toulon. It is illustrated with
31 watercolors, representing with remarkable precision the hulls and rigging of
tartanes, boats, brigs, corvettes, bombards, chebecks, seneaux, vessels,
brigantines, polacres, boulichous, frigates, schooners, etc ... on which it
embarks. Two of these watercolors are signed: one "Degun fecit in Gange" (n ° 10), the other "Degun fecit in nave Gange 1812"
(n ° 11). However, Jaubert further indicates that he was imprisoned for 27 months aboard the English pontoon « Le Gange »,
commanded by "Captain Le Roux, Face of Fire" from 1811. It is therefore possible that Degun, talented watercolorist, detained
himself on the Ganges, drew the ships that his companion of misfortune described him from preserved notes of his navigations.
The quality of these watercolors is close to the work of the portraitists of ships like "Roux" of Marseille. The variety of ships
of all origins on which Jaubert resides constitutes a remarkable source of information on maritime traffic of the time in the
Mediterranean, and actors: French, Italian, Spanish, Greek, Arab ... and even American. In the same way the nature of the
cargoes () and the ports of call mentioned are so many precious details (Marseilles, Toulon, Barcelona, Livorno, Mahon,
Algiers, Constantinople, Thessaloniki, Corfu, Malta, Messina, Genoa, Wax, Cadiz, Malaga , Trieste, Minna ... Jaubert also
relates his enlistment on several ships of the "Royal", including the ship Scipio which participates in the Battle of Aboukir in
1793 (figure the list of French squadron ships) .

After various embarkations to trade, our sailor will join the French Navy in 1805: Jaubert is named gabier of hune on the ship
The Formidable, armed with 80 guns, which leaves for Gibraltar to the Antilles, in the squadron of Admiral Villeneuve. His
account relates various adventures of sea and gives the detail of the victorious military operations of the Admiral against the
English in Martinique, then in Guadeloupe, as well as made catches. On the return from Guadeloupe, off the Azores, the ship
"takes an English marching ship, (a) a corsair ditto with a catch of a Spanish merchant ship coming from India loaded with dry
goods of the 'Indies and (of) eight million silver coins we took in tow and the same evening we burn the merchant ship taken
English and the privateer who had made the Spanish catch (End of June 1805). After taking part in the Cape Finisterre naval
battle of July 22, 1805, the Formidable October 20 leaves Cadiz and participates in the battle of Trafalgar October 21, which
he manages to escape, despite many damage. The story of the Battle of Trafalgar is extremely rich and provides details of both
the course of action and the reasons for the success of the English fleet. It ends with the following remark: "I will not forget to
tell you that before starting the last fight, General Dumanoir told us:" let's go and fight my children I will take you to a place
where you will be well rested. ". He was very right because I am in prison in my 9th year without knowing when I will come
out. Thus, on the 3rd of November, Jaubert and all the crew of the Formidable were taken prisoner by the English, and
conducted on the pontoon "The Generous" at Plymouth. Following are the detailed tables of the French, Spanish and English
fleets with their armament. In addition, an ink wash titled "The Formidable taken by the ship Namur November 4, 1805"
illustrates the story of the battle.This first part is of a playful style, popular, and without orthographic concern. It is obviously
from Jaubert's hand.
Part 2: Captivity on the pontoons and Dartmoor (1805-1814). The stories that follow relate to the conditions of J. B. Jaubert
and his comrades on the Plymouth Pontoons and in the terrible Dartmoor Prison. They are illustrated with 3 gouaches
representing, first, the three pontoons where Jean Jaubert was a prisoner ("The pontoon the generous Captain Lanyon
Remained 9 months The pontoon the hector captain The thorn remained 65 months The pontoon the ganges captain the
red remained for 27 months "), the second" the Neptune pontoon [The Neptune], Captain Lorence, 1814 ", and the last the"
Dartmoor prison of war the 25 of May 1809 "or, (at the foot of the page" the prison of French dartimor guarded by the
commander Kotgrave "). The style and the spelling being more chastised, it is probable that a companion assisted Jaubert in
his writing. (1: "Arrival of JB Jaubert aboard the Le Généreux pontoon ... November 16, 1805"), sometimes is the spokesperson
of all the prisoners of the pontoons, in a classic style, and even literary, with an excellent spelling ( 2, 4, 5). He goes so far as
to compose a poem on the extreme harshness of the conditions of detention (3), and write a play (rather a skit) narrating the
arrival of the English Roger (perhaps the commander of the pontoon " The Cato ") in Hell. This second part constitutes a
precious sum of information on the conditions of detention and the life of the French sailors on the pontoons. There are a
number of stories about pontoons, sometimes written in a novelistic way, and for the most part published after 1845, the oldest
probably being "Sergeant Flavigny's story, or ten years of my captivity on the English pontoons" ( by L. Chomel), with notes by
Louis Garneray, Paris, Nepveu, 1821. However, this journal is to our knowledge the only example of manuscript redirected
by a prisoner on the spot: As on every ship, the sailors help each other and participate together in the meager distractions of
the edge. Jaubert knows how to tell, Degun draws for him; and a more educated fellow-prisoner writes for him when it is
necessary to testify, from his own experience, of the general condition of the prisoners of the English pontoons.

Part 3: refound freedom. New embarkments. (May 1814 - November 1817). 10 captioned watercolored gouaches, the first
representing the Malouin ship that brought Jaubert back to France : "the frigate the breast preacher malo captain left prison
on 17 May 1814". Jaubert, barely released, is immediately resumed by his frenzy of navigation and shipments follow one

another quickly: Note in tribute to the brave gabier, without betraying his spelling, the legends of the last 9 watercolor gouaches,
appearing his ultimate sailing: "The sloop marries Anne Captain Boiton du Suquet 27 May 1814" [ie 10 days after leaving the
pontoon] "; "Marie henriette captain François thomas de brest 1814"; "The brig the alliances of Dieppe Captain Michel Courbet
of Dieppe the corsair of Tripoli Captain Halli on August 15, 1815 took e led to Tripoli"; "The three Danish mats Captain
Temonnen of Tripoli of barbarity anbarquered » « ; "The corvette Henriette from Toulon captain jean Viau of Bordeaux,
1815"; "The corvette Catherine captain Charles Cimont of Saint Malo 1816 left Maltes for Marseille on February 14, 1816";
"Marie Elizabeth Captain Bernabo of Marseille 1816"; "Bombs her (e) a Cécile Captain Gantome of La Ciotat 1817; "(Julius
c) To Captain Marquis of Marseilles prayed for the ein surget [taken by the insurgents?] November 5, 1817". These watercolors
are distinguished by the absolute accuracy of the design of the rigging. None of them are signed. by a different hand, it is quite
likely that Jaubert is the author, his 9 years of captivity having left all the time to make the hand with the help of Degun.
The document ends with the story of a quarantine due to the plague, it is likely that the sailor is succumbing to this epidemic
(Plague epidemic of 1817, , which extended from the Middle East to the Maghreb. The author, who rightly criticizes the
surgeons who contested the epidemic, while the deaths of porter-faix (dockers) added to those of the sailors, suggests his role
during this period: "On the 2nd, eve of St. John the Baptist The High Priest arrives from Genoa with the King's galleys; M.
the aldermen have the honor of going to greet him, and I have the honor to address them in the name of the city. " This is
probably Valvielle, the first judge of the Civil Court of Toulon, who signed on the hand paper.

$ 92 000.00

69. -[MANUSCRIPT] TRAITE MATHEMATIQUES – TRAITE DE LA MARINE EN FORME DE THESE - TRAITE
DES CADRANS QUI SE TRACENT SUR DE[S] PLANS ARRESTES. -ET TRAITE DES CADRANS PORTATIFS. S.l.n.d.

[beginning XVIIIe c.]. 1 vol. in-8 ° of : [8] ff. (including 1 round watercolor 7cm in diameter in a gilded frame representing
3 ships), 5 pp. with 7 geometry problems with diagrams, 9 pp. table; 90 pp. ; [1] f. bl. ; 100 pp. (including 6 bl.); [7] ff. bl; [6]
ff. (table); 39 pen drawings (including 20 colored and 1 leaflet in the text or full page and 3 tables. Full sheep binding made
around 1700.
Remarkable manuscript work in French named "Traité
mathématiques" composed of a marine treatise followed by two
others relating to sundials, finely calligraphed set and abundantly
illustrated with diagrams executed with ink and watercolor. Its
author, who remains anonymous, placed in frontispiece of his
work: a pretty miniature watercolor in a gilded circular frame,
representing a scene of a naval battle with three ships. The
manuscript begins with "Traité de la marine en forme de Thèse"
(translated: "Treaty of the Navy in the form of a Thesis"
containing four chapters. The first chapter: "De l’Armemant des
vaisseaux de Guerre et de l’ordre des Combats de mer"
(translated: "On the Armament of Warships and the Order of
Sea Battles") explains the arrangement of batteries and vessels as
well as the division of armies into squadrons during naval battles.
The second chapter "De la construction des vaisseaux et de leurs
différentes espèces" (translated: "Construction of ships and their
different kinds") describes all the stages necessary for the
construction of a ship, from the plan to the assembly. The third
chapter: "De la mateure, de la voileure, du jeu du goüvernail, et
de la force des rames" (translated: "On the masts, the sails, ruder,
and the strength of the oars") deals with the use of the wind rose
and the compass; control of the wind against the canopy; the
rudder play and the strength of the oars. The fourth and last chapter: "De la manière de régler la navigation par des observations
géographiques et astronomiques” (translated: “How to regulate navigation by geographical and astronomical observations")
explains how to navigate using landmarks such as the meridian, the horizon, the equator, the tropics, the poles, the sun. This
last chapter ends with an explanation of the cause of eclipses. The following two treatises focus on dials and in particular on
the various methods allowing to find the meridian line on a horizontal plane as well as the various approaches allowing to
measure the height of a pole or to find the declination of a vertical plane or to draw an equinoctial sundial. These treatises
also provide information on how to construct different types of dials (polar, southern, portable ...), mark the axes and lines on
them, and are decorated with tables showing the variations of the sun.
The set is illustrated with 39 diagrams mostly enhanced with watercolor as well as 3 tables, including drawings of the parts of
a ship, wind roses, navigation instruments, the evolution of ships, all kinds of dials: wall, standing or portable solar panels and
various instruments. No date is indicated, however the binding, the paper as well as the style and technical level of the materials
processed allow it to be placed between 1700 and 1720. Book preserved in its original binding in good condition.

$ 10 000.00

70. MEDINA (PEDRO DE). -L’ARTE DEL NAVEGAR. IN LAQUAL SI CONTENGONO LE REGOLE, DECHIARATIONI,
SECRETI, & AVISI, ALLA BONA NAVEGATION NECESSARII... Venice: Gianbattista Pedrezano, 1554. 1 vol. in-4°. 82
woodcuts in text, full-page woodcut map. Contemp. vellum.
Rare first Italian edition of this famous navigation treatise, first scientific work devoted to the subject. The historian and
hydrograph, Peter of Medina was born in 1493, probably in Seville, and probably died in 1567. Humanist and scholar, he
published five books, including at least three in Andalusia: Libro de grandezas y cosas memorable de España, Libro of Verdad
(Seville, 1549), Arte de navegar (Valladolid, 1545), Cronica breve de España (Seville, 1548), Tabula hispaniae geographica
(Seville, 1560), Cronica de los Medina (1561). The Art of Navigation had a huge success in Europe, as evidenced by its many
translations. The Art of use must be read first, as the model of contemporary knowledge, such as translation, in maritime
language, a sort of Instauratio magna, in the style of Francis Bacon, whose frontispiece still remembered in 1628, the caravel
sailing towards the New World. The present edition is due to Vincenzo Paletino da Corzula, translated from the Spanish
original. The book is illustrated 82 diagrams and wood-cut figures specifying the type of navigation recommended, according
to the winds, the Sun, the North Star or the Moon. ), including the great woodcut of the ships on the title and early book 2,
and a full-page map of Europe, Africa and the New World. Fine copy.

$ 24 800.00

71. PITOT (HENRI). -LA THEORIE DE LA MANOEUVRE DES VAISSEAUX, REDUITE EN PRATIQUE. OU LES
PRINCIPES ET LES REGLES POUR NAVIGUER LE PLUS AVANTAGEUSEMENT QU'IL
EST POSSIBLE. Paris, Chez Claude Jombert, 1731. 1 vol in-4°. Engr; frontisp., 22
tables, 8 plates. Contemp. Red morocco binding with gilted arms.
Rare copy, original and unique edition, of this theoretical masterpiece of military naval
maneuver and navigation on the oceans. Copy bound in period morocco with the arms of
the Marquis de Chauvelin.
The mathematician and French astronomer Henri Pitot (1695-1771), originally from
Aramon, had predicted a solar eclipse so precisely in "Le Mercure" that his calculations
aroused a general admiration and he was admitted to the Academy of Paris in 1724. In
1731, he published his book on the maneuverability of ships, based on the principles of

Bernoulli, which was immediately recommended by the French government as a basic element of the navy (see Grandjean de
Fouchy in his Eloge in the minutes of the Academy of Sciences, 1771, 143 ff.).
The book is illustrated with a frontispiece, 8 folded plates and 12 sheets of pictures including 2 leaflets. The planchers show
positions of vessel maneuvering with wind direction and geometric patterns.
Provenance: François-Claude-Bernard-Louis de Chauvelin (1716 -1771), Marquis de Chauvelin, diplomat, soldier and French
writer who served in Italy and Flanders and became ambassador to Genoa and Turin. From 1749 to 1753 he was lieutenantgeneral of the King of France at Genoa. He was commander-in-chief of the king's troops in Corsica from May 1768 to July
1769. He was Voltaire's correspondent. He spent his last days in the court, in the intimacy of Louis XV, and died of apoplexy
at the king's table. From the Libraries of Juan Manuel Acevedo and Roffroy (Engraved ex-libris). Beautiful copy, sumptuously
bound.

$ 4 250.00

Atlas - Cartography
72. [ATLAS COMPOSITE] FER (NICOLAS DE) -ATLAS ITINERAIRES DE FRANCE D’ITALIE ET DES PAYS BAS.

Paris, de Beaurain Geographe du Roy, 1728. 1 vol. in 4°. Contemp. green morocco.
Beautiful composite atlas, nicely bound, composed of a manuscript title, 35 maps, 65 plans, 31 views and 52 engraved sheets
of text, mostly on double page, mounted (17 fold.), of which 41 are entirely colored by hand, 40 and 33 partially. Nicolas de
Fer was a very prolific French cartographer, active from the early 1690s until his death in 1720. The Atlas is devoted to France,
Italy and the Netherlands. It contains 107 maps or views of de Fer, 15 by Jean Baptiste Nolin (1657-1708) French engraver
and publisher or his son (1686-1762) of the same name.

$ 14 200.00

73. BERTIUS (PETRUS) -TABULARUM GEOGRAPHICARUM CONTRACTARUM LIBRI SEPTEM. Amsterdam:

Jodocus Hondius. 1 vol. in-8° oblong. 220 maps in text, most maps coloured in outline by a contemporary hand.
Contempoary vellum. 7 parts in 1 vol.
First Hondius edition with a distinguished provenance from the collection of three generations of French cartographers:
GILLES ROBERT DE VAUGONDY (1688-1766) and DIDIER ROBERT DE VAUGONDY (1723-1786), important
French cartographers; André-Charles-François Mercier du Rocher (1753-1816), French lawyer, revolutionary, politician
(purchase note dated 1782). The work includes 220 engraved maps mostly handcolored in outline including 4 world maps
and 15 relating to the Americas. (Some light browning and occasional staining.)
“Under the name of this obscure printer of Middelburg (i.e. Barent Langenes) falls a series of atlases, easily the best in this
bibliography. Because the Caert-Thresoor was first printed by Barent Langenes and because this small-size atlas has had an
interesting history, the later editions, brought out by Cornelis Claesz and Jodocus Hondius, are all listed together under one
heading: Langenes. Famous engravers like Petrus Kaerius and Jodocus Hondius I cut the plates. Scholars like Petrus Bertius
and Jacobus Viverius edited the text. The small maps served many other purposes in other books published in Amsterdam.
Their contents refect the level of cartography in Amsterdam at the turn of the century, where up-to-date information on newly
discovered regions was readily available” (Koeman p. 252).

“After the death in 1609 of Cornelius Claesz, the published [sic] of the Caert-Thresoor, the work of Bertius was entirely
reshaped. It was then published by Jodocus Hondius II, with all the maps newly engraved, slightly larger in size.… Obviously
Hondius had not acquired the original plates. He also had to make a new frontispiece. The work was divided into seven
‘books,’ dedicated to King Louis XIII of France… With the new plates, the work was certainly improved and enjoyed an
increasing demand by the public, which had the choice between Mercator’s Atlas Minor and Bertius’s Tabularum
Geographicum” (Koeman II, p. 258).
Provenance: NICOLAS SANSON (1600-1667), “the founder of the French school of cartography,” with his ex-libris
inscriptions on title-page and front free endpaper “Ex Libris Nicolas Sanson d’Abbeville”. Above the inscription on the free
endpaper Sanson has written “Livre quy mest deffendu dinterpreter”. A later note in Latin by A.C.F. Mercier notes his
purchase of this book at the sale of the household effects of Didier Robert de Vaugondy in 1782.

$ 33 000.00

74. CHAUDRON (FRANÇOIS) [GEOMETRE ARPENTEUR DU ROI].
-ARPENTAGE DU TERRITOIRE D’ESSERTENNE. Gray, 8 janvier 1780.
1 vol in-folio handwritten in brown ink. [28] watercolor plans traced in red
and black ink including 26 at full page and 2 on one page. Contemp. calf.
Remarkable work of mapping the land of a village in Bourgogne, carried out
by a surveyor of the king at the end of the old regime, when France was
involved in the American War of Independence.
Surveying consists of measuring the area of land, especially agricultural land.
The technique is at the origin of geometry and was invented in Ancient Egypt
in order to survey agricultural areas after the flooding of the Nile. Invested
with a quasi-religious significance, its practice was held in high esteem in
ancient Rome where these "geometers" were called, depending on the
period: decempedator, finitor, metator, mensor castrorum...
From the 16th century onwards, the french term "arpenteur", derived from
the "arpent" which is the unit of measurement used in the Paris region,
gradually came to be used. Even though It was gradually replaced by the
term "géometricien", which until then was synonymous with "mathématicien".
The Royal Order of 1669 on “Eaux et Forêts” set the status of the "arptenteur

royal", requiring him to verify every year, by means of a survey, the
materialization of the perimeters of the royal forests. The Encyclopedia
(1756) and its supplement (1776-1780) define the surveyor as one who is
capable of measuring land, recognising it, sharing it, evaluating a field and
marking its position, measuring it and dividing it. The surveyor's work is
materialized in registers made up of surveys and plans, of which this
document is an example. The surveyor observes, collects information,
makes surveys, measures and makes calculations using specific tools such
as a sextant, a theodolite, an alidade, a survey compass, a survey meter and
a surveyor's chain.
Carried out by the hand of King François Chaudron's surveyor, the work
bears his initials on each page. In the preamble, it reads: "Arpentage et
déclaration des fonds qui composent le territoire d’Essertenne avec les
plans à la suite sur 27 feuilles, extrait de la minute et du plan général du
finage fait en vertu d’arrêt de la chambre et cour des comptes aides et
domaines et finances du Comté de Bourgogne du 12 mars 1766 de
l’agrément de messire Claude Lambert Du-Val, chevalier Seigneur dudit
Essertenne, par moi François Chaudron, géomètre arpenteur du Roy à la
maitrise des Eaux et Forêts et Baillage de Gray y résidant". And at the
bottom of sheet 47, Chaudron specifies: " La présente déclaration et plans
à la suite ont étés extraits des minutes d’arpentage du finage et territoire
d’Esserienne par moy, arpenteur du Roy, soussigné, à l’invitation du
seigneur et des habitants pour valoir et servir ce qu’il appartiendra, à Gray,
huit janvier mil sept cent quatre-vingt ".
The object of his work are the lands surrounding Essertenne, a village in the East of France, today located in the department
of Saône-et-Loire, in the Burgundy-Franche-Comté region.
The first 47 sheets give the microtoponymy of the places, the description and the surface area of the plots of land as well as
the name of their holder or owner: woods, wasteland, farmland, vineyards, gardens... “Champ du Moulin”, “Vigne au bas des
montants”, “Champs Millot”, “Marnière de la Combe de la Cour”, “Epie ou saison des Brosses”, “les Communaux”, “La
Varenne”, “Le Vaché sauvage”, “Les Charbonniéres … Saisons, Climats, journaux, perches sont les unités de mesures
employées: “La Veuve de Nicolas Menetrier, trois huitiemes de journal trente-cinq perches”, “La cure d’Essertenne, un quart
de journal vingt-quatre perches”. In total, 1,077 + 93 plots of land are named and measured here, a colossal work in time and
energy with the instruments and means of the time!

Chaudron then devotes sheets 46 and 47 to his "Observations", which detail the units of measurement used for his survey:
"Douze pouces pour 1 pied, neuf pieds six pouces anciens pour 1 perche, et trois cent soixante perches superficielles pour le
journal de terre". He then presents 3 examples of surveys and states that "Pour l’intelligence et vérification du présent arpentage,
on a joint à la suite 27 feuilles de plans qui composent la totalité du territoire et prairie d’Essertenne ". These sheets consist of
28 finely drawn plans in red and black ink, watercolored, with a graduated scale and an indication of the orientation of the
"Septentrion" (North). The plots shown are extremely variable in shape and size. Note the inordinately elongated shape of the
garden plots and the woods: at the time, they allowed the country dwellers to produce an essential part of their food, to cook
and to heat their houses.
Precious testimony to the work of a "géométricien" of the end of the old regime, a superbly executed and illustrated manuscript
of great historical value for the richness of its technical, toponymic and economic content.

$ 5 660.00

75. DESNOS (LOUIS CHARLES) -ATLAS CHOROGRAPHIQUE, HISTORIQUE, ET PORTATIF DES ELECTIONS DU
ROYAUME. Paris, Desnos, 1763. 1 vol in-4 °; 27 double-page maps, including 1 title and 1 frontispiece. Full red morocco
period, back with ornate nerves, gilded arms.
First edition of this chorographic atlas by Louis Charles Desnos (1725-1805). This Parisian engineer, geographer and
bookseller was named "geographer for the globes and spheres of His Danish Majesty" for the King of Denmark. He ran a
shop on Rue Saint-Jacques. However, he spent most of his life as a globe maker and map publisher in Paris. He worked with
the most important cartographers of his time and often collaborated with Brion de la Tour. In this work, Desnos describes
the "Parishes and fires, the position of towns, villages, hamlets and abbeys, woods, meadows, mountains, ponds ...", all
accompanied by relevant information: "the particular history of each city, its location, its embellishments, its main buildings
...". Great copy, well preserved red morocco period.

$ 3 540.00

76. DESNOS (LOUIS CHARLES), BRION DE LA TOUR (LOUIS), ZANNONI. -[ATLAS] COUP D’ŒIL GENERAL
SUR LA FRANCE […] POUR SERVIR D’INTRODUCTION AU TABLEAU ANALYTIQUE ET GEOGRAPHIQUE DE CE
ROYAUME. A Paris, chez Grangé, imprimeur-libraire, au Cabinet Littéraire, Pont Notre-Dame, près la Pompe ;

chez Guillyn, Libraire, Quai des Augustins ; chez Despilly, Libraire, rue Saint-Jacques, à la Croix d'or ; chez
Durand Neveu, Libraire, rue Saint Jacques, à la Sagesse ; chez Rozet, Libraire, au coin de la rue Zacharie : chez
Delalin, Libraire, rue Saint-Jacques ; chez Desnos, Ingénieur-Géographe, rue Saint Jacques, à l'Enseigne du Globes
& de la Spère, 1765-(1766-1767). 1 vol. in-4°. Contemp. half sheep. Fine set bound together of these 3 cartographic
publications.
Louis Brion de la Tour was the King's hydrographer-engineer, active from 1756 to his death in 1803, then he served the old
and new regimes. His maps shows the state of the French roads before the Revolution; they are very detailed and precise.
This important set of geographical, topographical, administrative and maritime works by cartographers Rizzi Zannoni (17361814, geographer of the city of Venice, head hydrographer of the Navy depot), Michel by L. Brion de la Tour and LouisCharles Desnos (1725-1805, geography engineer for Globes and Spheres) gives the situation of France at the end of the old
regime. The engraving work (map frames ...) is very nicely done and colored. Provenance: unidentified armored ex-libris .
Very fresh copy in period condition.

$ 4 130.00

77. DUPLESSIS. -TRAITE DU GLOBE-PLAT, OU MAPPE-MONDE, D'UNE PROJECTION NOUVELLE :
CONTENANT UN RECUEIL ALPHABETIQUE &AMP; GEOGRAPHIQUE DES EMPIRES, ROYAUMES, ETATS, PAYS,
ISLES, VILLES, CAPS, MERS A Paris chez Grangé, Imprimeurs-Libraire et chez l'Auteur 1769. 1 vol. in-12 ° of : [1]
f.; 159 pp.; [5] pp.; 1 large folding table and culs-de-lamp. Original gray cardboard binding, untrimmed.
Unique and rare edition of this alphabetical and geographical treatise of the most famous parts of the world by Sieur Duplessis.
Little information is available on Duplessis' biography, however, in 1767, he published a brochure entitled “Perpetual
Calendar”, the last page of which describes him as a seller of all kinds of geographical documents. This treatise was also on
sale at the the author’s shop as evidenced by this inscription at the bottom of the folding table: “For sale in Paris at Duplessis,
at the entrance to the Pont Notre Dame, near the Quai de Gesvres…”.

This work is an explanation of his map of the world, “Globe-Plat or Mappe-Monde
of a New Projection”, in which he paints a picture of the old and the new world united
in a single point of view. This treatise, as well as its map, has served for the preparation
of the first geographical studies as well as to make known the important lines and
circles of the terrestrial globe: the meridian, the equator, the zodiac, the horizon, the
tropics and the two polar circles. In the first part, Duplessis deals with climates, the
distribution of inhabitants, the way to find the time regardless of the position and the
declination of the sun. In a second part, the author presents detailed observations in
alphabetical order for each of the places on his map (short description of the place
accompanied by its geographical coordinates): “Lima, famous city of South America,
capital of Peru, & the Viceroy's residence, long. 301 ”., Lat. merid. 12 ”. 15 ”. P. long.
79 ”. occ. ” (p. 114).
The illustration consists of a large fold-out table detailing "The Population of the
World's Most Famous States".
Very rare work of which only 2 copies are listed in the library separate from their
map (apart from the BNF which has both but considers that they do not form a set).

$ 1 650.00

78. EXPILLY (JEAN JOSEPH). -LE GEOGRAPHE MANUEL, CONTENANT LA DESCRIPTION DE TOUS LES PAYS DU
MONDE, LEURS QUALITES, LEUR CLIMAT, LE CARACTERE DE LEURS HABITANTS, LEURS VILLES CAPITALES,
AVEC LEURS DISTANCES DE PARIS, & DES ROUTES QUI Y MENENT, TANT PAR TERRE QUE PAR MER; LES CHANGES
& LES MONNAIES DES PRINCIPALES PLACES DE L'EUROPE, EN CORRESPONDANCE AVEC PARIS; LA MANIERE DE
TENIR LES ECRITURES DE CHAQUE NATION DE L 'EUROPE, &C PAR L'ABBE EXPILLY, CI-DEVANT SECRETAIRE
D'AMBASSADE DE SA MAJESTE SICILIENNE, & ENSUITE EXAMINATEUR & AUDITEUR GENERAL DE L'EVECHE DE
SAGONE TROISIEME EDITION. Paris, Bauche, 1759. 1 vol in-12°. Contemp. calf.
Third edition of this very complete manual of geography on all countries of the world by Jean-Joseph Explilly (1719-1793).
French priest, author of several historical and geographical works, the Abbe Expilly was Secretary of Embassy of the King of
Sicily, examiner and auditor general of the bishopric of Sagona in Corsica and canon treasurer of the chapter of St. Martha of
Tarascon. It is after his travels in Europe that he receives many observations on the countries he visited, and draws from them
works that were still estimated in the nineteenth century for their details on the climate, manners, the population and the
political life of the different countries. Fine copy of this reference book on the geographical and cultural differences of all the
countries of the globe.

$ 350.00

79. JAILLOT (ALEXIS HUBERT) -ATLAS NOUVEAU CONTENANT
TOUTES LES PARTIES DU MONDE, OU SONT EXACTEMENT
REMARQUES LES EMPIRES, MONARCHIES, ROYAUMES, ESTATS,
REPUBLIQUES & PEUPLES QUI S’Y TROUVENT & PRESENT. Paris,

Hubert Jaillot [Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier], 1696. 2 vol. in-plano. Handcolored engr. titles, 104 engraved maps mounted on guards, comtep colored.
(78 double-page and 3 folding), 1 double-page plan of Paris, 104 engraved
tables, 89 small maps and views on 23 sheets. Contemporary calf.
Fine copy in period colors of the second edition of this atlas by Mortier. The
publisher of Amsterdam Mortier lived in Paris between 1681 and 1685. He
knew the maps of Sanson / Jaillot well. Mortier and Huguetan publish three
successive editions of their counterfeit Atlas New. The first two are from 1692
and 1696. The first edition faithfully reproduces the French work, and the
name of Mortier does not appear in any place. Most maps of the New Atlas of
Mortier and Huguetan are faithful counterfeit maps of the French edition.
Mortier strives to complete and develop the New Atlas: 99 maps in 1692, 111
in 1696 and 168 in the last edition. The Atlas includes a map World MapWorld Geo-Hydrographic, or General Description of the Earth Globe and
Aquatic Two-Plan Hemispheres. [Amsterdam,] 1691, shows California as an

island, and parts of New Zealand and Australia. The two hemispheres are drawn on an enlarged scale, engraved with
distinction, and usually printed on high quality paper.

$ 85 000.00

80. JOURDAIN (P.). -COSMOGRAPHIE ET PELERINAGE DU MONDE
UNIVERSEL, DENOMBREMENT DE TOUTES SES PARTIES. ABREGE
CONTENANT LES DESCRIPTIONS, SITUATIONS, BORNES, LIMITES &
GRANDEURS DES EMPIRES, ROYAUMES, PRINCIPAUTEZ, REPUBLIQUES &
AUTRES ETATS, AVEC DES PLUS CURIEUX POINTS DES HISTOIRES.
PLUSIEURS CHEMINS TERRESTRES & MARITIMES POUR LES LONGS
VOYAGES. UN ABREGE DES NAISSANCES, VIES & MORT DES FONDATEURS
DES GRANDS EMPIRES : DES HOMMES QU’ON APPELLE DE FORTUNE ; ET
DES SAGES LEGISLATEURS GRECS, & AUTRES. Paris, G. Clouzier et F.

Promé, 1669. 1 vol. in-8°. Contemp. Velum.
Rare original edition of this universal cosmography, contemporary Sanson
d’Abeville’s Atlas of by Jourdain. The work gives a large description of many
countries in the world through their cosmography, a discipline that corresponded,
at the time, to both geology, geography and astronomy. It discusses the "limits and
magnitudes of empires", "many land paths" but also a bit of history with "A summary
of births, lives and deaths of the founders of great empires" or climate. All
continents are covered: Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South America but also
the Southern Land. Rare copy of universal cosmography very complete in its period
binding.

$ 1 300.00

81. LEMAU DE LA JAISSE (PIERRE). -PLANS DES PRINCIPALES PLACES DE
GUERRE ET VILLES MARITIMES FRONTIERES DU ROYAUME DE FRANCE,
DISTINGUEZ PAR DEPARTEMENS, GOUVERNEMENS GENERAUX &
PARTICULIERS DES PROVINCES, AVEC LES OFFICIERS GENERAUX ET
PRINCIPAUX QUI Y COMMANDENT EN CHEF POUR LE ROY, & DANS LA
NOUVELLE FRANCE OU AMERIQUE, ENSEMBLE LES OFFICIERS DES ETATS
MAJORS DE CES PLACES & DES AUTRES VILLES INTERIEURES DU
ROYAUME, AU PREMIER JUILLET 1736. GRAVEZ DANS LA CARTE
GENERALE DE LA MONARCHIE & DU MILITAIRE DE FRANCE, DE TOUS LES
TEMS. PRESENTEZ AU ROY, PAR LEMAU DE LA JAISSE, DE L'ORD. DE S.
LAZARE. A Paris, Didot, Quillau, Nully, 1736.
1 vol. 8vo. Contemp calf, gilted arms of France on covers. 112 copper engraved plans.
First edition of this unusual work by Pierre Lemau de La Jaisse. The book is
composed of 112 small circular plans mounted within woodcut frames, accompanied
by their matching coats of arms, also mounted in smaller circular frames below.
Opposite each is a brief description of the town with its position, and a list of the staff
officers and the governor. Fine copy.

$ 1 770.00

82. MERCATOR (GERHARD) -GALLIAE TABULE GEOGRAPHICAE PER GERARDUM MERCATOREM
ILLUSTRISSIMI DUCIS JULIE CLIVIE MONTIS &C. COSMOGRAPHUM./BELGII INFERIORIS GEOGRAPHICAE
TABULE. PER GERARDUM MERCATOREM ILLUSTRIS. DUCIS JULIE CLIVIE &C. COSMOGRAPHUM./GERMANIAE
TABULE GEOGRAPHICAE. PER GERARDUM MERCATOREM ILLUSTRIS. DUCIS JULIE CLIVIE MONTIS &C.
COSMOGRAPHUM. Duysburgi edite, [s.n., 1585]. Cum privelegio.
1 vol in folio. 51 col. maps. Contemp. calf. First edition of the first part of Atlas of modern maps in three parts of Gerhard
Mercator (1512-1594) to be published (He published the maps of Ptolemy in 1578). The other parts, Italia and Pars altera,
will appear respectively in 1589 and 1595. Superb copy finely colored by hand at the time.

$ 34 200.00

83.

ORTELIUS

(ABRAHAM)

-THEATRO

DEL MONDO. NEL QUALE
DISTINTAMENTE SI DIMOSTRANO, IN TAUOLE, TUTTE LE PROUINCIE, REGNI &
PAESI DEL MONDO... Venice, Turrini, 1655. 1 vol in-8°. 109 engr. maps. Vellum binding.

Second Italian edition of this pocket version of the "Theater of the World" of the famous
Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) who was named the "Ptolemy of his time". Ortelius began his
career as an engraver and map colorist at the publisher Plantin, and then began signing his
own production of new atlases, supported by the great Gerardus Mercator. The original
edition of his atlas in 1570 included 53 maps, largely inspired by various sources but marked
by a very personal style and enriched with a descriptive text that gave to his work an
unprecedented uniformity. In 1575, Ortélius was named, in recognition of his talent,
geographer of Philip II of Spain, who gave him access to an immense source of unpublished
information. Thus, the atlas was continually corrected and increased in the forty years that
followed, even after its disappearance. This edition of Marchetti's translation was first
published in Brescia, 1598, an imitation of the original edition with plates engraved in Italy.
Its popularity among Italian readers is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the editions were
printed until 1724. There are 2 prints of this edition, one dated July 15, 1655, the other dated
September 20. Our copy bears the second date. Wood cut on the title, many engraved initials,
and 109 cards finely engraved on copper. Very fresh copy.

$ 5 900.00

84. PTOLEMAEUS (CLAUDIUS) /MERCATOR (GERARD) -I. GEOGRAPHIAE LIBRI OCTO, RECOGNITIAM
DILIGENTER... [II. GALLIAE TABULE GEOGRAPHICAE. BELGII INFERIORES GEOGRAPHICAE TABULE]. Cologne,

Gottfried von Kempen, 1584 / Duisburg, [1585-1602]. 1 vol in-folio. 28 maps (+ 24 maps). 18th cent. calf.
First edition, with the translation of the geography of Ptolemy by Pirckheimer, edited by Arnold Mylius, copy with the 27
maps in beautiful contemporary colors. Gerard Mercator (1512-1594), named by Ortelius "the Ptolemy of our time", engraved
these copper-plates as part of a cosmography that he intended to publish in five volumes. Mercator's time and effort in revising
Ptolemy's Geographia was part of a larger project that occupied most of his life. Mercator's plan was to produce a work on the

geography and history of the ancient and modern worlds. His general Ptolemaic map is one of the most beautiful ever
produced. The plates of Mercator were so perfect that 7 other editions were made with them. [bound with Mecator Galliae
Tabule Geographicae. 24 engraved maps].

$ 49 500.00

85. QUADT (MATTHIAS). -FASCICULUS GEOGRAPHICUS COMPLECTENS
PRAECIPUARUM TOTIUS ORBIS REGIONUM TABULAS CIRCITER CENTUM, UNA
CUM EARUNDEM ENARRATIONIBUS. Cologne, Johann Bussemecher, 1608. 1 vol.
in-folio. 85 contemp. colored maps. Contemp. stamped vellum.
Third and final version of Matthias Quadt's printed atlas, containing 6 maps related to the
Americas. Matthias Quadt was a younger contemporary of Mercator, Ortelius, and Eitzing,
and like Mercator was one of the few who was able to engrave his own maps. The original
version, Europae totius terrarum orbis partis praestantissimae, was printed in 1596 with 67
maps. In 1600 Quadt issued an augmented version with fifteen new maps under the title
Geographisch Handbuch. The present work is again augmented with five new maps: number
4 (Barbaria), 32 (Thuringia), 34 (Lunaeburgensis Ducatus), 64b (Neopolitanum Regnum)
and 65 (Mediolanensis Ducatus). All are based on Ortelius, as is the title-page, which is from
the same plate as the title in the Geographisch Handbuch. “Another flourishing school of
cartography was centered in Cologne, the works of Braun and Hogenberg, Quad and Vopel
adding a lustre to its fame” (Tooley). “In 1592 the engraver Matthias Quad had his first
quarto atlas, Europae Descriptio, published in Cologne by Johann Bussemacher. This atlas
of Europe contained 50-54 maps, and was republished in 1594 and 1596. A few years later
it was expanded to cover the whole world, and published in 1600 as Geographisch

Handtbuch, with 82 maps, and in 1608 as Fasciculus Geographicus, with 86 maps. Fine copy, nicely bound and in original
colors.

$ 68 500.00

86. ROBERT DE VAUGONDY (GILLES & DIDIER). -ATLAS UNIVERSEL.
Paris, chez l'auteur et Boudet, 1757 [-58]. 1 vol. folio. 1 engraved title, 108
engraved maps (3 foldings, 105 on double page).
All maps in contemporary colours. Contemporary full calf. First and only plano
edition of this atlas prized for its maps of the Caribbean. Gilles (1686-1766) and his
son Didier (1723-1786) Robert de Vaugondy, are the heirs of Sanson d'Abbeville who
revolutionize the French cartography in the first part of 17th century. Their work is
up to their famous ancestor, and the present atlas, with 108 maps of France, Europe
and the world, is one of the most impressive of the cartographic French production in
the 18th century. Fine and fresh copy in contemporary binding.

$ 17 700.00

87. SAINTE-CROIX (MELANIE DE) -HISTOIRE DE FRANCE DEPUIS 420 JUSQU'A NOS JOURS... SL, 1870. 1 vol
in-folio oblong. Half sheep.
Manuscript calligraphed text + 9 titles and tables including 7 illuminated in color with watercolor and 2 with gold + 4 manuscript
maps. Superb album entirely calligraphed in color telling the history of France between 120 to 1870 by Melanie de SainteCroix.

$ 1 300.00

Astronomy & Cosmography
88. BOUGUER (PIERRE). -ENTRETIENS SUR LA CAUSE DE L’INCLINAISON DES ORBITES DES PLANETES. OU
L'ON REPOND A LA QUESTION PROPOSEE PAR L'ACADEMIE ROYALE DES SCIENCES, POUR LE SUJET DU PRIX
DES ANNEES 1732. & 1734. SECONDE EDITION DANS LAQUELLE ON A SAISI L'OCCASION D'EXAMINER QUELLE
EST L'ETENDUE DU MECHANISME OU DES LOIS DE PHYSIQUE. Paris, Jombert, 1748. 1 vol in-4°. 2 fold. plates.
Contemp. marlbled cover.
Second edition (1st: 1734), updated, of the theories on the cause the inclination of the orbits of the planets exposed by Pierre
Bouguer at the French Academy of Sciences. Pierre Bouguer (1698-1758), appointed royal hydrographer in Le Havre in
1730, then attached to the Academy as associate surveyor, he was sent in 1735 to Peru with Godin and La Condamine to
measure a degree of the meridian under the equator. Bouguer is the author of numerous scientific publications, including
"The Figure of the Earth, determined by the Observations of Messrs. Bouguer and La Condamine ..." (1749). Bouguer is the
first to notice the deviation that the attraction of the mountains causes to pendulum. He is also credited with the invention of
the heliometer, which is used to measure the diameter and distances of the celestial bodies. He is also the creator of the
photometry, part of physics that teaches to measure the intensity of light.This second edition of the "Conversations on the
Inclination of the Planets" gives Bouguer the opportunity to update his theories on the subject and to compare them with his
experience and the publications that have been made since 1734. Extract: "... it is always very certain that everything is now
arranged as if matter had first been moved according to an infinity of various senses. The parts which form each spherical
layer, had to be easily forced by the shock to follow exactly the same path; that is why all these parts have described almost
exactly from the beginning exactly parallel circles. But it is evident that the layers could not subjugate their neighbors in the
same way in the same direction: for they can only act very little on each other; they can only act by friction, and because there
is always between them, in spite of the extreme fluidity of the ether, some kind of engrainment. Thus, although the motion of
some always influences the movement of others, and their directions become continually more conformable, it is not surprising
that we still observe a great obliquity in all celestial movements. " Bouguer illustrates his subject of demonstrations and
mathematical equations. Fine copy, very fresh.

$ 940.00

89. LACAILLE (NICHOLAS LOUIS DE). -LEÇONS ELEMENTAIRES D’ASTRONOMIE GEOMETRIQUE ET
PHYSIQUE. Paris: H. L. Guerin & L. F. Delatour, 1764. 1 vol in-8°. 9 engraved folding plates, woodcut head- and tailpieces and initials. (Some browning and a few pale stains.) Contemporary vellum-backed boards. Provenance: P.C.A. Cuyrol,
Avocat de Beziers (bookplate).
New revised, corrected and enlarged edition, after the first of 1746. La Caille is best known for his astronomical work and star
charts, and is especially renowned for his mathematical precision. While in South Africa he charted the positions of almost
10.000 stars, grading them according to brightness. He also added new constellations and completed a land survey of the Arc
of Meridian at Cape Town. Previous measurements of the North-South arc of the Earth had been completed in the Northern
Hemisphere but not in the Southern Hemisphere. La Caille’s survey mistakenly showed the Earth to be pear shaped instead
of round. The mistake was later corrected by Maclear. (See Quérard IV, p. 383).

$ 590.00

90. LE GENTIL DE LA GALAISIÈRE (GUILLAUME). -[RELIURE AUX
ARMES DE LOUIS XVI] VOYAGE DANS LES MERS DE L'INDE, FAIT PAR ORDRE
DU ROI A L'OCCASION DU PASSAGE DE VENUS SUR LE DISQUE DU SOLEIL LE 6
JUIN 1761 & LE 3 DU MEME MOIS 1769. A Paris, de l'Imprimerie Royale, 1779 (I.),

1781 (II.).
2 vols. 4to. Full calf, coat-of arms of Louis XVI. 27 engraved folding plates (including 12
maps). Contemporary calf. First and only edition of this important scientific work due to
the French astronomer Guillaume Joseph Hyacinthe Jean-Baptiste The Gentil de la
Galaisière (1725-1792). Le Gentil embarked on the order of the Academy of Sciences for
India to observe the passage of Venus on the disk of the Sun. He left Brest March 26 and
arrived on 10 July in the Ile de France (Mauritius), hoping to find another ship appareillerait
for India. Unable to reach Pondicherry because of the conflict with the English, he made
some observations in Mauritius and decided to wait for the next passage of Venus eight
years later. Thus his scientific journey will last in the end eleven and a half years. He then
makes the most of his long stay and travels through India and the Indian Ocean from
Madagascar to Manila, collecting specimens of natural sciences, geographical positions or
ethnological evidence to study the tides, monsoons, natural history, astronomy and Indian religion. His book contains many
valuable information about Madagascar, Mauritius, Reunion and the Philippines, details on the customs of the Indians of the
Coromandel coast, on astronomy of the Brahmins, astronomical observations in Pondicherry, remarks on the navigation
through the Straits of Malacca ... He managed to reach Pondicherry where the governor had him build an observatory to
which Le Gentil will devote himself more than a year.The rich iconography of the book consists of 27 plates and maps
dedicated to the collected information and its astronomical observations. Exceptional copy to the arms of Louis XVI, sponsor
of the expedition of the author.

$ 14 200.00

91. MELA (POMPONIUS). -COSMOGRAPHIA, SIVE DE SITU ORBIS. Venice, Erhard Ratdolt, 18 Juillet 1482. 1 vol
in-8°. 1 map, [46] ff. Vellum binding.
First illustrated edition of the very first Latin work devoted to
geography, the only incunable edition to contain the two treatises
of the famous Roman geographer. Pomponius Mela, who wrote
around 43, is the oldest known Roman geographer. He gave a
description that covers the known world of the Greco-Romans.
Nothing is known of him, except his name and place of birth
which he indicates himself, the small town of Tingentera or
Cigentera in the province of Betic, in the bay of Algeciras. His
life is dated from the period of the Emperor Claudius by
deduction of the geographical indications he gives in his works:
the designation of the city of Roman Africa under the name of
“Caesarea”, name given by Juba II under Augustus. the reference
he makes to Cornelius Nepos, a writer who died in the reign of
Augustus. The triumph that follows the conquest of Brittany,
which can only be that of Claude seen the previous remark and
dates from 424. Mela is the author who presents the most
complete picture of the state of geography in the middle of the
first century of the Christian era. His present work is written in a
typical Latin style and embellished with metaphors. Apart from
the geographical chapters of the Natural History of Pline the
Elder (where Mela is cited as an important reference), De situ
orbis is the only treatise on the subject in classical Latin. The
modified Ptolemaic map of the World was the second map to be printed in Italy (Campbell p.119). It shows Europe, Asia
and the northern part of Africa, with the Nile represented with taking sources in two lakes, one directly on the equator, and
the other just south of it. These lakes intersected with those now known as Lake Albert and Victoria Nyanza, showing that
their location was supposed, if not known to geographers, at least four centuries before their belated discovery. To the south,
rivers that rise mountains and flow into these lakes, Niger in West Africa is also represented. It is also the first map to represent
the Portuguese knowledge of the time of the west coast of Africa which leads six years later to cross the Cape of Good Hope.
Campbell suggests that the publisher, Erhard Ratdolt, might have been the cartographer. This map will be copied for an
edition of Salamanca as well as for Schedel's Nuremberg Chronicle. First edition of Priscianus' translation of “Dionysius's De
situ orbis”; the Ratdolt edition is the only incunable edition to contain the two geographical treatises. The copy has many
contemporary handwritten annotations in it’s large margins. Fine copy of this book of any rarity.

$ 41 300.00

92. [PÉZENAS (ESPRIT)] -ASTRONOMIE DES
MARINS,
OU
NOUVEAUX
ÉLÉMENS
D'ASTRONOMIE A LA PORTÉE DES MARINS [...].

Avignon, Chez la Veuve Girard, ImprimeurLibraire, 1766. 1 vol. in-8°. Contemp. Sheep.
Original edition. Born in Avignon, Father Jesuit
EspritPézenas (1692-1776) first professed philosophy
and mathematics at Aix-en-Provence, then went to
Marseille where he taught hydrography from 1728 to
1749 and directed the local observatory. He was
corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences of
Paris.

$ 1 420.00

93. SOLINUS (CAIUS JULIUS) -DE MIRABILIBUS QUAE MUNDI. Venice, Nicolaum Jenson, 1473. 1 vol. in-folio.
[68] ff. Texte printed on 33 lignes. Full calf binding circa 1800.
First edition of " De Mirabilibus quae mundi ", major work of the grammarian and Roman compiler Gaius Julius Solinus, in
which this author, who lived in the 4th century, summarizes his vision of the world from various sources such as Pliny,
Pomponius Mela , Cornelius Bocchus and others.
The work is written in the form of a collection of curiosities in natural history, geography and history. The compilation of
Solinus on the wonders of the world was widely distributed throughout the Middle Ages. Quotes from the book by authors
such as Augustine, Isidore and Bede attest its influence from an early date and a large number of manuscripts from the ninth
century and later attest its continued popularity. The
most striking and picturesque accounts of the work were
transferred almost in their entirety to medieval maps.
The book is one of the possible sources of the oldest
preserved maps of the world such as the famous “Mappa
mundi” of Albi (produced in the 8th century, the oldest
preserved map of the world), or even the “mappa mundi”
of the cathedral. of Hereford, dated from the end of the
13th century. (C.R. Beazeley, The Dawn of Modern
Geography, I, 1987, pp. 247-272): Its geographical
arrangement derives in large part from the natural history
of Pliny and the geography of Mela. It is of global
importance, both for the different countries it represents,
of which it is often the first preserved representation, for
the memory of the world, and for the history of world
cartography.
"De Mirabilia mundi" was also printed in Paris the same
year by Louis Simonel "Au Soufflet Vert", all the other
editions are later. Very complete copy of the 68 sheets,
including 3 blanks. Extremely rare edition: only 2 copies
have gone on public sale in the last 50 years, including
one in 2011 in poor condition and incomplete with 2
white sheets. Our copy has retained its wide margins
which are abundantly annotated by a contemporary
hand.

$ 56 600.00

94. STOFLER (JEAN). -TRAITE DE LA COMPOSITION ET FABRIQUE DE
L'ASTROLABE, & DE SON USAGE: AVEC LES PRECEPTES DES MESURES
GEOMETRIQUES [...] AVEC ANNOTATIONS SUR L'USAGE DE L'ASTROLABE, &
MESURES GEOMETRIQUE: FAITES PAR JEAN PIERRE DE MESMES. Paris, Chez

Guillaume Cavellat, 6 avril 1560. 1 vol. in-12 °. 2 fold. tables, 52 figures in-text and at
full page. 18th cent. calf.
First edition in French of the famous treatise on the astrolabe of the German
mathematician and geographer Johann Stoeffler (1452-1531), by the astronomer JeanPierre de Mesmes (1516-1578), with his additions on the use of this instrument printed in
italics. The work of Johannes Stöffler (or Stoeffler) "Elucidatio fabricae ususque Astrolabii"
was published in 1512-1513 by Jacob Koebel in Oppenheim in folio format. It is the first
German book devoted to the astrolabe. Professor at the University of Tübingen, Stöffler
is famous for his continuation of the Ephemerides of Regiomontanus and for his
prediction of a Universal Flood for 1524. In addition to his treatise, he himself makes
Astrolabes, helping to spread the use of of this instrument of Arab origin, of paramount
importance for astrology, surveying and navigation. To designate the different parts of the
astrolabe, he uses the Arabic words of which he gives the Latin translation.This translation
into French is due to the publisher of scientific works Guillaume Cavellat. Active since
1547, he publishes in 1553 a Latin edition of the same text at in 8 ° format, considered
more practical than the original folio of Stöffler. He then asked the astronomer and
mathematician Guillaume des Bordes to redraw the wood cuts to a more suitable format.
This edition is illustrated with these same wood cuts. In our copy the date of 1560 is not
on
the
title.
However, perfectly identical
copies and even finished printing "April 6, 1560" bear a title
dated, suggesting two possible prints of this edition. In his
dedication, Guillaume des Bordes specifies that he had an
anonymous translation of the second part, provided by the
publisher. Jean-Pierre de Mesmes is thus responsible for
translating the first part, on the fabrication, and for revising the
anonymous manuscript and adding his own notes. De Mesmes
is one of the first authors to write in French on astronomy and
the first French to comment in his writings the new theories of
Copernicus. With Guillaume des Bordes, he is one of the
scientists regularly solicited by Guillaume Cavellat for his
scientific publications. He is credited with: "Astronomical
Institutions Containing the Principal Foundations and First
Causes of Celestial Courts and Movements" (Paris, 1557). Also
a writer and poet, he frequented Ronsard, Bellay, Baïf,
Charondas, Herberay...The book is illustrated with two leaflets:
"Table of the southern altitudes of the sun ..." and "Table of
conversions of the degrees of the longitude ..." as well as 52
technical figures and tables wood cuts, in-text and at full page.
Drawn by Bordes for the Latin edition of 1553, they represent
the astrolabe, its manufacture and how to use it.Provenance: The
Library of the Earls of Macclesfield (ex-libris engraved with the
title).Fine copy, very fresh.

$ 2 950.00

Sciences and Technology
95. AUBUISSON DE VOISINS (JEAN-FRANÇOIS D'). -TRAITE DE
GEOGNOSIE, OU EXPOSE DES CONNAISSANCES ACTUELLES SUR LA
CONSTITUTION PHYSIQUE ET MINERALE DU GLOBE TERRESTRE . Paris, Chez

F. G. Levrault, 1828-35. 3 vol. in-8°. 17 plates (one hand colored). Contemp. half calf.
Fine fresh copy of the most complete edition of this major work by the French geologist
Jean-François d'Aubuisson de Voisins (1769-1841), with the addition of 1 volume and
15 plates to his 1819 edition. First "French Wernerian", Aubuisson adopted the theory
of his teacher and master, the German mineralogist and geologist Abraham Gottlob
Werner (1749-1817). Werner advocated the stratification of the Earth's formation, in
particular of the Earth's crust, known as neptunism, a theory based on the generalization
of observations and known mining designs on deposits in hydrothermal veins. First
serious French work devoted to geology, the present treatise marks the transition from
neptunism to more scientifically founded theories: Aubuisson departs here from
Werner's theories to rally to a volcanic origin of basalt. As a reward for his work, in 1821
he was appointed correspondent of the Academy of Sciences for the Mineralogy section.
The iconography of the work is made up of detailed geological maps, views and
stratigraphic sections, including: 1 folding table for the measurement of heights using the
barometer, 1 large folding watercolor board, 1 board showing the section of the soil of
England from Wales to London, 1 geological view engraved by Ch. Ransonnette fils.

$ 1 420.00

96. BEUDANT (F.-S.). -TRAITE ELEMENTAIRE DE MINERALOGIE. Paris, Chez Verdière, 1824. 1 vol. in-8°. Full
contemporary calf. Rare first edition of this treatise which very quickly became a classic of mineralogy (other edition: 1830).
François Sulpice Beudant (1787 - 1850) is an eminent geologist and chemist. He succeeded his master Haüy at the chair of
mineralogy and geology at the Paris Faculty of Sciences in 1822. In 1824, the date on which his treaty appeared, he was elected
member of the Academy of Sciences. This book deals in detail with the shapes, structures and properties of minerals. The
illustration consists of a folding periodic table listing the mineral species in 3 distinct classes: Gazolytes, Leucolytes and
Chroïcolytes and 10 folding plates illustrating, with great precision, the shapes of minerals as well as the measuring instruments
used at the time. Fresh interior, some rare freckles or spots. Provenance: King's library (golden coat of arms on the covers and
red stamp of the royal library on the title page). Beautiful copy.

$ 1 120.00

97. [BOISYVON (CHARLES DE)]. -ECLAIRCISSEMENT DE L'ABYME DU
FLUX ET REFLUX DE LA MER, CONTRE DEUX NOUVELLES OPINIONS DE
LEUR CAUSE, AMPLEMENT REFUTEES AU COMMENCEMENT DE CE
LIVRE. AVEC UN AGREABLE PORTRAIT GEOGRAPHIQUE EN GENERAL.
PAR F.C.D.B. Avranches, Philippes Motays, 1665 . 1 vol. in-12 ° of : [16] ff.
(title, epistle, preface, explanations, corrections); 184 pp. (pagination error on
p.183); [4] ff. Title with a vignette engraved representing 1 cube in perspective
which contains a globe surmounted by a schematic representation of Mont SaintMichel and the islet of Tombelaine, aiming to illustrate the movement of the
tides; initial letters engraved on wood. Two extracts from catalogs on the first
guard. Handwritten ex-libris “D. Virgue 1713 ”on the back of the second cover.
[Attached to the book: loose article devoted to the book published in Ouest
France in December 1950 by Eugène Deprez (honorary professor at the Faculty
of Letters of Rennes).] Full contemporary vellum.
Very rare first edition of this work on the tides composed by a Norman Capuchin
monk, Charles de Boisyvon. Printed in the town of Avranches, near Mont SaintMichel, world famous for the magnitude of its tides of more than 14 meters, this
curious work is an attempt to explain this phenomenon. The astonishing
engraving on the title page aims to illustrate the movement of the tides: it shows
the terrestrial sphere inscribed in a cube in perspective, and above, the beach and
the bay, with Mont Saint-Michel and the islet of Tombelaine. The author
indicates that the coat of arms of his family is located on the side of the cube:
“l’écusson des Armoireries (écu pâlé d’argent et d’azur) de ceux qui se ne
nomment Boisyvon que Dieu veuille toujours les assister et conserver.”
Before giving his explanation, the author refutes two commonly held opinions to explain the cause of the tides. The first
explained the tides by a rectilinear and reciprocating motion of the earth along the axis of the world from pole to pole in six
hours and in just as much time for its return. The underlying mechanism of this motion was said to be a magnetic virtue at
each pole which attracts, in turns, the earth sixty feet by six hours in six hours. The second view asserted that the ebb and flow
was due to the rays of the sun reflected from the moon's body and that, as it grew and fell, the sea followed its movements. De
Boisyvon qualifies the first theory as grotesque because the
magnetic virtues seem impertinent to him, while he calls the
second a ludicrous tale. Subsequently, the author delivers his own
pseudo-scientific explanation of the phenomenon that he
attributes to the internal movements of the earth, endowed with
cracks and caverns responding to a mysterious lunar influence.
Then, in a much longer second part, the author develops,
according to his sinuous prose, his representation of the
physiognomy of the earth, offering a "Portrait Géographique"
("Geographical Portrait") composed of several chapters: "De la
Terre et des Principes de la Géographie", "Description exacte des
Figures Géographiques, tant généralles que particulières, pour la
correction des deffauts de celles dont on se sert habituellement",
"Divisions du Globe Terrestre", "L'Europe", "L'Asie", "L'Afrique",
"La Mexicane", "La Perüane", et "La Magellanique". The last 8
pages, absent from most of the copies, contain quotes from Saint
Francis of Assisi and religious compositions in verse. In one of
them, we learn that de Boisyvon was born in the seventh year of
his parents' marriage and that he was a brother of the Order of
Saint Francis, and thus speaks of his work: "J’espère que les lieux
et la Mer et la Terre payront de leurs secrets ma curiosité, et
qu’aucun deformais n’en fera point accroire à la stupidité. Mes
écrits ne sont pas de recherches sublimes, mais leur diversité
contente le désir."
It is difficult to say what motives determined this religious to
attempt a personal explanation of the physical phenomena of the
tides, more difficult to know the extent of his mathematical
knowledge. He was certainly not aware of the discoveries of
science and was not to read the Journal des Savants which
appeared in Paris at that time. The work is dedicated "à très noble
et très illustre messire Pierre de Boisyvon, chevallier, seigneur,
baron et patron de Boisyvon, des Essarts, de Saint-Martin, de

Fontenermon, de Saint-Pierre Langer, de Coulange, de la Réauté, de Thievile et de Brecé...". The dedication contains
information on the Boisyvon family: their ancestors were at the Crusades with Godefroy de Bouillon; others were advisers to
the sovereign court of Rouen, and not all of those called de Boisyvon enjoyed the caresses of fortune. He adds, with humor:
”Si la mer avait de l’intelligence comme elle montre de la régularité dans son mouvement, elle avouerait que s’abaissant à vos
pieds; son élévation serait d’autant plus fameuse que vous ferez un plus favorable accueil à ce divertissement hydrogéographique que je vous dédie.” (translated : "If the sea had intelligence as it shows regularity in its movement, it would
confess that lowering itself at your feet; its elevation would be all the more famous as you will give a more favorable reception
to this hydro-geographical entertainment that I dedicate to you.”)
Extremely rare book: to our knowledge only two copies are listed in libraries around the world (B.N.F. and Mazarine Library),
one of which is incomplete from the last 4 pages. Beautiful copy preserved in its original parchment binding.

$ 4 130.00
98. BOUCHER DE PERTHES -DE
L'HOMME ANTEDILUVIEN ET DE SES
OEUVRES. Paris, 1860. 1 vol in-8°. 3
plates. Presentation copy. Unbound.
First edition of this founding text of the
prehistoric science, due to Jacques Boucher
de Perthes (1788-1868), pronounced during
the session of June 7th, 1860 of the Imperial
Society of emulation. The work
is
illustrated with two plates representing tools:
"Probably out of axes and other tools of
antediluvian flints" and a geological section:
"reduced cut of the Menchecourt ground
near Abbeville" lithographed in the text.
With his theory of the existence of an
antediluvian man, the author attracts the
wrath of the scientific community. It was not
until 1866 and the discoveries of Henry
Testot Ferry that scientists began to realize
the
importance
of
Boucher
de
Perthes’work, unfortunately very shortly
before his death. Nice copy in it’s publisher cover. Provenance: Mr Cornuau, prefect of the Somme (handwriting of the
author). Published at a few copies. Rare on the market.

$ 2 950.00

99. BOURDET (M.) -TRAITE PRATIQUE DES DIGUES LE LONG
DES FLEUVES ET DES RIVIERES, AUQUEL ON A JOINT DES
REGLES TOUCHANT LES EPIS, FASCINAGES & RESERVOIRS, &C.
PAR M. BOURDET, ELEVE DE L'ACADEMIE ROYALE
D'ARCHITECTURE DE PARIS, INSPECTEUR GENERAL DES
HYDRAULIQUES DE S.M. LE ROI DE PRUSSE. Berlin, Paris, Ch.

Ant. Jombert, 1773. 1 vol in-12°. 9 folded plates. Contemporary calf.
Rare treaty on the construction of dikes by Mr. Bourdet (1719 - 1799),
French engineer and hydraulician of the Royal Academy of
Architecture of Paris, who practiced mainly in Germany. During his
whole life, Bourdet has sought to retain water, divert it, or protect itself
from it, whether it is for sailing, increasing agricultural surfaces,
building or using the driving force of water. This work deals with the
issues of interest relating to dikes: the reasons for their construction,
repairs in case of breakage, disadvantages and benefits for humans
other than saving lives. All these topics are detailed in 19 chapters along
with 9 diagrams of a great precision. The book is dedicated to Count
Othon of Podexils (1719 - 1781), Prussian ambassador.Provenance:
Bramshill (ex-libris emblazoned on the back of the 1st cover). Fine
copy, fresh.

$ 1 420.00

100. CARON (CLAUDE). -TRAITE DES BOIS SERVANS A
TOUS USAGES, CONTENANT LES ORDONNANCES DU ROY,
TOUCHANT LES REGLEMENS DES BOIS, LEURS PROPRIETEZ,
NATURE & DIFFERENCE […]. Paris, au Palais, 1700. 2 vol. in8. 15 plates (5 folded). Contemporary calf.
Rare second edition of this work by Claude Caron, revised and
expanded on that of 1676, dealing with laws concerning wood as
well as its many properties and uses. Caron is a geographer and
royal surveyor. His two-volume treatise on wood also includes
different management methods for the following subjects: forests,
houses, windmills and wooden ships.
The iconography consists of 15 inset boards, including 5 fold-outs
illustrating wooden works such as houses, boats, staircases or
church frames. The remaining the boards deal with cutting and
transporting wood. Beautiful copy. Fresh interior.

$ 4 130.00

101. DESMAREST (NICOLAS). -DISSERTATION SUR L’ANCIENNE JONCTION DE L’ANGLETERRE A LA FRANCE.

Amiens et Paris, Godart, Ganeau…, 1753. 1 vol in-8 °. [4] ff., 157 pp. [1] pp. and 1 colored map. Contemp. cardboard
binding.
First edition of this work describing the west coast of Great Britain from the Bristol Channel to Cape Wrath. In this book,
Nicolas Desmarest (1725-1815), a French geographer, goes on about the junction between England and France. To allow the
reader to follow his reasoning, he joins a chart of the coast and a remarkably accurate topographic map of the bottom of the
Channel Sea and the German Sea, itself drawn by Philippe Buache. Fine copy.

$ 1 420.00

102. GIROLAMO (CARDANO). -DE SUBTILITATE LIBRI XXI. NUNC DEMUM AB IPSO AUTORE REDOGNITI,
ATQUE PERFECTI. Lyon, Guillaume Rouillé, 1559. 1 vol in-12°. numerous woodcut illustrations in text, including
geometrical and astronomical diagrams. Contemp. vellum (restaured).
Early edition of this vast and daring encyclopaedia at once archaic and visionary of the knowledge of his time due to the Italian
Girolamo Cardano known as Cardan (1501-1576) complete work of the natural sciences, considered as the most advanced
presentation of the physical knowledge to his time. Girolamo
Cardano was an eminent philosopher of the Italian Renaissance, a
mathematician, a physician, a biologist, a physicist, a chemist, an
astrologer, an astronomer and a philosopher. Often considered the
greatest mathematician of the Renaissance, Cardano was one of the
founders of probability theory (inspired by his passion for card games
and dice) and the first to introduce binomial coefficients and the
binomial theorem in The Western world. Today, Cardano's fame
rests primarily on his achievements in algebra, including the first
systematic use of negative numbers, and the implicit use of complex
numbers in his greatest mathematical work Ars Magna (1545), where
he used square roots of negative numbers cubic equations. De
Subtilitate Libri XXI, written in an elliptical and often obscure Latin,
contains a bit of everything: from cosmology to the construction of
machines, from the utility of the natural sciences to the influence of
demons, from the laws of mechanics to cryptology is a mine of facts,
both real and imaginary, notes on the state of science, superstition,
technology, alchemy and various branches of the occult. between the
scientific opinions expressed by Cardano and those of Leonardo da
Vinci, at that time unpublished, led some historians, especially Pierre
Duhem, to suppose that Cardano had used the handwritten notes of
Leonardo.
The book is illustrated with numerous diagrams and shemas of
chemical instruments in the text and sometimes in the margins.

$ 5 310.00

103. LAVOISIER (ANTOINE-LAURENT). -TRAITE ELEMENTAIRE DE CHIMIE, PRESENTE DANS UN ORDRE
NOUVEAU ET D'APRES LES DECOUVERTES MODERNES. Paris, Chardon for Cuchet, 1789. 2 vol. in-8° bound in 1.
Tables in-text + 1 fold. + 1 dépliant ; 13 plates. Contemporary French calf-backed boards, morocco lettering-piece.
Second edition of this treatise of major importance by Lavoisier (1743-1794). This edition contains tables and several excerpts
from the records of the Academy of Sciences, not included in the first edition, of which only two copies are known. Considered
as the culmination of Lavoisier's achievement, this treatise on chemistry laid the foundations of modern chemistry and swept
away the last vestiges of alchemy, suppressing the phlogistic theory that had hindered the progress of chemistry in the
eighteenth century. Lavoisier exposes his major contributions to chemistry: he establishes the concept of the conservation of
matter by proving that the composite
bodies represent the combined weight
of the simple substances that compose
them. He summarizes and refines the
work he had begun in his Chemical
Nomenclature
Method
(1787),
reforming chemical nomenclature,
introducing the modern definition of
elements and compounds, and reducing
his earlier list of 55 elements to 33,
which are still recognized today.
Lavoisier shows also that combustion
and rust result from chemical
combinations with oxygen, which
invalidates the theory of phlogiston. Its
intensive use of chemical equilibrium
has further established the need for
precise measurements for chemical
research. Fine copy.

$ 3 070.00

104. –[MANUSCRIPT - MEDECINE] ORDONNANCES DE LA MEDECINE HUMAINE ET VETERINAIRE. PAR
ORDRE ALPHABETIQUE. Betaille, 1777. 1 vol. in-12 ° manuscript in brown ink of: 403 pp.; [23] ff, drawing in red pencil
pasted in fine. Full contemporary vellum, red edges.
An impressive and rigorous book of prescriptions for hundreds of human and animal diseases, the sum of the knowledge and
experience of a provincial doctor at a time when veterinary science was not yet clearly distinguished from medicine. Its author
does not reveal his identity but he has placed at the end of his manual a picturesque self-portrait representing him in a coat
and hat, seated on a chair, his manuscript in his hand. Written in brown ink in a pencil frame, his very readable manuscript
begins with a title page adorned with a flower indicating the place of "Betaille" (town of the Lot department located south of
Limoge) and the date of 1777. On the back of it, he pasted a montage of engravings representing Hippocrates and Galen,
famous Greek physicians of antiquity. His prescriptions, each with a disease statement in bold, are followed by specific
instructions on how to deal with the ailment. An horizontal line separates the diseases treated and placed in alphabetical order.
For each prescription, a detailed description of the procedure to be followed is provided. This includes the ingredients to
bring together for the preparation of remedies and how to administer it. He also recommends the practice of bleeding for
some of the ailments. A particularly detailed 20-page table of contents is placed in-fine, allowing the reader to quickly search
for the appropriate remedy. This is followed by 26 pages of additions and details from the author.
Our doctor thus offers treatments for most of
the diseases known at the time: "Apoplexy",
"Boiling of moods" or "Constipation". The
following are then prescribed: "ointments",
"beverages", "decoctions", and "diets" based on
"whey", "chicory", "breadcrumbs" or even
"saffron". Prescriptions are also indicated for
behavioral disorders such as "anorexia",
"stammering" "melancholy" and "wandering
melancholy" and even sleepwalking and
"nightmares", "erotomania", "hot piss ", the"
disease of men of letters ", treatment of"
drowned ". The author sometimes advocates
curious remedies, such as this one for "sciatica":
"The liquor called Taffia, brought to us from
the American Islands, works wonders in this
case. We soak a piece of English flannel, with
which we then apply the same flannel, and on
top, a towel, or a warm piece of cloth. "Note the
very correct prescription to treat scurvy, at the
time a recent considerable progress in
medicine:" ... use long and assiduous salads, a
little acid, such as lettuce, chicory , sorrel and
watercress, we will feed them with vegetables,
such as cabbages, turnips, pears, beets… ”.
Valuable, well-documented personal manual.

Sold.

105. [MARAT (JEAN-PAUL)]. -MEMOIRES ACADEMIQUES OU NOUVELLES DECOUVERTES SUR LA LUMIERE
RELATIVES AUX POINTS LES PLUS IMPORTANTS DE L 'OPTIQUE. Paris, chez N.T. Méquignon, 1788. 1 vol. in-8°.
Half contemporary sheep.
Rare first edition of this major scientific work by the famous Jean-Paul Marat on the various phenomena of light and optics.
Marat (1743-1793) is a famous French physicist, doctor, journalist and politician. He is an emblematic figure of the French
Revolution and he leads a fierce fight against the king. He was elected deputy for the Seine at the Convention in 1792 and
tragically died in his bathtub in 1793, assassinated by a royalist, Charlotte de Corday d´Armont, after having been ill for a long
time.
His work is made up of four memoirs: the first contains a "geometrical and physical examination of the main experiments
which Newton gives in proof of the system of the refrangibility difference" which Marat refutes; the second presents five classes
of new experiments, the results of which demonstrate that "heterogeneous rays never separate except by patting along bodies";
the third "attacks Newton's explanation of the rainbow" and demonstrates that heterogeneous rays "cannot form either separate
arcs or marked colors" and thus invalidates two theories, that of the "system of difference. refrangibility ”as well as that of the“

system of the fits of easy reflection and easy transfer ”; the fourth and final memoir
deals with thin and diaphanous bodies (such as glass plates and soap bubbles) and
demonstrates that their color "does not come from their different tenacity" since
they "never make iridescent".
In this groundbreaking work, Marat revolutionized the field of optics by
demonstrating, through a very large number of experiments, that the theories
established by Newton, in particular his doctrine of different refrangibility, are
invalid. The present treatise thus constitutes a major discovery in the physics of
optics.
The illustration consists of 10 engraved folding plates (including 5 in color) which
meticulously represent his experiments as well as their results and help explain the
various optical phenomena presented.
Provenance: Charles-Marie Gariel (1841-1924), engineer, taught physics and
chemistry at the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussées (stamp and label ex-libris). Copy in
its original revolutionary period binding, fresh interior.

$ 3 070.00

106. PASCAL (BLAISE). -TRAITEZ DE L'EQUILIBRE DES
LIQUEURS, ET DE LA PESANTEUR DE LA MASSE DE L 'AIR.
CONTENANT L'EXPLICATION DES CAUSES DE DIVERS EFFETS
DE LA NATURE QUI N'AVAIENT POINT ESTE BIEN CONNUS
JUSQUES ICI & PARTICULIEREMENT DE CEUX QUE L'ON AVAIT
ATTRIBUEZ A L'HOMME DU VUIDE. Paris, Guillaume Desprez,

1663. 1 vol in-12°. 2 folded plates, one woodcut diagram in text.
Comtemp calf.
First edition of the first account of Pascal’s aw, stating that pressure in
a liquid is transmitted undiminished in all directions. Divided into two
closely related parts, this posthumous work is devoted to the laws of
hydrostatics and to the demonstration and description of the various
effects of the weight of air. Continuing the investigations of Stevin,
Galileo, Torricelli, and Mersenne, he provided in the Traitez a lucid
account of the fundamental concept of pressure. Using the recently
invented Torricellian barometer, Pascal had his brother-in-law climb
the Puy-de-Dome in 1648 and watch the barometer level fall with the
ascent, thereby demonstrating that air had weight... The relationship of
barometric change and change in the weather was first outlined here.

$ 4 130.00

107. PLUCHE (ABBE). -LA MECANIQUE DES LANGUES ET L’ART DE LES ENSEIGNER. SUPPLEMENT A LA
MECANIQUE DES LANGUES. Paris, Estienne, 1751-1753. 1 vol. in-12°. Contemsheep.
First edition of this pioneering work on the didactics of languages by Abbot Pluche (1688-1761), published in 1751 and
accompanied by his "Supplement" added in 1753. In the 17th and 18th centuries, authors such as du Marsais, Beauzée,
Diderot or d'Alembert, developed the "mechanics of languages" which aims to improve their teaching in colleges. Starting from
the providential postulate, in this book the author is particularly interested in the origin of language and the construction of
languages. A work at the service of a new method of learning called formerly "mechanical" or "natural" method, which favors
the progressive discovery by the setting in situation through texts of great authors, their explanation and translation. A teaching
that we would describe today as a "practical" method, learning by example. This innovative approach, however, will earn him
strong criticism that he will answer in a "supplement" added later. In it, he defends his position on the teaching of languages
and the advantages of his method. His work also includes a part on the theory of Beau and the teaching of fine arts.

$ 610.00

108. [PRESTET, (JEAN)] -ELEMENS DE MATHEMATIQUES OU PRINCIPES GENERAUX DE TOUTES LES SCIENCES
QUI ONT LES GRANDEURS POUR OBJET. CONTENANT UNE METHODE COURTE ET FACILE POUR COMPARER CES
GRANDEURS ET POUR DECOUVRIR LEURS RAPPORTS PAR LE MOYEN DES CARACTERES DES NOMBRES ET DES
LETTRE DE L'ALPHABETH. DANS LAQUELLE LES CHOSES SONT DEMONTREES SELON L 'ORDRE GEOMETRIQUE,
ET L'ANNALYSE RENDUE BEAUCOUP PLUS FACILE, ET TRAITTEE PLUS A FONDS QUE L'ON A FAIT JUSQU'ICI. Paris,

André Pralard, 1675. 1 vol in-4°. 2 fold. tables. Contemp. sheep.
Original edition of this work due to Jean Prestet (1648-1691), in which this mathematician who was the student of Nicolas
Malebranche (1638-1715) gives the first demonstration (page 368) of the "rule of signs" that Descartes had stated without
justification in his Geometry in 1637. Leibnitz had clearly indicated a demonstration element, but he did not really give it.
Prestet recognized that his own demonstration was insufficient and it was not until 1828 and Gauss's work before having a
further demonstration. Jean Prestet native of Chalon-sur-Saone, was an oratorian priest and mathematician. In his "Elemens
de Mathematiques", his major work, he seeks to base mathematics on arithmetic and algebra rather than geometry. Prestet
spent his youth composing his work, under the direction of Malbranche (from 1670 to 1675). The Privilege is dated September
27, 1672, the recording of October 21, 1675 and the completed printing of November 20, 1675. The work is dedicated to the
Superior General of the Oratory, A. de Sainte-Marthe, and the dedication signed JP, while the title has no author name. The
work is divided into two parts : the first deals with arithmetic and algebraic operations on numbers, integers, fractions, powers,
radicals, as well as proportions and some of their applications (such as the rule of companionship), and logarithms. The second
part explains what Prestet calls the foundations of analysis, that is to say the algebraic theory of equations, the Diophantine
analysis, and also contains a chapter of combinatorics. The text is illustrated with two fold. tables. Prestet produced a second
edition in 1689, then
a third in 1701. His
manuscript work has
totally disappeared.
There is mention of a
treatise on geometry
by him in the
correspondence
between
Malebranche
and
Charles
Rene
Reyneau
(16561728). The only
autograph of his hand
known to historians is
his letter to Leibniz of
1675. Fine copy of
this
important
treatise, preserved in
its period binding.

$ 2 600.00

109. TRABAUD. -PRINCIPES SUR LE MOUVEMENT ET
L'EQUILIBRE, POUR SERVIR D'INTRODUCTION AUX
MECANIQUES & A LA PHYSIQUE. Paris, J. Desaint & Ch.

Saillant, 1741 [9 février et 1er juillet].
2 parts in 1 vol. In-4°. 25 plates (N°5 with flaps). Contemp. Calf.
First edition and first print of this anonymous treatise attributed to
Trabaud, master of mathematics. The work is about body-related
motion, gravity, body shock, static, balance of forces and weights,
hydrostatic, fluid balance and hydraulics, and formation of the
ellipse. It is illustrated with 25 technical plates, of which one with
flaps. The book had two prints, which are distinguished by the
layout and correction of the text: ours corresponds to the first,
recognizable in particular by the absence of preface and the
introduction of the chapter "Formation of the ellipse "within the
opening slips (pp I to XX). Fine copy.

$ 2 120.00

110. WALLACE (ROBERT). -DISSERTATION HISTORIQUE ET POLITIQUE SUR LA POPULATION DES ANCIENS
TEMS, COMPAREE AVEC CELLE DU NOTRE, DANS LAQUELLE ON PROUVE QU'ELLE A ETE PLUS GRANDE
AUTREFOIS QU'ELLE NE L'EST DE NOS JOURS. (…) TRADUITE DE L'ANGLOIS PAR M. E. [MARC ANTOINE
EIDOUS]. Amsterdam et Paris, Rozet, 1769. 1 vol. in-8°. Full contemporary calf.
First edition under this title and second translation into French, by M.A. Eidous, considered the best of this major work by
Robert Wallace, famous for having influenced Malthusianist thought.
The author, Robert Wallace (1696-1771), was a pastor of the Church of Scotland, economist and member of the Edinburgh
Philosophical Society. His work “Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind in Ancient and Modern Times” was published in
Edinburgh in 1753 in which he developed the idea that, after a rapid growth of the human population in biblical times, a
divine measure favored the monogamy, which can only lead to a decrease in the population. A theory adopted by Montesquieu
who oversaw the translation of his work into French. Wallace seeks to demonstrate that the earth was, in ancient times, more
populated, and seeks the causes of this depopulation: physical causes (climate, sterility of regions, famines, pestilences, floods,
earthquakes, etc.) and moral causes (wars, poverty, intemperance, illicit love, idleness, luxury, etc.). The Dissertation had
already been translated into French by Elie de Joncourt in 1754. The second part of the work called "Critical Examination of
the Discourse of M. Hume on the Population of Ancient Times, Compared with that of Ours" is a critique of the theories of
his friend David Hume concerning the demography of ancient peoples.
Very nice copy, rare. Particularly fresh interior.

$ 770.00

Botanical and Herbariums
111. COMBLES (CHARLES-JEAN, DE) -L'ECOLE DU JARDIN POTAGER. CONTENANT
LA DESCRIPTION EXACTE DE TOUTES LES PLANTES POTAGERES [...] TROISIEME
EDITION, AUGMENTEE DU TRAITE DE LA CULTURE DES PECHERS. Paris, Didot le

jeune, Delalain, 1780. 2 vol. in-12°. Contemp. sheep.
New expanded edition of this reference book on gardening by the French agronomist and writer
Charles-Jean de Combles (1741-1803). Born in Lyon he published several treatises on his favorite
pastime he developed in Naples: gardening. Later, he starts publishing historical and erotic books.
This work gives explanations of all that is good to know to practice gardening: "the vegetable
plants, their culture, the lands, their situation, the climates, the different ways of multiplying them,
the time to collect their seeds, their duration, and so on... The school of the vegetable garden is
considered as his most successful work. Fine copy.

$ 470.00

112. DOUBILLE. -[ALGUIER DE LA MARTINIQUE]/[SEAWEEDS HERBARIUM OF THE MARTINIQUE]. La

Martinique, 1856-1863. 1 vol. in-folio of : [63] ff. (with 1 to 3 specimens for a total of 112); [27] ff. bl. Full period cloth,
back corners reinforced with black canvas.
Important seaweed herbarium containing 112 specimens collected in
Martinique between May 1856 and July 1863, meticulous work bearing the
handwritten mention of its author: “Doubille”.
It was from 1820 that, in the same spirit as herbariums, scientists developed
the technique of seaweed herbariums or "alguiers" in French, a practical
means of studying algae specimens and their evolution. Some were even
published in small numbers, such as that of the Crouan brothers (Brest,
1852, 50 copies). It took 15 years for these pharmacists from Brest to
produce their “alguier” of 404 specimens which lists the marine flora of
Finistère. Complex to achieve, early “alguiers” are much rarer than
herbarium. However, with the worrying decline in biodiversity, seaweed
herbarium from the middle of the 19th century, a time capsule of partly
extinct marine flora, is of inestimable value to biologists. This “alguier” is a
very good example: the specimens are in good condition, the way of
collecting and gluing them on paper is perfectly executed and the size of the
« alguier » allows the algae to be exposed in their entirety. Made in Martinique
(handwritten notes of place and date), this “Alguier” is particularly interesting
because it allows to study the algae present on this American island in the
middle of the 19th century, offering the possibility of comparing them with
current specimens and thus to observe their evolution. Its author did not
specify the names of the specimens. Yet the quality of his work suggests that
he is a scientist. The name "Doubille" is written in ink on some plates. It is
likely that he spent several years in Martinique because the dates of the
samples indicated are spread over 7 years, between 1856 and 1863.
The collection comprises a total of 63 inset loose
leaves (allowing specimens to be removed and
returned easily) including 18 full pages (318 x 243
mm.) and 45 half-page (248 X 161 mm.), with 1 to 3
specimens per sheet. Among these algae, we were able
to identify: Sea lettuce (Ulva lactuca), Dulse (Palmaria
palmata), Dictyota, Rhodophytes (red algae), Padina
Jamaicensis, Stypopodium Natans and Zonale or
Sargassum (Sargassum).
Precious and rare collection preserved in its original
brown percaline binding.

$ 3 780.00

113. [HERBIERS/HERBALS] /LAMARCK (JEAN-BAPTISTE DE) /CANDOLLE (AUGUSTIN-PYRAMUS DE). -I.
HERBIER DISPOSE SUIVANT LA METHODE LAMARCK. II. [HERBIER]. III. SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM IN FLORA
GALLICA DESCRIPTARUM. s.l. (France), s.d. (circa 1810) / Paris, H. Agasse, J.G.A. Stoupe, 1806. 2 vol. fol. + 1 vol.
in-8°. vol. 1: 138 ff. + 2 specimen folders waiting for insertion; Vol. 2: [1] f. (title); 103 ff. ; [3] ff. (Table of plants). Vol 3: in-8,
XXIV-432 pp. Contemp. cardboard bindings.
Remarkable set comprising a large herbarium in two volumes arranged according to the method of Lamarck, containing more
than 250 specimens, together with a copy of the abstract of his flora in Latin published in 1806. The French naturalist JeanBaptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829) was one of the first, before Darwin, to have understood the theoretical necessity of the
evolution of living beings. André Pichot (1950 - ...), a CNRS researcher in epistemology and the history of science, goes so far
as to say that the qualifiers concerning the theories of these two scientists should be reversed: Lamarckian transformism is a
true theory of evolution, whereas that Darwinian evolutionism is mostly an adaptive transformation of species. Before devoting
himself to the zoology of insects and worms, Lamarck was first a botanist. He is the author of numerous articles published in
"The Botanical Encyclopedia" between 1783-1796 and "French Flora" (3 vols., 1779). In the third edition of this work (of which
a copy is part of this set), for which Augustin de Candolle brings samples from Switzerland, Lamarck brings to the attention
of new plants. Its purpose is to arrange plants into categories according to their actual structures and, at the same time, provide
the public with a convenient and safe way to identify plants. Lamarck adopts the binary classification by genus and species,
and, above all, he invents the dichotomous method of putting the one who seeks to determine a plant successively in the
presence of two contrary terms between which he must decide before moving on to another, where he finds a narrower
alternative until he eventually finds the name of the plant, thus publishing the first key of determination. This process is for
the non-specialist and is still used today in botany.Lamarck arranges plants in a serie which comprises six degrees: polypetalous,
monopetalous, compound, incomplete, unilobed and cryptogamous. The present herbarium consists of 2 volumes containing
more than 250 specimens of plants and flowers. Each of them is dried, carefully glued to the front of a page, numbered (for
the second volume) and, for a very large number, named by its vulgar name and Latin. The numbering and denomination is
done in brown ink, as is the framing of each page on the front. The number of specimens per page varies from 1 to 4 depending
on their size. Specimens such as "Common Pied-de-vet, Arum maculanum", "Violette sauvage, Viola sylvestria" and the
"Crested digitalis, Digitalia purpurea" are also found. Volume 1 consists of unconnected leaflets held by a lacing carton. In
volume 2, the author has re-used a military register, visible on the front of each page, and calligraphed the title page in black
ink. The sheets are embedded in a paper frame with a frame drawn in ink. The set is bound in a contemporary cardboard
binding with laces. The copy of "Synopsis plantarum in flora Gallica descriptarum" present in this set has a similar binding
(Original edition of this summary in Latin of the French Flora published in 1779, increased in 1805 by Candolle de 2000
species).Scarce set, in fine condition. (List of plants available).

$ 8 000.00

Literature and Varia
114. -[MANUSCRIPT]. RECUEIL DE CHANSONS ET DE ROMANCES AVEC LES AIRS NOTES DEDIE A
MLLE AMELIE DE B. S.l.n.d. vers 1800. 1 vol. in-16° of : [3] ff. (title, dedication); 160 pp. (including 22 bl.). Orig. cardboard
covered with brown glue paper, golden edge.
Touching manuscript collection of songs performed by a poet and musician for the
woman he is in love with, Amélie de B. This charming work of about thirty songs
accompanied by their scores is carefully calligraphed in brown ink in a frame
featuring fleur-de-lys at the corners. The collection begins with a dedicatory epistle
by the author to the young Amélie de B « aussi savante qu'elle est belle » (translated
« as much skillful than she is pretty »). Despite all the research we have done, we
have not found any traces of publication of these songs, meaning these songs are
most likely the work of its author, remaining anonymous. We also note that on pp.
9, 25 and 40, the author makes corrections in gray pencil to his words. In these very
personal songs, he becomes a poet to declare his love and tell their story: “Ô dieu
d’amour, tu règnes dans mon coeur, que mon amant du moins soit aussi tendre,
fais le brûler d’une semblable ardeur.” (translated : “O god of love, you reign in my
heart, may my lover at least be so tender, make him burn with a similar ardor. ”);
“Amour, amour, je défends ton empire, inspire moi, seconde mes transports, porte
en mon sein l’ivresse et le délire, que tout fléchisse et cède à mes efforts.”
(translated : “Love, love, I defend your empire, inspire me, second my transports,
carry in my bosom the intoxication and the delirium, that all flex and yield to my
efforts.”); “L’ardent amour de la céleste flamme anime tout, le génie et les arts: oui
c’est lui seul qui nous agrandit l'âme nous fait braver la mort et les hasards.”
(translated : "The ardent love of the heavenly flame animates everything, genius and
the arts: yes it is he alone who enlarges our souls makes us brave death and chance.")
Non-exhaustive list of songs: Billet de rupture d'un fat; le Badinage; Couplets imités
de l’italien du Tasse; Romance du Rossignol; l'Imprudente; l'Embarras terminé;
l’Incertitude; l'Epouse infidèle, la Mort de Julie; Chanson en Rondeau; etc.
Impressive token of love, beautifully calligraphed.

Sold.

115. ROUGEMAITRE (C.J. DE DIEUZE). -LA LUNE, OU LE PAYS DES COQS, HISTOIRE MERVEILLEUSE,
INCROYABLE ET VERIDIQUE, CONTENANT LES PRINCIPAUX TRAITS DE LA VIE DE PELICAN XXXI, PAPA DES
COQS, ET DU CASOAR, SON MIGNON. PAR UN HOMME QUI A VOYAGE DANS LA LUNE. Paris, G. Mathiot, 1819.
1 vol in-12°. Contemp. half sheep.
Rare copy of this imaginary voyage to the moon published in early 19th century.
In the lunar narratives of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the Moon is the instrument of a decentering, a displacement in the imagination
that has several motivations, allowing criticism and caricature. The trip to the
moon is often the way to describe an ideal society. "The moon or the country of
the roosters" of Rougemaître de Dieuze, belongs to a quite different register.
Under cover of comical story, it is an ultra pamphlet. The author is best known
as an anti-Bonapartist pamphleteer, but the book bears on the title page "Honni
soit qui mal y pense", is obviously directed against Louis XVIII (Pelican XXXI)
and especially against the Duc Élie Decazes, president of the Council and favorite
of the King (the "General Sweeper Casoar"): "The pelican is here first, I will not
say birds, but the first of the lunar beings ... For many centuries, the happiness of
the roosters is entrusted to the family of pelicans, and this happiness has been
compromised, troubled, destroyed, whenever evil spirits have tried to entrust it
to others. "(P. 80-81).

$ 530.00

Religious and Moral Books
116. [ENGELMANN ET GRAF] -LIVRE D'HEURES D'APRES LES MANUSCRITS DE LA BIBLIOTHEQUE ROYALE.

Paris, Engelmann et Graf, 1846. 1 vol. in-12 ° of: CLXXXIV (illuminated text enhanced with gold, title and table); 17 Fullpage illustrations. Full black chagrin of time, spine and covers adorned with gilded crosses, golden hedges, guards lined with
red moire.
Beautiful copy of this edition classified among the "incunabula of chromolithography", an example of the printing possibilities
offered by this technique. Text in red, blue, gold and black, illustrations and rich gold ornaments and bright colors. Mainly
lithographed by H. Moulin after A. Ledoux and H. Soltau & Coffetier. For the invention of chromolithography, Godefroy
Engelmann was awarded the "Société d'Encouragement" prize in 1838. Full-page chromolithographs, initials and frames
inspired by medieval illuminations.

$ 1 650.00

117. JOANNE BONA (D.) -MANUDUCTIO AD COELUM MEDULLAM
CONTINENS SANCTORUM PATRUM, & VERTERUM PHILOSOPHORUM. Bruxellis, Typis

Francisci Foppens, sub signo Sancti Spiritûs, 1670. 1 vol. in-18°. Contemp. calf with clasps.
Brussels edition of this charming little work of popular spirituality, comparable to the imitation of
Christ because of the simplicity of its style, and based on the ideas of the Church Fathers and
certain ancient philosophers. S. 0.: 1658. 14 Latin editions appeared over the next four decades;
it was translated into Armenian, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. The author,
Cardinal Giovanni Bona (1609-1774), was a Cistercian monk and abbot renowned both for his
erudition and for having preserved the great simplicity of his lifestyle even after having attained a
high rank in the Church. A fine copy in its fine original binding which has kept its clasps.

$ 410.00

118. -LA MESSE DE MARIAGE. OEUVRE COMMENCEE EN L'AN DE GRACE MDCCCLXXXVI POUR
L'HONEUR PROFIT DE NOBLE DAME ANAIS EUGENIE LE CAMUS PAR MESSIRE CHARLES
ALEXANDRE DEROME EPOUX D'ICELLE. FUT ACHEVE AVESQUE L'AN MDCCCLXXXIX. SL,

1886-1889. 1 vol. in-8° of : [1] f. (title) ; 1 frontispiece ; [21] ff. handwritten text in brown ink and illuminated; [1] p. of
dedication illuminated in-fine. Dark purple velvet binding, smooth silent spine, front cover embroidered with the initials "AD"
in yellow and gold silk thread, metal clasps and cord.
Sumptuous wedding mass book, manuscript executed on vellum, fully illuminated and illustrated in ink and watercolor. This
work was probably executed by the young woman who is getting married. In the 19th century, since women of a certain rank
were unable to work, it was common for them to engage in hobbies such as calligraphy or the art of illumination. This wedding
mass book is a very good example of this art and the ancient technique of illumination and miniatures is remarkably applied
here. It clearly reveals the methods used in the Middle Ages as well as the author's inspiration for that time. Nevertheless, the
style, the execution, the color palette used as well as the calligraphy are typical of the 19th century. The very lively and colorful
artistic decor is characteristic of this period, and even borders on art deco. Text in two columns, in brown and red ink,
embellished with lettrines and illuminations representing flora and fauna. The majority of the illuminations are devoted to
flowers among which are represented poppies, pansies, immortelles and daffodils. There are also insects, such as beetles,
ladybirds or butterflies, as well as fish, crabs, shrimps and other crustaceans. The last illumination represents a multitude of
angels and celebrates the couple Anais Eugenie Le Camus and Charles Alexandre Gerome for whom this wedding mass book
was designed. The title, framed by flowers, is beautifully calligraphed in blue letters, set in friezes in red ink. As for the
frontispiece, it illustrates the wedding scene in a cathedral, the two spouses holding hands in front of the bishop who is about
to unite them. "AD" inscriptions embroidered with yellow thread on the front cover. Exceptional work. Very fresh copy.

$ 2 120.00
119. [MANUSCRIPT ON VELLUM] -AGENDA 1874. [France, 1873]. 1 vol. in-16 °. [16] pp. on vellum:
watercolored miniature title in a floral frame, 2 pp. of introduction, calendar
for 12 months in blue, red and gold ink finely calligraphed in a polychrome
frame in 15th century style; [282] pp. with each day of the year caligraphed
on full or half-page black ink, [15] ff. bl. Half Black morocco, back with
nerves titled gilded in gold, black percaline on covers, golden edges, triple
silk bookmarks, wooden stylus inserted in the gutter.
Adorable handwritten diary, calligraphed and illuminated by a young woman,
for her personal use or intended for her lover : two hearts are placed above
the title, in a frame of blue ribbon and flowers.
Around 1850 there was a revival of interest in France for meedle age books
of hours. Publisher Engelmann and bookbinder Gruel produced sumptuous
replicas of these works and the female audience was introduced to the art of
calligraphy and illumination. It is a real renaissance of these extremely
detailed medieval techniques. This small diary, of which 15 pages are
executed in ink and gold on vellum, a true work of artist, is a magnificent
example of the level of perfection then found.

$ 1 120.00

120. [MANUSCRIPT] SIEUR CASSAIGNE. -LA JOURNEE DU CHRETIEN SANCTIFIE PAR LA PRIERE & LA
MEDITATION APPARTENANT AU SIEUR CASS [...]. 1 vol. small in-12° of : 232 pp. (including title); [8] ff. (including prayer
for the king and table); text framed by a double rule. Full red contemporary morocco.
Splendid collection of handwritten prayers bearing the mention of its author on the title page: “Sieur Cassaigne”. The work
begins with prayers (for the morning, evening, confession and communion) followed by devotional practices for all days of the
week and various prayers to honor the Saint. The collection continues with Christian thoughts for every day of the month,
Sunday vespers and the litanies of the Blessed Virgin. It ends with the commandments of God and of the Church and a prayer
in Latin dedicated to the King.
Beautiful copy preserved in its luxurious original binding of red morocco richly adorned with unusual and original decorations:
four angels at the corners and a heart in the center.

$ 770.00

121. [ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT]. L. H. S. -ACTES ET PRIERES POUR LA COMMUNION. SLND (circa

1880). 1 vol in-8 ° of [3] ff. bl. and [32] pp. with lithographed text illuminated.
Superb manuscript devoted to the ceremony of communion. Work executed by hand in the second half of the nineteenth
century, in the style of manuscripts of the Middle Ages. Around 1820 there was a renewed interest in France for medieval
books and psalters. Publishers such as Engelmann produced sumptuous replicas of these works and the female audience was
introduced to the art of calligraphy and illumination. It is a real renaissance of these extremely detailed medieval techniques.
The artist, certainly a feminine hand with innate innate "L. H. S., has here illuminated in watercolor and gold a lithographed
text of the prayers and acts of this ceremony. A miniature representing communion is placed as a frontispiece, numerous
ornate letters, text framed with a decoration composed of flowers, animals, angel and geometric patterns ... The whole is
beautifully executed and sumptuously bound. Fine example of this re-found art.

$ 1 420.00

122. RICCI (BARTOLOMEO). -VITA D.N. JESU CHRISTI EX VERBIS EVANGELIORUM IN IPSISMET CONCINNATA.

Rome, Barthol. Zanettum, 1607. 1 vol. in-8°. engr. title, 160 engravings + 2 fold. maps (Promised Land and Jerusalem.
Contemp. hand-written manuscript titling in brown ink of the engravings. Contemporary French red morocco.
Rare copy of this work on the life of Jesus abundantly illustrated, due to the Jesuit priest Bartolomeo Ricci (1542-1613). Fine
copy preserved in its nice original of red morocco binding, well complete of the two maps.

$ 2 950.00

Miniature books
123. [MINIATURE BOOK] -CHANSONS JOYEUSES DE PIRON, COLLE, GALLOT ETC. Paris, Aubry, sd (c. 1810).
1 vol. in-32°. Contemporary sheep.
First miniature edition of this collection of texts by three 18th century chansonniers,
all three represented in profile in an engraving on the title page. These small volumes
were much sought after for the suggestive songs they contained. The copy has an
engraved frontispiece depicting a gallant scene titled "Ma pinte et ma mie" and serving
as an illustration for the first song entitled: "L’heureuse mediocrité" to the tune of "La
Bonne Aventure, ô gai!" ". Alexis Piron (1689-1773), Charles Collé (1709-1783) and
Pierre Gallet (1698-1757), playwrights and authors of popular songs, were all three
members of the famous Société du Caveau. The latter was created in 1729 in Paris
by Pierre Gallet himself and brought together authors and lovers of songs, books and
wine twice a month in the lower room of a cabaret rue de Buci.
Non-exhaustive table of songs: L'heureuse médiocrité, Conseil aux belles, Le
bouquet, A une jolie soeur du pot, Le chasseur aux abois, Le réveil-matin, La leçon
maternelle, Entendons-nous, Le curé de
Pomponne, L'ami complaisant, Chanson
historique, Avis à une cruelle, A une
dame déguisée en homme, L'amant
consolé, La paix du ménage, L'hirondelle
de carême, L'heureux caractère, Manon
Frelu, Le petit écot de la Grand'Pinte,
Chanson érotico-bachique, Sur l'entrée d'un ambassadeur turc dans Paris,
L'heureux savetier, La friande, Agnès épelant, Leçon de trictrac, Vaudeville, Robin
turelure lure, A Suzon, Le meâ culpâ, La sagesse à la mode, Les raretés, La
craintive rassurée, L'âge d'or, La vendangeuse, Chacun à son tour, Le sommeil
profond, Le grand chorus de Cythère, Ronde à danser, Branle à danser, Vaudeville
d'une farce parade, Le sommeil de Vénus, Jugement de Pâris, Les mirlitons, Le
bonnet de Lise, Les couples assortis, L'enfant précoce, La fausse prude, Le jaloux
dupé, La veuve consolée, Cantique sur Saint Roch, Couplet à madame***, qui
s'appeloit Barbe, L'instant critique, Où allez-vous M. l'abbé?,Du Prévôt des
Marchands, Philis demande son portrait, De tous les capucins du monde, Berger
qu'as-tu fait de mon coeur?, Vous voulez me faire chanter, Que ne suis-je la
fougère!, Ca n'durera pas toujours, Du Carillon de Dunkerque, Du haut en bas,
Portrait du diable, Air particulier, La meunière, Rondeau, Vaudeville, Autres
couplets, Air à faire, [...]

$ 890.00

124. [MINIATURE BOOK] -LE BIJOU DES ENFANS POUR L'ANNEE 1817 Paris,
Chez Janet Libraire Rue St Jacques N°59. 1 vol. in-32°. 8 engr. plates. Long grain red morocco
binding with richly gilded, golden edges, housed in a case in the same style imitating a book.
Charming tiny almanac intended for children containing 8 songs accompanied by their engraving
followed by the mottos for the young ladies as well as for the boys: “Sans les doux plaisirs de
l’amour, le printemps n’a pas de beaux jours" p.20 (translated : "Without the sweet pleasures of
love, spring has no good days"); “Que mon destin serait heureux si j’étais votre amoureux” p.25
(translated : "How happy would my fate be if I were your lover") ; “Peut-on garder sa liberté lorsque
l’on voit votre beauté?” p. 26 (translated : "Can we keep your freedom when we see your beauty?").
The book ends with a calendar for the year 1817. The illustration consists of 8 full-page plates
illustrating each of the songs in the first part of the book.
One of the smallest formats ever released for a children's book. Superbly bound copy.

$ 1 420.00

Drawings and sketch books.
125. BERCHERE (NARCISSE) -BATEAUX DE PECHEUR ET VOILIERS A MAREE BASSE, ILE DE MAJORQUE,
ENVIRONS DE VALLDEMOSSA. 1847. 1 sheet (315 x 285 mm.), Pencil and watercolor drawing signed and dated.
Nice drawing depicting a maritime scene, executed in pencil and watercolor by the painter Narcisse BERCHERE (1819-1891)
in 1847. This orientalist artist, trained by the School of Fine Arts in Paris, made long trips to Provence and Spain (1847).
Specializing in landscapes, he visited Egypt, Asia Minor and the Greek Archipelago in 1849-1850 and then sent his first
paintings from Greece to the Paris Salon. In 1856, he returned to Egypt and crossed the Sinai desert with his friend Léon
Belly. The two men, accompanied by Jean-Léon Gérôme and Auguste Bartholdi, then went up the Nile valley (July-October
1856). Ferdinand de Lesseps entrusted Berchére in 1860 with the task of retracing in painting the different stages of the boring
of the Suez Canal. It was at this time that he sent Eugène Fromentin many letters which were published in 1863. In 1869, he
was invited to the inauguration of the Suez Canal. Some of his works are kept at the municipal museum of Etampes (Essonne).
This watercolor represents fishing boats and their crews on a beach around Valldemossa (handwritten inscription on the back
of the frame), a port village on the west coast of the island of Mallorca (Balearic Islands). The scene shows the sailors affixed
around a hearth, at the foot of their stranded ships, the sails of which are partly loaded.

$ 530.00

126. DUREY (J.) -[SCENE ANNIMEE D'UNE BAIE EN MEDITERRANEE]. SLND (Circa 1850]. 1 sheet (455 x 700
mm.). Drawing in pencil, pastel, and gouache, signed.
Large and beautiful drawing executed in pastel and gouache, depicting a lively scene of life in a bay in the Mediterranean,
signed J. Duret. In the foreground, several ships of all sizes are stranded on a beach. One of them has its masts broken halfway
up, sailors bustle about two of the boats, one of which is rigged. In the distance, 2 other boats are sailing. On the left, we can
see the walls of a fortified city at the feet of which several figures stand. Opposite, on a steep pebble, stands the high tower of
a lighthouse. A colorful sky at dawn shines a soft light on this corner of the coast which could be located in Spain.

$ 1 420.00

127. [NOX] - [POST CARDS MODELS / WATERCOLOURS SLSD (beginning 20th c.). 255 wash drawings,
photographs. 54 x 116 mm to 288 x 184 mm.
Important set of original models of postcards made with watercolor on strong paper. Some bear the signature "Nox", probably
the pseudonym of the artist. They mostly represent country landscapes, villages, churches, houses under the snow, lakes,
rivers, bridges and sometimes some villagers. The collection also includes flowers, cats, and a series on Venice. Also present:
preparatory clichés and frames may be round, oval, square or keyhole. Rare testimony of this art today disappeared.

$ 1 770.00

128. [OZANNE (NICOLAS OU PIERRE).] -[AMSTERDAM – MARITIME SCENE]. SLND [Amsterdam circa 1780].
1 laid paper sheet (145 x 215 mm). Ink and wash drawing with 3 tones (black, blue and sepia).
Beautiful ink wash drawing of Pierre or Nicolas Ozanne, finely executed, representing a district of Amsterdam. Facing the
intersection of two shipping lanes, the artist has represented two sailors in the foreground in fishing clothes, aboard a small
boat, docking a mooring stake. On the left, some "tjalks" (river vessels with rounded shapes at the front and rear) are stationed
at the foot of a row of buildings bordering a canal. The facades are typical of the city's narrow two-storey houses, with their
wooden gallows fixed to the ridge allowing the loading of goods in the attics. At the foot of the houses, sailors are passing by
on wooden walkways on stilts giving access to the boats. In the background, above the roofs, you can barely make out the
silhouette of the bell tower of the "Westerkerk". Characteristic building by its pyramidal structure with stages which remains
one of the landmarks of the city of Amsterdam since its construction which was completed in 1631. In the center, a rowboat
maneuvered with 4 oars engages in the canal. On the right, a ship flying the flag of the Netherlands is docked alongside of a
wooden quay. On the land, dockworkers operate a loading machine consisting of a horizontal beam pivoting on a central mast
and equipped with pulleys and a spoke wheel. According to our research, the part of town that best matches this drawing is
the intersection of the Amstel river with the Zwanenburgwal canal. (Position of the bell tower, width of the canal, houses on
the left, open quay on the right, architecture of the remaining houses…).The laid paper used in this drawing can be dated back
to the second half of the 18th century. Working with 3 tones (black, blue and sepia inks), the artist captured every detail of
this maritime scene with a sailor's eye, accurately proportioning each element of the ten ships and boats represented. At the
bottom left, there are traces of a signature or legend which have become illegible. However, the subject, the attention to the
smallest detail (shape of the hulls, rigging, fittings ...) as well as the inks used and the typical style allow to identify a work of
Pierre Ozanne (1737-1813) (or his brother Nicolas) , famous for their maritime work and the "60 views of the ports of France"
(1775) produced at the request of the king. To our knowledge, no representation of the famous Dutch city by Pierre Ozanne
or by his brother Nicolas (1728-1811) is known.

$ 2 120.00

129. -[FISHERMEN IN FRONT OF THE PALAZZ0 DONN'ANNA]. [Naples] (circa 1830). 1 sheet (155 x
225mm.), gouache and watercolor drawing.
Very fine drawing executed in gouache and watercolor, representing a scene of life in the Bay of Naples. In the foreground,
on land, 2 fishermen tow their boats while a third is standing next to nets to be dried on wooden trestles. In front of them

stands the facade of Palazzo Donn'Anna, built in 1642 for the wife of the Viceroy of Naples. A plume of smoke seems to
escape from it. In the bay are sailing a few boats and a coast is visible in the background. The subject, the shape of the boats,
the delicacy and the vivid colors of this drawing bring it closer to similar works of the Neapolitan school of the first half of the
19th century.
Interesting fact: next to this palace was the house of Lady Hamilton (1765 - 1815), wife of diplomat William Hamilton (1730
- 1803) and mistress of the famous Horatio Nelson (1758 - 1805).

$ 410.00

130. TURTLE (FLORENCE CAROLINE) -[ENGLAND/LONDON / ITALY...] 1891-1897.
18 watercolors on paper of various sizes (180 x 260 mm. à 530 x 560 mm.), most with signature, or date, and sometimes
indications on the back. Fine set depicting views and inhabitants of England and Italy, painted between 1891 and 1897. They
are the work of the English Florence Caroline Turtle, born Wheatstone (1850-1926), daughter of Sir Charles Wheatstone
(1802-1875), brilliant English physicist and inventor who was the first to make possible the sending of messages by the electric
telegraph, pioneer of underwater telegraphy. He also developed the modern dynamo as well as the "stereoscope" (1832), an
apparatus by which a relief impression is obtained by the combination of two images taken in a slightly dissimilar perspective.
We found an image of a stereoscopic daguerreotype showing Wheatstone with his family grouped around a table on which is
the “wave apparatus” (c.1840), with which he demonstrated the wave properties of light. His daughter Caroline, child on this
picture, married William Greer Turtle in 1889. The quality of these 18 watercolors shows the artistic talents of the inventor's
daughter. The subjects represented are varied and very realistic: 9 watercolors are views of the magnificent Wenminster Abbey
from the surrounding gardens and from different perspectives and others from the inside, they also represent people in front
of several pretty cottages where sometimes she stayed, landscapes of the English countryside and inhabitants (shepherd and
his flock, house). Three are from Italy, a pretty Roman and a double-sided work of Pompeii, as well as a representation of a
pretty Asian garden with its reader in the patio. Fine set with the colors remained very fresh.

$ 1 770.00

